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Abstract
Security breaches occur due to system vulnerabilities with numerous reasons including; erro-
neous design (human errors), management or implementation errors. Vulnerabilities are the
weaknesses that allow an attacker to violate the integrity of a system. To address this, system
administrators and security professionals typically employ tools to determine the existence
of vulerabilities. Security breaches can be dealt with through reactive or proactive methods.
Reactive approaches are passive, in which when a breach occurs, site administrators respond
to provide damage control, tracking down how the attacker got in, resolving the vulnerability
and fixing the system. On the other hand, proactive approaches preemptively discover and
fix vulnerabilities in their systems and networks before attacks can occur. For many research
and business areas, organizations need to collaborate with peers by sharing their resources
(storage servers, clusters, databases etc). This is often achieved through formation of Virtual
Organisations (VO). For successful operation of such endeavors, security is a key issue and
system configuration is vital. A faulty or incomplete configuration of a given site can cause
hinderances to their normal operation and indeed be a threat to the whole VO. Management
of such infrastructures is complex since they should ideally address the overall configuration
and management of a dynamic set of VO-specific resources across multiple sites, as well as
configuration and management of the underlying infrastructure upon which the VO exists -
referred to in this thesis as the fabric.
This thesis investigates the feasibility of using a proactive approach towards detecting vulner-
abilities across VO resources. First, it investigates whether vulnerability assessment tools can
preemptively help in detecting fabric level weaknesses. Then it explores how the combina-
tion of advanced authorisation infrastructures with configuration management tools can allow
distributed site administrators to address the challenges associated with vulnerabilities. The
primary contribution of this work is a novel approach for vulnerability management which
addresses the specific challenges facing VO-wide security and incorporation of fabric man-
agement security considerations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In order to meet business challenges for service provision, organisations add more and more
hosts, both physical and virtual to meet consumer demand. As a result system administrators
must spend increasing time ensuring all hosts comply with security policy. Whilst a ’normal’
user with a consumer-grade personal computer, needs to configure it prior to use by provid-
ing a user name, a computer name and often automatic patch options for Microsoft Windows
products; the job of a network/system administrator is much more complex and often de-
mands setup of different configuration and security options in a organisational network for
a increasingly heterogenous collection of hardware, software systems and the networks they
utilise. The past decade has seen organisations around the world becoming increasingly in-
terconnected with the amount of critical and sensitive information being stored on networks
and systems increasing rapidly. The profileration of wireless, handheld devices and notebooks
(mobiles, PDAs, iPads etc) have also encouraged users to store critical information on them
for convenience and use them to access centralised organisational systems. Hence it is vi-
tal that systems, networks and devices that store information are configured as securely as
possible to reduce the likelihood of any compromises.
In this ’networked-world’, distributed organisations, humans, computer applications and de-
vices often need to be interconnected to undertake joint collaborations that would be impos-
sible without contributions and resources of multiple collaborators.
A recent survey by the AT&T corporation [12] presents an analysis and projection showing
the increase in the number of business collaborators expected in the near future. Other similar
surveys [13, 14, 15] back this trend and predict a significant increase in virtual organisations
(VOs) and eCollaborations in the forthcoming years.
In such distributed environments security and system configuration play a vital role. This
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3is especially so given that any inappropriate or faulty configuration can cause hindrances to
normal operation and delivery of services existing on collaborating infrastructures. Network
misconfigurations can potentially cause reachability failure, security violations and introduc-
tion of a range of vulnerabilities. In a study on network misconfigurations [16], Alimi et al
found that more than 62% of network failures are due to configuration errors. Oppenheimer
et al. [17] also found that “inadequate and inaccurate understanding of system configuration
may cause service unavailability expected from these services”.
However, it is not always the case that these failures are caused only by configuration inaccu-
racies. For example it is often the case that failures arise when an operator/system adminis-
trator wants to add/remove a user/node from a network, establish a new configuration, shift a
particular service from one server to another, or even to change/delete a particular file. Sim-
ilarly, there may be cases when several developers/collaborators working on a joint project
need to make system configuration modifications. If a particular system administrator and/or
collaborator deletes/changes a file perceiving it as unnecessary this may cause the whole col-
laboration to fail due to unforeseen side-effects caused by dependencies on this file. Tackling
this requires novel solutions that support dynamic and often ad-hoc collaborations in a secure
and adaptable manner.
Vulnerability management is another area closely related to configuration management. Pos-
sible security-threats often arise due to insufficient safeguarding mechanisms or flaws in tech-
nology, allowing an attacker to find a situation to gain unauthorised access to a system and
to misuse it. Vulnerability management is the process of monitoring, quantifying and re-
sponding to those flaws. VA is a proactive methodology to keep organisational security teams
alert of any possible danger prior to the occurence of an attack. Ideally VA and configuration
management should be closely coupled to improve the overall security of VOs.
e-Science and e-Research is about supporting collaborations especially those that cross ad-
ministrative boundaries. One way that this has been addressed is through the notion of virtual
organisations (VOs). Foster et. al defines a VO as: “A set of individuals and/or institutions
defined by such sharing rules from what we call a virtual organization (VO)” [18]. VOs come
into existence when one or more institutions and their research personnel wish to collaborate
and share resources. VOs are typically realized through the application of Grid technologies
and middleware. For large-scale Grids involving multi-site collaborations, the installation and
configuration of the software infrastructure needs for particular VOs becomes increasingly
demanding and complex for local system administrators at given sites since software targeted
to the needs of specific VOs often comes from a variety of sources including remote collab-
orators themselves. Detailed knowledge of these software tools and their often prototypic
nature mean that local administrators are left with a variety of potentially conflicting software
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4and software configuration requirements. This is especially the case when site resources are
shared across multiple VOs.
Whilst software vendors such as Microsoft and Sophos generally release patches to fix vul-
nerabilities in their software. Patching heterogeneous software from multiple providers where
dependencies can exist between the code bases is much harder to achieve. Patches, if ap-
plied correctly can remove vulnerabilities from systems, however in some cases patches may
break existing systems if not properly analysed and tested before applying. Furthermore, if
applying patches is seen as the ‘cure-all’ to software vulnerabilities, the question arises as to
why organisations do not apply them as soon as they are made available? The problem is
that patch management is multifaceted, and there are often operational reasons why organi-
sations do not apply patches immediately. For example, users with the ability to install new
software on their local machines may find that conflicts exist, e.g. with anti-virus or spyware
software, which can result in the ineffectiveness of the protection software without the user
ever knowing or even seeing a warning message. Other problems with traditional patching
systems include software set for manual updates which never actually occur; users switching
off their system earlier than the scheduled time for the update to take place or licenses which
may expire causing updates not to happen etc. Many of these issues are discussed in [19].
As one example, in November 2008, a worm (known as Conficker or Downadup) swept
through millions of servers and workstations in corporate, educational and public computer
networks around the world [20]. The Conficker worm exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft
Windows, by discovering network passwords and hand-carried user gadgets like USB keys.
Conficker was the worst infection since the Slammer worm reported in January 2003 infecting
millions of personal computers around the world. Figure 1.1 shows an illustration of the sit-
uation that gave rise to the conficker worm [1]; but this model is also common to many other
vulnerabilities.
Worms like Conficker can spread across the Internet at rapid speed creating alliances of in-
fected computers often called botnets which can then accept programming instructions from
their undisclosed controllers. Since the majority of novice computer users may not notice that
their machines have been infected, the impact and threat of these compromised machines will
only be discovered when attacks occur. As such, the severity of such worms is very high as
they may operate in the background, using infected computers to send spam or infect other
computers, and perform unauthorised actions such as stealing a user’s personal information.
Although, vendors like Microsoft rushed an emergency patch to defend the Windows operat-
ing systems against this vulnerability in October, the worm continued to spread even as the
level of warnings grew. In 2009, French airforce fighter planes were put down by a simi-
lar computer worm [21]. Similarly, it is estimated that about 30 percent of Windows-based
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5Figure 1.1: How conficker works [1]
computers attached to the Internet still remain vulnerable to infection as they have not been
updated with the appropriate patches, despite the fact that these patches have been made avail-
able. As such the prevalence of Conficker was due in part to lax security practices by both
companies and individuals in not immediately installing updates. It is thus clear that many
systems are simply left un-patched for months, even years.
According to the Computer Emergency Response Team / Coordination Center (CERT/CC)
[22], around 95 percent of security breaches could be prevented by keeping systems up-to-
date with appropriate patches [23]. This lax security process is simply not tenable for many
security-oriented VOs. This problem is exacerbated where a single inadequately configured
VO resource can endanger all other sites within a given VO if it does not take all appro-
priate measures to ensure its own configuration and security reflecting both its own specific
(autonomous) site policy and the agreements set in place for the VO itself. Whilst advanced
authorization infrastructures can protect access to given resources, these security mechanisms
will be made redundant if the basic underlying fabric upon which those services exist are
themselves inadequately protected. This might be from numerous perspectives: firewalls that
have been left open or incorrectly configured; out of date anti-virus software; operating sys-
tems or middleware itself that have not been patched with latest updates to name but a few
examples.
Ensuring that all nodes used across a VO have the necessary operating system, middleware
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and that the underlying fabrics are properly patched with the most up to date antivirus software
protection is something that up until now has been left to the individual VO sites. In many
cases however this is something that cannot be left to chance. It needs to be managed at the VO
level. For example, a VO dealing with medical records or any other highly sensitive data sets
demands that resources are protected as far as possible. Middleware solutions up to now have
been primarily targeted at isolated aspects of security, e.g. defining and enforcing advanced
authorization infrastructures which can be used to protect access to particular services or data.
In this thesis it is argued that a proactive and more integrated solution is needed that deals with
end-end VO-wide security including VO-wide security policies and their enforcement which
are aligned with local security policies and supporting the security of the underlying fabric
upon which that VO is based. To address this requires an understanding of local and global
VO policies and the ability to securely deliver and configure software patches and perform
local site configurations. One way in which such updates and configuration can be supported
is through configuration management tools. However these have to now primarily focused on
a single domain and not tackled inter-organisational collaborations. Thus a typical assumption
is that the person using the configuration management tool is the local systems administrator.
This is often not the case in inter-organisational collaborations, where remote collaborators
may want or need to install patches on a given remote VO resource, especially if it has been
identified as compromised (subject to the local security policy allowing remote administrators
to install/patch their local resource).
1.1 Thesis Statement
Configuration and vulnerability management of resources across potentially geographically
far-flung administrative boundaries is difficult to achieve. This is especially so with inter-
organisational collaborations. I assert that it is possible to realise and establish a configu-
ration aware, security-oriented vulnerability assessment model (through trusted credentials)
in a decentralised multi-domain collaborative environment to support improved end-to-end
security. This type of model supports decentralised access control for various autonomous
and heterogeneous organisations and helps to keep track of system/site policies for configura-
tion; for monitoring of resources; for dynamic updates and patches of VO-specific operating
systems or third party software including antivirus software. I also assert that by adopting
an integrated approach to policy-driven vulnerability management that allows seamless and
transparent establishment of trusted virtual collaborations it is possible to improve the overall
end-end security of such endeavours.
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1.2 Key Research Question
Can we proactively identify and resolve security vulnerabilities and system
mis-configurations in an automated and generic way in a Grid-based
environment?
In an attempt to answer the above question several sub-questions were raised:
• How do we identify the version of installed software in a multi-node Grid environ-
ment?
We want to validate the software that is deployed on a Grid resource before vulnerabilities
arise. Increasingly important is the configuration of the software. Information about the exis-
tence of potential vulnerability is required for site administrators to able to resolve them in a
timely manner. For large-scale Grids involving multi-site collaborations, identifying software
vulnerabilities in the fabric upon which services are provisioned is increasingly demanding
and complex for local system administrators since the software targeted to the needs of spe-
cific VOs often comes from a variety of sources including remote collaborators themselves
and might contain vulnerabilities.
• How do we verify that the version information is reliable?
Detailed knowledge of installed software along with their versioning information and proper
configuration is vital to successful operation of collaborations based on Grid technologies.
Ideally it should be possible to authenticate the signatures on software before it is deployed
to ensure that it comes from a reliable source and/or has been verified by a VO administrator
prior.
• How do we automatically verify if versions are vulnerable?
Ideally it should be possible to apply “controlled”/authorised use of vulnerability scanners by
a VO admin to see if a given site has a vulnerability and use configuration/patch management
tools to address the vulnerability, e.g. securely patch all nodes affected etc. The problem of
vulnerabilities is exacerbated in a Grid environment due to their dynamic nature.
• How do we ensure only trustworthy (authentic) patches are applied?
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An authentic patch implies a verifiable and un-tampered patch. Typically this is achieved
through digitally signing patches and using their signature as a basis for determining their
trustworthiness. Trust-based patch delivery and installation is successfully realised when a
system or VO administrator successfully installs authentic patches across inter-organisational
VO resources.
• How do we automate VO-wide vulnerability assessment without compromising VO
nodes/sites?
An authorised Vulnerability Assessment process implies that only authorised remote system
administrators are able to invoke VO-specific vulnerability assessment tools. It is essential
that only trusted remote system administrators are able to conduct security (automated vul-
nerability assessments), deploy patches and configure resources. This demands that they are
in possession of VO-specific authentic and valid credentials that have been agreed as part of
the establishment of the VO since all VOs are implicitly autonomous. This in turn implies
that sites have security policies in place that define and enforce the VO-specific vulnerability
assessment and resolution processes.
1.3 Motivation
In large-scale multi-domain collaborations typified by Grids such as the European Grid Infras-
tructure (EGI) [24] (formerly known as Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) [25]) and Open
Science Grid (OSG) [26], middleware and other application software are typically installed by
local site/system administrators - hereafter called (site administrators) via customised and site-
specific configuration management tools. These include technologies such as CFengine [27]
and Quattor [28]. These configuration management tools help site administrators manage site
resources. This typically entails, installation and removal and configuration of, Grid-based
(VO-specific) software. However in many collaborative projects, installation and configura-
tion of multiple site resources is required. VO managers can be designated with privileges to
manage software for a specific VO on a per VO/site basis, however the actual local installation
and configuration of such software largely remains the task of local site administrators. This
model has a variety of issues as outlined – especially where the software installed and config-
ured at a given site requires patching due to an identified vulnerability which can threaten the
whole multi-site collaboration.
Due to the complex nature of multi-domain collaborations, a variety of challenges exist in
tackling this issue: researchers may want to execute their own domain specific (VO-specific)
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application codes across the VO-specific nodes and these applications can be of a variety of
forms and/or be unknown in advance. For example, it is quite possible that the application
is self-contained and of a modest size and without external dependencies, and that it can
be shipped for execution request to a collaborating site’s computing resource and removed
once it has terminated. In other cases software dependencies might generate problems due
to requirements on external packages/libraries and their specific system configuration, e.g.
support for environment variables, Message Passing Interface (MPI), compiler versions, etc.
It is equally possible that the execution environment required for a particular application to
run successfully can be specified within the job description so that the Grid resource brokers
can find the appropriate resources. However, especially in dynamic Grid environments, the
schema describing either the resource or the application requirements might not be sufficient
to allow the resource broker to correctly match those requirements and the availability of a
particular site resource. In this case, sites cannot guarantee the correct execution environment
for incoming jobs and applications. In order to tackle these issues, collaborating institutions
and resources form VOs. These domains can have varying/conflicting policies/configurations
and require special resources to be able to run VO-specific applications. Ideally an appropriate
execution environment should be guaranteed to VO users, either by ensuring an appropriate
system environment exists, or by making available pre-installed VO specific software appli-
cations [29].
1.4 Research Contribution
This thesis introduces a model for an Automated Configuration and Vulnerability Assessment
System (ACVAS) that can be used to address vulnerability assessment and patch and config-
uration management issues that arise in heterogeneous and autonomous VO collaborations.
ACVAS proactively detects vulnerabilities and where appropriate provides automated reme-
dies to them either by applying relevant patches and/or triggering configuration management
tools to proactively enforce VO-specific security policies. We introduce an architecture, pro-
cess model and variety of metrics for defining, enforcing and subsequently measuring VO se-
curity. We show how this model supports trusted intermediary parties and components which
can provide multiple decisions exploiting delegations of rights to help achieve trust-based
patch management between collaborating institutions. We also show how the model protects
services and access policies and reduces the overall risk whilst resolution of vulnerabilities
takes place.
ACVAS delivers patches that are authentic, valid and where appropriate uses intermediary
parties and components to satisfy access policies defined by remote sites. ACVAS establish
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trust routes to push patches between two or more nodes in a VO. Trust-based patch delivery
and installation is successfully realised when a system or VO administrator successfully in-
stalls patches or delegates his/her digital credentials to trusted intermediary entities who can
subsequently push patches across inter-organisational VO resources.
In ACVAS, patches can be installed on remote nodes on the basis of: their digital signatures;
local VO policies; VO-wide policies and credentials associated with the collaboration. AC-
VAS addresses the heterogeneity and autonomy of VO resources and is specifically suited to
multi-domain environments typified by e-Science Grids. The model is based on integration
of vulnerability assessment and configuration management tools, VO-specific patch manage-
ment and fine-grained security. ACVAS has been applied on a simulation test-bed based
on the Xen virtualization technology where multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) were used to
model VO nodes that had vulnerabilities identified and patched based on VO-specific security
requirements.
1.5 Supporting Publications
1. J. Muhammad, R.O. Sinnott, Policy-based Vulnerability Assessment for Virtual Organ-
isations, 5th International Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology (CSS
2012), Melbourne, Australia, December 2012.
2. J. Muhammad, R.O. Sinnott, Policy-Driven Patch Management for Distributed Envi-
ronments, International Conference on Network and System Security (NSS 2009), Gold
Coast, Australia, October 2009.
3. R.O. Sinnott, J. Muhammad, Supporting the End-End Security of Virtual Organisations
through Policy-based Configuration Management, UK e-Science All Hands Meeting
conference, Edinburgh, September 2008.
4. R.O. Sinnott, J. Muhammad, Y. Wu, Deployment of Grids through Integrated Con-
figuration Management, Proceedings of 26th International Conference on Parallel and
Distributed Computing and Networks (PDCN), Innsbruck, Austria, February 2008.
1.6 Assumptions
In this research it is assumed that remote system administrators are authenticated by default.
That is, our model predominantly focuses on authorization aspects of collaborations, e.g.
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where related decisions for assessing vulnerabilities, adding/removing patch updates are de-
fined and enforced. Many models for authentication exist and are well defined in the literature,
e.g. Public Key Infrastructures [30] or use of federated access management such as the Inter-
net2 Shibboleth technology [31].
1.7 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review which
provides the foundation necessary for the understanding of the subsequent chapters and to set
the context for the work as a whole. It starts with an overview of configuration and patch
management problems and describes well-known configuration and patch management ap-
proaches that have been proposed for distributed environments. We describe the state of
the art in collaborative security that have typified current e-Science efforts. We also present
the method of study used and justification for the use of virtualization-based simulation as
a means of evaluating the proposed methodology. Chapter 3 highlights the general threats
and vulnerabilities related to dynamic distributed environments. It also highlights some of
the key use case scenarios used to evaluate the work as a whole. Chapter 4 presents the pro-
posed designs and architecture of the ACVAS framework and outlines its key capabilities.
This chapter also introduces the service-oriented architecture (SOA) based vulnerability and
patch management process in dynamic distributed environments and investigates the pros and
cons of four mainstream approaches to a wide range of security oriented patch management
processes. Moreover, this chapter also discusses a hybrid model (i.e. an integrated model
for proactive vulnerability assessment and delivery of trusted patches) more suited for trusted
patch management. Chapter 5 conducts an analysis of VO specific vulnerability assessment
policy definition and enforcement mechanisms. It investigates security oriented vulnerabil-
ity analysis and patch management issues including signed patches, RPM Package Manager
(RPMS) and inter-dependency issues that must often be addressed for trusted patch manage-
ment. Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the ACVAS framework with the help of a
case study and use case scenarios. In Chapter 7, the theoretical evaluation and the pratical
validation of the prototype implementation of ACVAS is presented. Finally, Chapter 8 con-
cludes the thesis by summarising the lesson learnt during the course of this research and its
contribution as a whole. The chapter finally outlines the conclusion and potential directions
for further research work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Related Work
This chapter presents a review of background literature in the area of configuration, vulnera-
bility and patch management. It provides an overview of related work associated with vulner-
abilities, configuration and patch problems, focusing in particular on large-scale distributed
systems and e-Research collaborations. The discussion focuses on VO-specific vulnerability
and patch management issues such as identification and resolution of vulnerabilities and at-
tack trends in the near past. It describes the challenges of trust, software dependencies and
challenges of existing live-update systems. This chapter lays the ground work for the security-
oriented vulnerability management contributions of this thesis. The chapter concludes with
reviews of other work or projects that have tried to address vulnerability management prob-
lems in the context of collaborative environments such as e-Science and e-Research.
2.1 ConfigurationManagement&Distributed Environments
Bellovin et al [32] identified several problems with regards to challenges for system admin-
istrators when an organisational system size grows. Firstly, since many computer users are
novice to system management, this results in poorly configured local systems. Secondly,
in many organisational setups, configurations are centrally defined and individuals allowed
to configure their own local systems, e.g. their choice of software. This can result in mis-
configuration with open questions like–did every individual install mandatory organisational
applications? If so did they set up automatic update and patching? Thirdly, two different
configurations that might be individually correct, may potentially interact in a dangerous way.
For example, Java and firewall behavior for the FTP protocol can combine to produce security
vulnerabilities [33].
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Configuration management can involve reconfiguring every aspect of an entire site. This
makes configuration tools an attractive target for malicious attackers. Such tools are them-
selves designed to be generic. That is, configuration management tools have evolved to al-
low for the flexible installation and configuration of software across a given set of resources.
Typically these work in a closed domain, e.g. a single organisation but more frequently inter-
organistional security and configuration management is needed.
2.1.1 Changes within the lifecycle of a Computer
As indicated by Evard in [2], the following represent the machine lifecycle. In Figure 2.1, a
computer moves between these states:
• New. A new computer.
• Clean. A computer with the OS installed, but not configured to work in the environment.
• Configured. A computer that is configured correctly according to the requirements of
the computing environment.
• Unknown. A computer that has been misconfigured, or has got out of date.
• Off. All done.
• Retired.
As discussed in [2], the interesting part of the Figure 2.1 are the changes that a computer goes
through as it moves between states. These are the “processes,” and consist of:
Build. In the build process, the operating system is installed on target machine.
Initialise. This process occurs directly after build, and at many sites, it is thought to be part
of the build process. The initialisation process consists of modifying the OS image
that is required to have the systems operate in the environment. Intialisation processes
typically include network configuration, installing OS patches and other changes. At the
completion of initialisation process, the system is (theoretically) functional and ready
to be used in the computing environment.
Update. After the initialization process, at some point the system might have to be modified.
For instance the network configuration might have changed, or a user needs to be added,
or an OS security patch needs to be applied, or the computer needs some kind of new
13
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Figure 2.1: The lifecycle of a machine [2]
functionality. Whatever the cause, the computer needs to be updated in order to address
the new requirements. In most cases, this will happen continually for the lifetime of the
computer.
Entropy. The entropy process refers to the gradual process of change returning from the
unknown to a configured state. There could be numerous reasons for this: undisciplined
changes made to the machine, major changes in the environment, or other unexplained
problems.
Debug. The debug process refers to debugging an “unknown” state of the computer, and
getting it back into a known state. This process is usually an intensive (manual activity).
In some cases debugging can often involve updating the systems as well.
Rebuild. The rebuild process might be needed in certain cases, either because of some kind
of problem or because the changes to be made are so drastric that simple updates are
useless and make no sense. A possible scenario would be, when a rebuild is typically
done when upgrading from one major revision of an OS to the next one. In that par-
ticular case, the rebuild process will be possible by simply reapplying the former two
processes, i.e. the build and initialisation processes to the computer.
Retire. This process would mean the end of the lifecycle of the computer. For some sites,
there is an official process for doing this, while in others, it would merely involve just
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turning the system off and/or forgetting it had existed.
This work predominantly focuses on the initialise and update process. However, rather than
deal with a simple machine the focus is multiple machines across multiple sites directed
through Grids. Integration of configuration management tools with Grid technologies is
needed to support large-scale Grids, where VO administrators are able to install and config-
ure VO-specific software across multi-site resources. This is not without challenges however.
Perhaps the greatest challenge to overcome is one of security and especially trust. Before
any large scale deployment across multiple domains is attempted, it is essential to show that
Grid technologies and a variety of configuration management software can be integrated since
different sites will likely have their own policies and software for configuration management.
This is complicated in that the process of system configuration often takes place in an uncer-
tain environment. For example, one scenario might be when the available hosts or network
connections have completely failed, partially failed or are sporadically failing. This requires
the configuration management tool to reconfigure and take remedial actions in the overall
system to counter such types of failure. These requirements and challenges demand a robust
configuration management process able to tackle the above mentioned uncertainties and va-
riety of scenarios. Additionally, it is often difficult to know and/or monitor the configuration
changes that may occur during such an uncertain condition—especially when dealing with
highly distributed resources.
Similarly as a part of configuration management in Grids, the deployment process is often
itself a tedious/laborious and time consuming job. Sometimes configurations set for a partic-
ular site/host may not be suitable for another. The vision of the Grid is to coordinate/share
resources for a common goal. Refining this goal and ensuring that the VO is set-up to meet
the requirements is key to successful configuration management. This can be ensuring that
the right software/data is deployed across the right resources, but might also dealing with
data privacy and data integrity. In this context, users and organisations may be concerned
with the vulnerabilities of collaborating site (nodes) which may be a potential vehicle/threat
to themselves.
2.1.2 Configuration Management and Security
Due to the exponential growth of internet usage among the masses such as home users and
many modern devices such as iPhones, iPADs and BlackBerrys etc, which all require secure
and reliable Internet systems to function correctly. Whilst the research community and pri-
vate business sector have put forward numerous efforts on developing defence techniques to
counter security threats, efficient management and configuration of systems has been largely
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overlooked [34]. In [32] Bellovin et al highlight three requirements for centralized configura-
tion management vital for successful secure organisational operations: security, database-
driven and robustness. Security here implies that the relevant configuration management
databases must be protected against unauthorized access or modification; the communication
among the managed hosts must be authenticated, integrity-protected, and ideally encrypted.
The database-driven aspect of configuration management covers the individual node-level as-
set inventory details by clearly stating the requirements, e.g. what nodes need what software
depending on user or site-wide needs. Robustness covers aspects of individual nodes config-
uration failures during attempted updates including scenarios when vendor supplied patches
may fail to install. If configuration changes are security-related; this could have serious con-
sequences for the overall organisational security. Teo and Zheng [35] view system configu-
ration through five main categories: meta information; hardware; operating system; software
and services. Meta information includes information on what the target host actually is e.g.
a server, a workstation or a handheld device. Hardware information also plays a vital role in
keeping track of configuration updates such as device drivers and hardware (firmware) bugs.
Software information helps to categorise particular nodes with vendor-specific list of software
and their categories/versions. Operating systems are an extremely crucial part of an individual
node hence are treated differently from software. Finally, widely adopted services provided by
hosts to external entities such as HTTP or SMTP are recognised as essential when considering
configuration management.
Security-sensitive configuration of appliances such as firewalls and filtering routers are im-
portant as well since these help in denying access to any ’external enemy’ from an organi-
sational network. One of the hardest problems in an organistional environment is configura-
tion mechanics and dealing with network topology and security policies especially in inter-
organisational relationships. Complex firewall configurations are known to be error-prone
[36], even if fully distributed firewalls are used [37] topology issues remain.
2.1.3 State-of-the-art Configuration Management
The major body of work in system configuration is mainly targeted to the end-user needs/expe-
riences and has largely ignored the tools required by system operators/administrators needed
for large-scale system configuration, monitoring, diagnosis and ultimately repair of systems.
Whilst configuration management (CM) tools can allow for deployment and management
and, of course configuration, of multiple software environments on heterogeneous infrastruc-
tures, they typically focus on the installation and configuration of software in a given domain
and across a closed set of resources and not with inter-organisational configuration manage-
ment. Some of the leading configuration management tool sets include: Configuration Engine
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(CFengine) [27], SmartFrog [38] and OGSAconfig [39]. Through these tools it is possible
to deploy a variety of Grid software, other software (such as Java or any other software) and
indeed support data management activities that are commonly required for a particular VO.
However they focus on a single administrator and not on VO-specific administrator(s) usage
to address VO-specific issues.
Anderson [40] compares system configuration problems with the early days of computer pro-
gramming. For example, due to incompatible hardware, changing platforms often requires
significant investment of time and resources and there is often no possibility to share code be-
tween machines/systems without considerable rewriting/porting. Many early programs were
created in an unstructured way. However with the advent of high-level languages, with their
underlying theory and portable compilers, this situation has now improved. We now have
the same situation in the system configuration field, with a real need for new tools, based on
sound theory and targeted at a much higher level of configuration description. As program-
ming language development require new generation of specialists and approaches, it seems
likely that real progress in configuration management tools is not possible without a compara-
ble development, requiring specialists with a fair understanding of theory, software develop-
ment and system administration practice. As was the case with development of programming
languages, new approaches for system configuration—especially crossing local and remote
IT systems, will demand a significant change in approach from system administrators [41].
Anderson [40] also identified a number of complicating factors in finding a suitable config-
uration: managing relationships, distributed systems, usability autonomics, uncertainty and
last but not least security. By global adoption of configuration management tools there can be
dramatic reduction/change on the time spent by performing repetitive system administration
tasks [42].
With efficient configuration tools in hand, more time can be spent on improving system/net-
work management capabilities to help to improve service provision to clients/users. The
Bfcg2 [43] model has been used to replace the typical scripting method of fundamental unit
of automation for system administration tasks since the scripting a multi-node environment
is fault-prone and results in difficult error handling. Furthermore, due to heterogeneous local
topologies, information is often hardcoded thus preventing scripts being ported across mul-
tiple sites. Problems also arise when operators perform tasks incorrectly, e.g. if they are
unaware of the existing system configuration. While diagnosing a problem, an operator must
often understand both the existing system configuration and the history of system configura-
tion before the problem began [17].
After arguing the importance of understanding configuration in maintaining system availabil-
ity, [17] also suggest that building operator tools that interface with existing systems pro-
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vides an incremental path to improving maintainability. It has also been argued that such
tools should not be mere wrappers of command-line installations and configuration utilities
as typically used in system administration tools. Tools supporting current and past configu-
ration information and predicting the global impact of changes in component configurations
are needed. Because as large-scale VO collaborations are operated by distributed teams of
site and VO administrators and depend on coordination among those teams with the VO end
users, frameworks are needed for VO-specific policy definition and enforcement. In estab-
lishing a given configuration or diagnosing a problem, many distinct stakeholders may be
involved. Operators can benefit for example from tools that track configuration history and
the VO-wide system health over time.
Desai et. al. [42] count three factors that affect an administrator’s ability to maintain pace with
the continuous demand for configuration changes: efficient deployment of changes; control
over how and when new changes are used and deployed, and the ability to understand patterns
in configuration changes and their propagation. Desai et. al. used Bfcg2 [43] to cope with
frequent changes in several environments in two key steps: tight integration with a repository
under revision control and a feedback mechanism which allows configuration management
tools to detect entry of clients into particular states.
Several widely adopted configuration management tools now exist. As noted, CFengine [27]
is an open source tool widely used for policy host configuration systems. It includes a high
level policy language and a low level logic engine. At start-up, CFengine retrieves a policy
definition from a central place (server) and then tries to adapt the local system to that policy.
The cfenvd daemon which is part of CFengine collects local system statistics in order to detect
abnormal behaviour.
The Local ConFiGuration system (LCFG) [44] was originally designed by Paul Anderson
developed around the same time as CFengine and has provided a test-bed for research into
system configuration challenges scaling to over 1,000 diverse machines. LCFG compared to
CFengine is difficult to adopt and less portable, consequently requiring heavy initial invest-
ment by sites. Similarly, the configuration management process involves scalability issues
when the number of nodes increases with the number of system administrators with varying
roles and of course the discrete nature of configuration. To address these issues, Desai et.
al. [45] used BCFG as a symbolic configuration management tool for heterogeneous cluster
environments. Although the BCFG solution helps in detecting client configuration changes,
it lacks several important features including detecting changes when there are several collab-
orating sites (nodes) with varying policies based on their specific VO involvements.
Anderson et. al [46] explored an integrated framework consisting of LCFG and SmartFrog for
automatic reconfiguration of larger infrastructures. The LCFG architecture has the particular
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advantage of having a single source of configuration information by making sure the avail-
ability of complete configuration information which allows complete sites to be reconstructed
from scratch. The dynamic elements of configuration are provided by SmartFrog framework.
There are several other tools available which provide dynamic reconfiguration according to
central policy; for instance Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) helps in dynami-
cally configuring IP network addresses within a range of IPs according to the policy embedded
in the server configuration in the network. The IETF Zeroconf tool [47] aims to provide vari-
ous dynamic configuration network parameters including allocating IP addresses without the
need of a DHCP server, translating names/IPs without DNS server etc. However, large-scale
infrastructures need to define a common policy within which several of these autonomous
tools can operate. The report on the GridWeaver [48] project includes a thorough survey of
existing system configuration tools. The comprehensive list of these tools shows that very
few of these tools support a clear description of the desired configuration of the underlying
fabric and none of these have the ability to specify a higher-level policy about the overall
configuration and enforcement mechanisms.
2.2 Vulnerability Management
Vulnerability management is an important foundational component of any organisation’s se-
curity program. The overall process of network scanning and discovery, identification of vul-
nerabilities, assessment, patching (in case of missing updates) and mitigation is referred to as
vulnerability management. For securing organisational network assets, conventional system
administrators and security professionals use firewalls, vulnerability scanners and intrusion
detection systems. Each of these systems can be used independently or in conjunction with
other tools. However it is the case that these have not proved to be a fool-proof mechanism
to protect network assets during normal operations of organisations [49, 50]. Though devices
like firewalls provide shielding to networks by implementing rules to restrict network con-
nectivity, they often suffer from the inherent weakness of not understanding the data going
through legitimate connections, which can potentially exploit vulnerabilities on the corre-
sponding servers [49].
Based on the discussion in the previous section, due to the complex nature of software, vul-
nerabilities have and are always likely to exist, despite efforts being put forward by industry
and the research community. Often these vulnerabilities result from the mistakes of human
programmers.
In this section we provide an analysis of the trends and discuss statistics of these vulnera-
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bilities. The normal response to vulnerabilities is the application of patches, hence patching
trends follow cycles of vulnerability. Understanding vulnerabilities by security teams allows
better decisions about when and how patches should be deployed. The consequences of these
vulnerability trends, e.g. a recent worm attacks such as Stuxnet [51, 52] or Flame [53, 54] usu-
ally appear in the introduction to most of the papers on vulnerability and patch management.
Examples of this are major worm attacks which have the effect of motivating the security
community to action. For instance, the CERT/CC was formed in response to the Morris worm
in 1988. Much of the other work into patch management emerged after the worm outbreaks
of 2001 [55].
Peltier defines vulnerability as a state of a missing or ineffectively administered safeguard or
control that allows a threat to occur with a greater impact or frequency or both [56]. Arbaugh
defines it as a flaw or defect in a technology or its deployment that produces an exploitable
weakness in a system [57] and makes it susceptible to attack (Wahlström 2005). Based on
these definitions, vulnerability can be defined as “a situation that someone or something may
exploit to unlawfully access a system and potentially misuse it”.
Seacord et.al [3] define vulnerability as: “A security flaw is a defect in a software application
or component that when combined with the necessary conditions, can lead to a vulnerabil-
ity”. Hence a vulnerability is a set of preconditions which when they become true can allow
an explicit or implicit violation of security policies. There are many sources of vulnerabili-
ties: mistakes during software coding; incomplete system logic or incorrect use of a function
or command [58]. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship among software vulnerabilities from
Seacord-Householder [3].
Vulnerability management is the process of identifying, monitoring, and responding to vul-
nerabilities. This is especially challenging since vulnerabilities in a released software product
are often not managed risks that the product manufacturer has envisaged or even has a clear
understanding of. Indeed the research community is now agreed on the fact that they (vulner-
abilities) are unknowns, and the liability for managing these risks often falls to the customer.
It is thus the customers’ responsibility to identify the vulnerabilities affecting them, in or-
der that better risk management decisions can be made. It is the case that vulnerabilities are
increasing; are being exploited more often; and the time to exploit vulnerabilities is shrinking.
Vulnerability Assessment (VA) is the audit process launched against organisational environ-
ments (systems, devices and applications). VA compares the current security state of the
organsational security level and reveals potential issues and feeds the results into security
compliance systems such as security policy and patch management for final evaluation of
security procedures already in use.
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Figure 2.2: Objects and Relationships of Vulnerability [3]
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Patch management is the process of correct and timely application of software patches to
minimize downtime and remove vulnerabilities from a system. As patches are released in
response to a vulnerability, their broader aspect cannot always be predicted. Quantifying patch
management is thus a difficult and complex task. These complexities can prevent patches
being deployed in a timely manner to vulnerable systems - in some cases patches are only
deployed months later. For the few administrators diligently applying patches, the task is still
non-trivial.
2.3 Vulnerabilities, Malware and Exploitation Trends
One crucial aspect in organisational security is the numerous variables (e.g. increased number
of vulnerabilities, high number of patches, third party software and relevant updates), which
are all potentially moving targets. Many issues need to be considered when situating any patch
management discussion in the reality of the security landscape: malware exploiting holes due
to vulnerabilities in software; escalated number of attacks, and the shrinking exploit window
are some of these. Other attack vectors such as e-mail phishing, instant messaging, evolving
security root-kits and other confidence tricks fall outside of the scope of this thesis. In [59]
Dominic has identified following key aspects related to vulnerabilities and threat exploitation
within organisational structures: growing number of vulnerabilities and attacks, and reduced
time taken to exploit a vulnerability. We consider these in turn.
2.3.1 Growing number of vulnerabilities
Today in the era of the Internet most security incidents are caused by vulnerabilities. The
statistics from the CERT/CC reveal that the number of reported vulnerabilities has increased
dramatically over the years. Other studies [60, 61] on malware and vulnerabilities suggest
that there is an increase in the number of vulnerabilities. In July 2010 Microsoft rushed out
an emergency patch for all its supported versions of Windows to cover a security flaw for all
its supported versions (XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server
2008). This addressed the way shortcuts are displayed by these operating systems [5]. This
vulnerability could allow remote code execution if the icon of a specially crafted shortcut was
displayed. An attacker who could successfully exploit this vulnerability could gain the same
user rights as the local user. As shown in Figure 2.3, IBM monitored 13 billion real-time
security events every day for more than 4,000 clients, i.e. about 3 million events/client per
day or as a whole, 150,000 events per second. They found that that there were 8,000 new web
vulnerabilities during 2010; 27% higher than those discovered in 2009 [4]. The most prevalent
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reasons for this trend is the increased use of the Internet by businesses and the public at large;
the emergingWeb 2.0 technologies and the increasing complexity of software and the increase
in the number of software projects [23]. Moreover, Debian 5.0 has 323 million lines of code as
compared to RedHat Linux 7.1 has 30 million lines of code from 170,000 lines in early Linux
distributions. It is estimated that the number of software bugs ranges from 5-20 per 1000 lines
of code [62]. It has been reported that the code size of Mitre’s reference implementation of
the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) [63] scanner developed in C++
has approximately 35,000 lines of code [64]. An application of such large size makes it hard
for developers to keep it totally flawless, and it is hard if not impossible to verify that there
are no vulnerabilities in such applications [65]. Based on these estimates it can be seen that
the number of potential bugs and the potential resulting vulnerabilities has grown immensely.
Nevertheless, not all of these bugs will result in direct security flaws, and it is difficult to make
precise extrapolations.
Additionally, this increasingly complex software is interacting and interworking with other
increasingly complex software systems. The current trend in social networking applications,
with several third party softwares running on a single machine, combined with the low cost of
communication over the Internet suggests this will become an increasingly ubiquitous prob-
lem [66]. If vendors do provide users the ability to lock down their software, it is often not
distributed in a secured state but left to the end users themselves. Other factors contributing
to the vulnerability landscape are: lack of security knowledge among end users, understaffed
systems administrators for large organisations, and the rise of preventable configuration errors
becomes clear.
Common Vulnerabilities Exposure (CVE) [67] is the main source of these statistics which as-
signs a common name to each vulnerability discovered in given software. Symantec reported
the total number 4,989 of new vulnerabilities in 2011. This figure works out to approximately
95 new vulnerabilities a week. However, compared 2010 which this number was 6,253, it
represents a decrease of 20% from that of 2010. At a first impression, this may seem like pos-
itive news, but it must be viewed in the context of a longer time window. For example if we
look at the trend over the longer term, we can see that the overall pattern is still on an upward
trajectory. For instance the number of vulnerabilities reported in January 2012, amounts to
488 and is already well ahead of the numbers reported in the same month in 2011 [68]. The
analysis of vulnerability threat trends [69] suggests that only one out of the top 10 vendors
managed to reduce vulnerability disclosures in the year 2012 compared to average disclosures
of the past ten preceeding years.
There is little reason to believe this increase will not continue. Highlighting the seriousness of
these vulnerabilities, Eschelbeck [70] pointed out two hypothesis. Firstly, there is a constant
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Figure 2.3: Growing number of vulnerabilities[4]
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Figure 2.4: New Vulnerabilities month-by-month 2010 &2011
discovery of new critical vulnerabilities, which leads to a situation where half of the most
common and critical vulnerabilities are replaced every year; and secondly due to continual
deployment and redeployment of unpatched software on machines, these vulnerabilities often
have an extended lifespan. Hence these vulnerabilities have a cumulative effect, whereby
the marginal discovery of new vulnerabilities is increasing and the total number of critical
vulnerabilities is increasing. Other factors include the failure of system administrators and
users to cope with previous vulnerabilities, which could have been successfully mitigated.
2.3.2 Escalated number of attacks
The growing number of vulnerabilities have resulted in an increase in attacks on organisa-
tional and individual assets. This is a complicated statistic to measure however. Dominic [59]
gives several reasons for this. For monitoring the attack trends, we need to collect statistics,
which could potentially help indicate the number of attacks. However, many attacks are not
detected, and in some cases if they are detected they are not reported. The problem is further
exacerbated due to the non-trivial nature of the statistics. Firstly, if an attack goes undetected,
then it cannot be counted. Secondly, reporting is driven by the victim and many organisations
who are attacked are either reluctant to report and share them for publicity reasons [71], or
administrators have dealt with the vulnerabilities and do not wish to disclose this [72]. It
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Figure 2.5: Malware Infection attempts most frequently detected [5]
is also difficult to get organisational consent to allow third parties to monitor organisational
systems [71]. An alternate solution is needed in this situation, as suggested in a study con-
ducted by Dominic [59], e.g. to conduct penetration tests and note the number of reported
intrusions. However, this approach is not without issues, where on the one hand it would be
illegal to attack remote sites without their prior consent, on the other hand, negative results
could influence a site’s reporting rate.
Due to recent advancements in Web 2.0 technologies, the situation is exacerbated, where at-
tackers are now moving away from using mass compromises and focusing on more complex
targeted Trojans, successfully exploiting hosts on-the-fly through a mix of popular rootkit in-
stalls, which provide more manageable results and help to evade detection [73]. The Hacker
Defender anti-detection service provides a service where a semi-unique version of their Hacker
Defender rootkit can be bought and used in a “pointed attack” specifically designed to avoid
detection by anti-virus software by reducing the chances of anti-virus researchers crafting a
general detection signature for the rootkit by providing many unique versions [74].
There are two main possibilities for estimating attack activity. In the first approach, taken by
the CERT/CC, sites were asked to confidentially report incidents. The Internal Revenue Ser-
vice (IRS) who established the Computer Security Incident Response Center (CSIRC), in the
year 2010, the IRS detected 2,768 computer security incidents and threats, which represent
a 22 percent increase over each of the past two years.The alternative approach taken by the
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SANS Internet Storm Center and their DSHIELD [75] project is to receive submissions on
network activity from distributed sites and perform central analysis of the data. This allows
the number of attacks to be better modelled, however it does not provide information as to
how many of those attacks are successful, unless a successful attack displays some obvious
behaviour (this is often true of worm activity, but not of human exploitation). Some of the
resulting noise from attacks can be used to perform a back-scatter analysis, which is partic-
ularly effective for Denial of Service attacks [76]. However difficult it is to model attack
trends, research tends to agree that the number of attacks and incidents is increasing every
year [77, 78].
Given the increasing number of vulnerabilities it is obvious that this will lead to a higher
number of successful attacks. This is borne out by the continuing success of automated
self-propagating malware (worms) and their continued activity even after a patch has been
available for several months [70]. This is further corroborated by DSHIELD which saw the
average time between attacks drop below five minutes in September 2005. This time to live
or survivability statistic gives an unpatched machine less time until it is compromised than it
would take to download and deploy the necessary patches [79].
2.3.3 Shrinking Vulnerability & Exploit Window
As shown in Figure 2.6, an exploit window is the time between the release or announcement
of a vulnerability and the release of the public exploit code. Recent literature shows the
evidence of this window decreasing [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 61, 85, 86, 87]. The exploitable
vulnerabilities provide an attacker with the opportunity to compromise organzational assets
before the software developer or vendor becomes aware of the flaw. The term “Zero-day”
is used to define the age of the exploit, when an attacker is able to exploit a vulnerability.
As soon as the system administrator/developer becomes aware of the flaw, the race begins to
close the security hole prior to attackers’ misuse of the vulnerability. Figure 2.6 shows the
typical timeline of various aspects from reporting vulnerabilities until a vulnerable resource
is exploited [88].
Indeed, the evidence from the research community confirms the shrinking window in terms
of vulnerability and exploit. For instance, the Nimda worm appeared a year after the vulnera-
bility had been announced, the SQL Slammer worm appeared after six months, Slapper took
six weeks, Blaster halved that to three weeks, Sasser took two weeks, Zotob appeared after
five days, and the fastest vulnerability-to-worm cycle to date has been the Witty worm, which
appeared 36 hours after the vulnerability was announced [70, 89].
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Figure 2.6: Exploit timeline for “Vulnerability-window”
The vulnerability disclosure time until the release of a scripted exploit is the most significant
indicator showing when a vulnerability has progressed from a theoretical discussion to both
a “likely to occur” and “likely to be successful” attack. The previous trend from worm at-
tacks shows that the exploit window is shrinking. This hypothesis is confirmed by several
sources [70, 71, 90]. In addition, the exploit window appears to be shrinking faster than the
remediation window. A powerful example of this reduction is the emergence and growth of
0-Day(Zero Day) exploits. As noted the term ’Zero Day’ traditionally refers to an exploit for
an undisclosed vulnerability, but is increasingly used to refer to scripted exploits released on
the same day as the vulnerability was disclosed. In both situations the exploit window is but
a few hours.
In [71] CERT/CC hypothesised that malicious groups could have privately hoarding exploit
tools which could be made public immediately when a vulnerability is released, thus skewing
the time from public disclosure of a vulnerability until public disclosure of an exploit. How-
ever, the most likely reason for the shrinking exploit window as suggested by [91] there is an
increase in the sophistication of exploit development tools [71, 92].
2.3.4 Vulnerability Management Process
A vulnerability management process normally comprises starting with systems which do not
have known vulnerabilities. Tian et al. [93] identify several vulnerability management pro-
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cesses:
Firstly, maintaining system information (inventory) including what type of hardware, operat-
ing system version, running services and third-party application is installed on organisational
resources. However, this can be achieved through manual or automated approaches. There are
proprietary software solutions such as Tivoli Inventory [94] open source technologies such as
Pakiti [95]. Other similar surveys such as SecurityFocus [96] systems follow a similar pattern
whereby site administrators spend an average of 2.1 hours per day hunting (via bulletins/email
lists) for security information relevant to their own site security issues.
Secondly, getting reliable, exhaustive, and up-to-date vulnerability information related to tar-
get systems is a prerequisite for effective VM. Common sources of vulnerability information
such as Bugtraq [97], CERT [22], and ICAT Metabase [98] available free of cost. However
commercial software systems are available which provide vulnerability information including
Security Intelligence Alert from SecurityFocus [96], SecurityTracker [99]. Currently there
are no automated tools for administrators to customise vulnerability information because the
vulnerability advisories often come from various sources and have ambiguous text-based de-
scription in different formats and using different terminologies.
Thirdly, assessing and evaluating vulnerabilities in organisational resources helps to determine
what vulnerabilities exist in the target systems to calculate the risks associated. There are a
number of free and commercial security vulnerability assessment tools such as Nessus [100]
and ISS [101]. However these tools do not provide the detail of security circumstance of the
target system such as critical configurations and deployed versions of software. This leads to
an incomplete picture of the overall organisational systems under potential threat.
2.3.5 Proactive Vulnerability Scanning
In an ideal scenario, vulnerability scanners would not be required due to vigilance of indi-
viduals at an organisational level to maintain patches and tested systems, routers, gateways,
workstations and servers. However, this is rarely the case in the real world. It is human nature
to forget things such as installing updates, patching systems and configuring them properly
[102]. A proactive approach to vulnerability management is the prevention of any malicious
intent activities towards organisational assets. In most cases, organisations adopt the strategy
of proactive patching in parallel with vulnerability scanning to mitigate problems that can
occur which have been identified, and where patches have already been released to address
them. As shown in Figure 2.7, a typical vulnerability scanner generally comprises a scan
engine, a vulnerability database (Vul DB) with latest information (plug-ins) which is updated
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Figure 2.7: A Typical Vulnerability Scan Engine
regularly from a trusted repository; a results database, and an administrative/user console.
Such scanners allow the installation of these components on one host, and databases to store
scan results. This type of combined architecture gives site administrators the advantage of an
easy installation. Scanner technologies such as NetRecon [103] and Internet Scanner [101]
can be installed and run in minutes but such products can also create administrative hurdles
in large organisations that need to distribute the product across many networks yet maintain
central control [104].
The basic assumption behind proactive vulnerability management and patching is that the
systems are functioning normally. Therefore, why apply a patch if the system is functioning
normally, since any change could potentially involve risk and downtime? In the real world,
all systems functioning normally, can potentially have underlying problems waiting to happen
as identified by [105]: memory corruption that has not yet caused a problem; data corruption,
which is typically unnoticed until the data is re-read, and latent security issues.
Most security issues tend to be latent issues, i.e. they exist in the system, but are not causing
any potential issues yet. Thus, it is important that site administrators take proactive action to
prevent such security vulnerabilities from being exploited by remote hackers. In comparison
to reactive patching, proactive patching generally implies more change, and additional plan-
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ning, for regularly scheduled maintenance windows and testing. [106] suggests that proactive
patching is recommended for : reducing unplanned downtime; preventing systems from expe-
riencing known issues: providing the ability to plan ahead and do appropriate testing before
deployment. The benefits of this planned downtime are that for proactive maintenance is
usually much less protracted than unplanned downtime when addressing issues reactively.
2.4 Vulnerability Scanning tools and their Weaknesses
Currently there exist several "security audit" packages, both free or as commercial products.
This review has concentrated on non-commercial packages due to their accessibility and am-
ple reference material. It is also generally true to say that the commercial products are some-
times derived from, directly or indirectly, the same source as the public domain products. In
reviewing security audit tools, Howard [107] identifies five basic areas in which weaknesses
can be shown to exist in security tools: generality; maintenance; relevance; trust, and timeli-
ness. We discuss these here.
Generality: many security tools are written in a general way that is independent of the hard-
ware platform and operating system on which they will run.
Maintenance: many security packages, whilst being well written and able to perform a useful
task, are not actively maintained. This is often the case when they were created via academic
research projects.
Relevance: when a tool has been created with an internal database of vulnerabilities often
it becomes out of date from the moment it is released. As identified the number of exploits
currently being discovered and publicised is of the order of 20 a month. Any tool not able
to detect these new problems declines in relevance as time goes by. For example the work
of the MITRE Corporation [108] suggests that by separating the "tool" from the "database"
of vulnerabilities, the same tool that is currently being used will be able to leverage new
developments in vulnerability databases because the tool will use information loaded at run-
time rather then information available at creation time.
Trust: typically, many audit tools require access to the entire system (root priviliges) in order
to completely assess for the existence for vulnerabilities. This typically results in running the
audit tool with “superuser” permissions on target node(s). This type of scenario demands that
the system administrator is able to trust the tool in terms of its operation, interaction with the
system(s) on which it runs, and the results it may produce.
Timeliness: to protect systems from latest vulnerabilities, the tool should be able to access
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current vulnerability information in a timely fashion. If it cannot either by it’s design or
because of practical implications, then it doesn’t exhibit the desirable quality of “timeliness”.
Not all tools exhibit all five weaknesses, but all tools appear to suffer from some of them. The
following public domain tools are presented in brief and then related to the five weaknesses
outlined earlier in the section.
2.4.1 Discussion
Vulnerability scanners have advantages and disadvantages, which site administrators need to
consider prior to joining a VO and any vulnerability scans that may be expected. Advantages
and disadvantages of vulnerability scanners are described in [109]. Firstly, a particular vul-
nerability scanner can only assess a "snapshot of time" of a typical system. Ideally a regular
scanning process should be conducted to improve the security.
Secondly, human judgment is often vital to finding reliable results from scanners, since vul-
nerability scanners only report vulnerabilities according to the plug-ins installed in the scan
database. They cannot always determine whether the response (result) from a scan is a false
negative, i.e. a failure to recognise an existence of a flaw on a target nodes, or a false positive,
i.e. the incorrect determination of the presence of a vulnerability. Hence human judgment is
always required for analyzing results of the scanning process.
Thirdly, since the sole purpose of designing a vulnerability scanner is to discover known
vulnerabilities they cannot identify other security threats, such as those related to physical,
configuration, operational or procedural issues. In addition, many vulnerability scanners rely
on “plug-ins” to determine potential vulnerabilities in a target resource. However, these plug-
ins are part of the knowledge database (or scan database) of vulnerabilities that these scanners
are capable of detecting. With the speed of malicious codes being produced the limited num-
ber of plug-ins is a drawback with largely static vulnerability scanners, i.e. where the plug-ins
do not change rapidly with evolving exploits.
Fourthly, a vulnerability scan itself can pose risks to organizational assets (systems). This
might include overloading vulnerable servers if all “plug-ins”, including high-risk ones such
as Denial of Service scans are enabled. Risk assessment and careful planning are necessary
before scanning takes place. Whilst, it might be acceptable to enable all plug-ins including
high-risk ones as part of an initial VO setup process, for ongoing continual scans on a par-
ticular VO node, administrators may consider disabling certain high-risk plug-ins. Moreover,
whilst conducting VO-wide resource scanning using a network-based scanner, a large amount
of system requests and network traffic can be generated. Therefore system administrators
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should note any deterioration in the systems and network performance of the target resources
in the VO during scanning.
Fifthly, for successful VO operations, participating sites, will absolutely wish to keep the
vulnerability information in a safe place. The leakage of scanning results containing system
vulnerability information, would be an extremely dangerous resource to VO and provide an
opportunity to attackers wishing to exploit them. Hence it is vitally important to safeguard this
information by keeping it in a safe place, using encryption and VO-specific access control to
prevent unauthorised access. In some cases, sites might have an external party employed for
the vulnerability assessment process. In this case, sites should ensure that any party involved
is trustworthy, and that both findings (scan results) and proprietary information is kept secure.
Alternatively, VOs may designate a partner site responsible for maintaining the security of
this information.
Finally, the improper use of vulnerability scanning tools could pose an enormous risk and
cause tremendous harm to VO-wide resources and other information systems. Therefore,
policies and procedures should be in place which clearly specify to whom, how and when
vulnerability assessment tools are allowed to be used. These policies may potentially include
the kind of prior VO formation (contract negotiation) process, management approval and/or
legal clearances that are required before a scanning takes place.
2.5 Patch Management
The patch management focus of this thesis builds upon an intersection of two related fields:
vulnerability management and configuration or change management [110]. As discussed in
the previous section, a vulnerability is a flaw in an information technology product (software
or hardware) or configuration of a product, that can allow an attacker to access and use re-
sources that should not ordinarily be allowed. As noted once identified by vendors, patches
are then developed to address these vulnerabilities. It is often the case that system and network
administrators have to keep an up-to-date patch management system with regular testing and
installation procedures for applying patches. However it can be the case that such patches that
are regularly introduced into systems can themselves potentially cause failures. This situation
creates the “patch paradox” for system managers, where, without a patch an asset (system) is
vulnerable to attacks, and with a patch the asset is potentially vulnerable to failures [59].
Some security practitioners specifically argue over the use of the term ’threat’. Bejtlich claims
that security professionals are deliberately “mixing and matching the terms threat and vulner-
ability and risk to suit their fancy” [111]. This might be a valid argument, since few seem to
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agree on the subject. Additionally, there are several other resources such as the Office of Cyber
Security & Critical Infrastructure Coordination [112], the US military Information Assurance
division [113], the National Institute of Standards (NIST) Special Document 800-30 [114]
and Microsoft’s Security Risk Management Guide [115] each have their own definitions. The
international standard ISO/IEC 17799 unfortunately does not provide a formal definition of
such terms. The National Institute of Standards Special Publication 800-40 [116] defines,
incorrectly, a threat as a synonym for malware [17]. In general terms,
A vulnerability is defined as a weakness in a resource (asset) which could be potentially ex-
ploited by a threat.
A vulnerability usually refers to “flaws or mis-configurations that cause a weakness in the
security of a system” [114]. In [117], a vulnerability is defined as the intersection of three el-
ements: a system’s susceptibility or flaw, attacker’s access to the flaw, and an attacker’s capa-
bility to exploit the flaw. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)/International
organisation for Standardization (ISO) 13335-1 [117] defines a threat as “a potential cause of
an unwanted impact to a system or organisation”. In other words, a threat is an entity which
has the potential to exploit a known vulnerability in an asset. Other researchers also define
the source of threat, i.e. the actual entity with “capabilities, intentions, and attack methods
of adversaries to deliberately damage, exploit, or alter information or an information system”
[59]. In this thesis we adopt this definition.
We define an exploit as either an individual/group or tool(s) that are used to attack a vul-
nerability in an asset. That is, it is the action of an attacker to target unpatched assets (with
missing patches or incorrectly configured patches) often using different tactics to exploit this
vulnerability, and hence realising the threat against that asset. In the recent arena of Web
technologies, attack methods such as malwares in the form of viruses, Trojan horses, root-kits
and other worms are commonly use exploits. Example scenarios to identify exploits might
include phishing to exploit human trust.
Figure 2.8 shows the high-level relationships between the components of threats, vulnera-
bilities and control mechanisms (safeguards). A threat exploits an existing vulnerability and
therefore represents a potential danger to organisational assets and is initiated by a threat
agent. To pose a risk to organisational assets, a threat has to exploit a vulnerability or poten-
tially give rise to follow-up threats, via a physical, technical or administrative weakness, and
cause damage to defined assets. Safeguards (access control mechanisms) have to be installed,
and applied respectively, to mitigate an identified vulnerability and to protect the correspond-
ing assets by either preventive, corrective or detective measures [6].
A patch is typically a piece of code used to update a software product [118] that corrects vul-
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Figure 2.8: Security relationships [6]
nerabilities. The corrective action performed by the patch will not only prevent an attacker
from successful exploitation but also remove or mitigate a threat’s capability to exploit a spe-
cific vulnerability in an asset. In general, vendors and software providers issue a patch which
can be used to correct a flaw that might not be security related, e.g. it may address perfor-
mance issues, or could add a new functionality to an asset. In general, a patch usually consists
of packaged pieces of software used to replace existing flawed code. Vendors normally release
a patch in one of the three ways [59]: as a patch to the source code of a program; as a patch
to the compiled binary code, or a complete file(s) replacement. Typically patch management
tasks include:
• Maintaining current knowledge of available patches;
• Decisions on what patches are appropriate for a particular system;
• Ensuring that patches are properly installed;
• Testing systems after patch installation;
• Documenting all associated procedures.
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2.6 Patch Management for Virtual Organisations
E-Infrastructures can be used to support e-Science and e-Research allowing different col-
laborators from disparate organisations, often from different disciplines and utilising het-
erogeneous software and hardware, to work together on common research problems. This
is typically achieved through the formation of targeted Virtual Organisations (VO). Inter-
organisational collaborations often bring with them challenges of security. For large-scale
infrastructures such as those based on Grid technologies involving multi-site collaborations,
the overall installation and configuration of the software infrastructure needs for particular
VOs is increasingly demanding and complex for local system administrators at given sites
since software targeted to the needs of specific VOs often comes from a variety of sources in-
cluding from remote collaborators themselves. Management of such dynamic infrastructures
is made more complex since they should ideally address the overall configuration and manage-
ment of VO-specific resources across multiple sites, as well as configuration and management
of the underlying fabric upon which the VO exists. Since an insecure fabric can undermine
the security of collaborating sites and any threat (perceived or real) can impede the operation
of the whole VO and confidence in use of shared resources it is essential that the “overall” se-
curity is tackled. In this context, patch management plays a vital role in supporting the overall
security of such collaborations.
Patches, if applied correctly, can remove vulnerabilities from systems, however as noted in
some cases patches may break existing systems if not properly analysed and tested before
applying. Furthermore, if patches are seen as the ‘cure-all’ to software vulnerabilities, then
question arises why organisations don’t apply them as soon as they are made available? The
problem is that patch management is multifaceted, and there are often operational reasons
why organisations don’t apply them immediately. For example, users may experience con-
flicts with the installed anti-virus or spyware software, though having the ability to install
new software on their local machines. These situations can result in the ineffectiveness of
the softwares’ protection mechanism without the user’s knowledge or even any warning mes-
sage to the user. Other problems with traditional patching systems include software set to be
configured for manual updates that never actually occurs; roaming users switching off their
system earlier than the scheduled time for the update to take place or licenses which may
expire causing updates not to happen etc [119]. Due to the above mentioned factors, many
systems are left unpatched for months, even years [120]. According to the Computer Emer-
gency Response Team / Coordination Center (CERT/CC) [66], around 95 percent of security
breaches could be prevented by keeping systems up-to-date with appropriate patches [121].
The Slammer virus, which swept the Internet in January 2003, caused network outages all
around the world, affecting 911 call centers, airlines, ATMs. However Microsoft released the
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patch fixing the vulnerability that Slammer exploited six months before the incident. Simi-
larly, Conficker wreaked havoc on those companies that were not current with their software
patch updates [1].
Huseyin et al. [122] point out several reasons for not applying patches. Firstly, there are often
too many vulnerabilities to patch. For example in an average week, vendors and security or-
ganisations announce around one hundred and fifty vulnerabilities along with information on
how to fix them [123]. Secondly, patches cannot always be trusted without testing [124]. Prior
to applying them in production environments, each patch must be tested to make sure that it is
working properly and does not conflict with other existing applications in the system poten-
tially worsening the overall usability/security. In some cases, sites need to reconfigure the sys-
tem and/or recode applications so that the patch can work without causing any new problems.
Thirdly, distribution of patches is not standard. Some patches are available on vendor web
sites e.g. MicrosoftWindows Update (http://www.update.microsoft.com/windowsupdate) whilst
some patches are not. Fourthly, every patch requires testing after installation and for many
installed patches restarting (rebooting) of resources is often necessary. To summarize it can
be stated that applying patches to mitigate the challenge/danger of unpatched systems in the
face of attacks is expensive. On the other hand, the consequences of not applying updates
immediately with available patches can be severe too.
This problem is exacerbated in dynamic e-Research domains where a single inadequately
configured VO resource can endanger all other sites within a given VO if it does not take all
appropriate measures to ensure its own configuration and security. Whilst advanced autho-
rization infrastructures can protect access to given resources, these security mechanisms will
be made redundant if the basic underlying fabric upon which those services exist are them-
selves inadequately protected. This might be from numerous perspectives: firewalls that have
been left open or incorrectly configured; out of date anti-virus software; operating systems or
middleware itself that have not been patched with latest updates to name but a few examples.
Ensuring that all nodes used across a VO have the necessary operating system, middleware
and that the underlying fabrics are properly patched and the most up to date antivirus software
protection is something that up until now has been left to the individual VO sites. This is
something that cannot be left to chance however. It needs to be managed at the VO level. For
example, a VO dealing with medical records or any other highly sensitive data sets demands
that resources are protected as far as possible. It is the case that the middleware solutions up
to now have been primarily targeted at isolated aspects of security, e.g. defining and enforc-
ing advanced authorization infrastructures which can be used to protect access to particular
services or data. This thesis argues that a more integrated solution is needed that deals with
end-end VO-wide security including VO-wide security policies and their enforcement which
are aligned with local security policies and supporting the security of the underlying fabric
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upon which that VO is based. This requires an understanding of local and global VO policies
and the ability to securely deliver and configure any software patches or local site config-
urations. One way in which such updates and configurations can be supported is through
configuration management tools. However these have to now primarily focused on a single
domain and not tackled inter-organisational collaborations. It is often assumed that the person
using the configuration management tool is the local systems administrator. This is often not
the case in inter-organisational collaborations, where remote collaborators may want or need
to install patches on a given remote resource if it has been identified as compromised (sub-
ject to the remote security policy allowing remote administrators to install/patch their local
resource).
Although configuration management tools help to address some aspects of the above problem
they lack important and desirable features. They currently do not address inter-organisational
(VO-wide) policies; they do not address heterogeneous platform dependencies; they do not
typically support VO-wide patch management where resources may exist in shared jurisdic-
tions, nor do they address VO-wide interdependency of patches and patching of live systems
where for example jobs may be running and resources used by several VOs concurrently.
2.7 Patch Management Challenges in Distributed Systems
It has been proposed that distributed infrastructures such as the Grid should be accessible not
only to ‘an elite few’, but also to the ‘general public/masses’ [125]. Ideally, individuals, even
those not belonging to a “member” organisation, should be able to access or contribute re-
sources, and collaborate with fellow peers in a Grid-like environment. Recently this paradigm
has moved to Cloud-computing whereby the collaborative model is based on on-demand com-
puting, e.g. software as a service (SaaS) [126], Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [127] and
Hardware as a Service (HaaS) [128]. In these paradigms individual user(s) typically have to
pay for the usage (Pay-as-you-go) of their infrastructure/service use. These collaborations
may be short-lived and/or may not be client/server based. An individual with spare comput-
ing resources/power should be allowed to join a Grid as a service provider, and/or as a service
consumer. In the case of a Cloud, a user does not even need to own/operate any infrastruc-
ture (hardware or software). These Grid and Cloud types of collaborations and endeavors can
involve different VO members and collaborating organisations/entities. In such cases we can
no longer assume the same level of trust is given to all protagonists. There is therefore a need
for a dynamic and adaptive security framework that incrementally builds trust among partici-
pating entities. Furthermore in a trusted collaboration of several VOs the users need to know
if they are interacting with the right piece of code/software or human and that their software
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Figure 2.9: The Altiris Patch Management Solution [7]
interactions (messages/data) will not be modified or stolen as they traverse the VO. In short,
users must trust the Grid/Cloud software infrastructure providers to sufficiently prevent ma-
licious activities as far as possible. Similarly, it is reasonable to expect that the user must be
proactive in this regard and share part of the burden of VO-security.
2.7.1 Patch Management Process
Many patch management processes follow a similar recipe. Figure 2.9 and 2.10 show patch
management best practice being followed by industry patch management solution provider
Altiris (now part of Symantec Inc). At a high level, the Patch Management Solution process
works as follows:
1. On each of the managed nodes, the necessary Altiris agents are deployed;
2. In a repeating schedule, the installed agents gather and upload current vulnerability data to
the central server;
3. On a scheduled interval, the central server retrieves updated patch management data from
Altiris website;
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Figure 2.10: Altiris PM Solution part-II [7]
4. On enabling a “patch bulletin” to a central server by a system administrator, staging can
take place;
5. The notification server then retrieves the related patch installation files from the vendor’s
web site;
6. To avoid network conjestion, the central server advertises the patches to the managed nodes
through an intermediary package distribution server;
7. The managed nodes periodically check in with the central server and download the patch
from the package server;
8. For managed nodes, the agents install the patches at a predetermined time and reboot the
nodes if required;
9. Depending on the schedule, agents continuously gather and upload current vulnerability
data to the central server.
This model is very effective for a given centrally controlled set of resources but does not
address the dynamic, often ad-hoc set of resources that need to be administered as arises with
Grid-based VOs.
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2.8 Patch Management Systems Research
A body of work has been undertaken by the research and commercial community in patch
management. Whilst patching solutions such as Microsoft-Windows Software Update Ser-
vices (WSUS) [129] provide patching for Windows platform and MS proprietary products,
these do not meet the wider research demands for integrated patch management, e.g. for
eResearch VOs. In typical virtual collaborations it is not always possible to restrict users’
particular application installed. VOs are typically driven by their unique software require-
ments. Windows Software Update Services has a ‘‘blackbox update model’’ which allows
easy and seemingly automatic patch update, yet the non-transparency of the system leads to
the following issues identified in [10]:
• privacy and trust issues: for example it is difficult to determine if the scanner is perform-
ing the correct actions while preserving a local system security policy. As the update
system is hosted on the remote server (vendor’s site), there is no guarantee that local
information will not leak to an external source thus breaching local system privacy.
• Solutions such as WSUS behaves more as a vendor patch update mechanism rather
than standardized vulnerability entry checking. Little information is given back to users
in terms of standard vulnerability report information. This might be too limiting for
system administrators who, for example, want to ensure that his systems are up-to-date
against recent vulnerability reports regardless of whether patches for the vulnerability
are available or not.
• as there is no control over the scanner, users need to trust that Windows Update works
as it is supposed to. This issue of blind trust is highlighted in the incident of Swen-
style Trojan horse which posed as a legitimate update [130]. Although this is a social-
engineering style attack example, it illustrates the fact that the Windows Update mech-
anism can itself be a vulnerability.
Other related concerns of the Windows Update mechanism are discussed [131]. In this thesis,
we argue that any automatic update/alert processing mechanism for patches should be based
on an open model which can be independently verified. Moreover, the administrator/user
should be able to determine the consequences of a patch or alert on his/her system.
Patching techniques themselves can take numerous forms. They can be based on pull-models
(agent-based) or push models (scan-based) [120]. Scan-based architectures typically require
that the communication is initiated by the server querying each node/computer directly. In
this model the desired scanned system (clients) have to be connected to the network otherwise
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these will be missed/remain unpatched when offline. This can often be the case in VOs and
on-demand computing scenarios, i.e. one cannot guarantee that the clients are always online.
As a result scan-based architectures are best suited to static networks. Scan-based architec-
tures also have performance issues associated with them. For example they require that the
scanning system sequence through every individual node to determine their characteristics
and subsequently retrieve a significant amount of information from each node to determine
the relevant patches to be installed. In comparison with scan-based approaches/architectures,
agent-based approaches install agent software on each client node which in itself can be a dis-
advantage of these systems. These architectures are best suited to situations when the nodes
are roaming and periodically disconnected or inactive. These systems scale well in compar-
ison to scan-based approaches as in the former case, the agent is responsible for performing
most of the work. Despite the extra burden of installing agents on all nodes in the network, in
terms of accuracy and speed, agent-based systems are typically superior to scan-based archi-
tectures.
Jung et al. [132] conducted a survey of patch management products and found that only 4 out
of 10 products could provide protection against attacks such as man-in-the middle, forgery
and replay. Dominic and Barry [133] propose an automated patch management architecture
claiming to be a complete patch management system with important features of initial vulner-
ability detection, thorough to testing, deployment, reporting and maintenance. This was an
ambitious project and is currently a work-in-progress so verification of the system working in
true multi-platform environments has yet to be demonstrated. In [134], Tian et al. propose
an automated vulnerability management system using web services and agent-based systems
which scan for vulnerabilities in the operating system version, services and third-party appli-
cations. The system sends resource profile information to a web service ‘scanner’ and returns
all possible vulnerabilities. Although, this system works fine in a standalone or static environ-
ments, it has not been tested in a multiplatform and heterogeneous environment where several
underlying operating systems and a wide range of policies may co-exist.
Chang et al. [135] present a patch management model and architectural design for large-
scale heterogeneous environments. This architecture is based on five layers, however it does
not address environments when there are several collaborators with a wide range of site/sys-
tem policies as is typical in inter-organisational VOs, and where policy conflict detection and
resolution are required. Dominic [133] in an attempt to enhance his previous work [136] iden-
tified that a complete framework based on open source community tools is needed to tackle
the patch management process in a holistic approach rather than simply patching the holes.
Although this effort brings up several ideas for the research community as whole in devel-
oping complete patch management solutions, the extension for heterogeneous and multi-site
collaborative environments is not addressed. Furthermore the proposed architecture has not
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been rigorously tested in a real environment which makes the author’s claims unsubstantiated.
The major configuration management vendors and tools providers like Microsoft, Altiris,
Computer Associates International, IBM Tivoli and LANDesk do not have embedded knowl-
edge of patch interrelationships, nor patch analysis capabilities when dealing with heteroge-
neous software environments comprising multiple software from multiple providers. Thus
these tools are not optimized for inter-organisational and heterogeneous patch management,
and their use is labor intensive [137]. In August 2008 RedHat confirmed that its update server
normally used for signing Fedora software packages was compromised [138].
The modern operating systems have a variety of tools available for obtaining and applying
patches, either the vendor-provided tools or third-party. There are, however, large differences
in how the tools function. For example, how the patches are obtained and how the patches are
applied. Patches are usually obtained using one of three methods [139]:
• Obtaining most patches from a set of common “repositories”, maintained by the vendor
or community, with only unusually esoteric or site-specific software excluded. In this
method, one software application is generally used to download and apply the patches.
• Obtaining all patches from one source1, such as a vendor-supplied firmware for hard-
ware or appliances.
• Obtaining operating system and OS vendor software patches from one source, and non-
OS vendor software patches from the respective software vendor or distributor.
Within these methods, there is also some difference in terms of patch selection. Many operat-
ing systems provide automated tools that list available patches and allow the administrator to
apply them, but some tools (generally the ones designed for non-technical end-users) provide
less granularity in package selection or automatically select all available packages.
There are three primary methods of patching software: patching the source code and recom-
piling (common in Unix-based solutions); installing an “update” or “delta” package, i.e. only
include the files that were changed or patched since the last major release of the package, or
completely re-installing a software package.
Historically most patches have been distributed as files containing specific changes to be made
to existing files (either source code which would then be recompiled or directly as binary code)
by a patching utility,which replaced the file contents at the line or byte-level [139]. Most
modern operating systems now manage software as distinct packages of related programs and
1Though the common practice is to have third-party firmware available, such as DD-WRT and OpenWRT
firmware for consumer-grade routers.
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files (such as an application or a specific web server) which greatly eases software manage-
ment. However, according to Jason [139], packaging systems are a double-edged sword when
it comes to patching; software managed through the package management system does not
need to be manually patched, instead making use of update or delta packages.
DNS poisoning tested by Kaminsky [140] who revealed that it was easy to fool systems and
people into thinking their intended update server was reached when in actual fact they had
connected to a maliciously crafted server. Once clients connected to such a bogus server, the
users would unknowingly download whatever type of malware the attacker wished such as
Trojans, spyware, keystroke logger and bots etc. For most software auto-updates there is no
easy way to know whether the patch was legitimate or not, hence many sites require checking
MD5 signatures manually after downloading updates. On the other hand, many software ven-
dors use proxy servers to simplify and speedup software delivery mechanisms. This approach
might be convenient in some cases but it also means that an attacker can compromise the
proxy server by placing their own attack code on the proxy. On top of these issues is the fact
that there is no standard update mechanism used across vendors, which means users can easily
fall victim to these types of attacks, especially if the software vendors are using non-secure
channels.
In the long term, end users need to keep pushing and pressurizing software makers to secure
the update delivery mechanisms by demanding use of digital signature on those updates. In the
short term, users themselves are often left with downloading updates manually and verifying
checksums on the downloaded packages to ensure that they actually match with those pub-
lished on vendor’s web sites. By using vulnerability scanners and tools such as ISR-evilgrade
[141] to keep an eye on running software an overall organisation might itself be vulnerable. It
might also be useful to potentially turn off auto-update features applications and manually in-
stall updates. Though there is no “one-size-fits-all” solution, these precautions are worthwhile
especially considering all the attention given to attacking software auto-update features.
Whilst, patching VO-wide systems can be a good first step to mitigating vulnerability risks,
simply installing the latest patches may fix only a subset of all vulnerabilities. Some mis-
take patch management as an adequate substitution for vulnerability management. Patches
typically address only a portion of the vulnerabilities for a technology. NIST supports these
findings in its Special Publication 800-40, “Procedures for Handling Security Patches,” [142]
which states: “Not all vulnerabilities have related patches; thus, system administrators must
not only be aware of vulnerabilities and patches, but also mitigate ‘unpatched’ vulnerabilities
through other methods (for example, firewalls and router access control lists). It is a com-
mon mistake among system administrators to monitor only patches and not vulnerabilities.
Although this omission is understandable given the time pressures many system administra-
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tors face, it can be dangerous because the system administrator’s chief adversary, the attacker,
spends considerable time monitoring and exploiting vulnerabilities. . . ”
Patching is a subset of the overall vulnerability management process. Deploying patches will
only reduce a subset of an organisation’s vulnerability risks. Some of the vulnerabilities re-
quire the IT organisations to address exposures by changing system settings or implementing
workaround solutions before the vendor distributes a patch. Not every patch is considered
critical or high-risk to an enterprise’s security posture — so why spend resources and time
on non-critical patches? Comprehensive vulnerability management requires an organisation
to assess its system’s vulnerabilities, apply system patches, make changes to the asset’s con-
figuration so that it will operate more securely. All of these problems are magnified with VOs
and distributed, heterogeneous software environments.
2.8.1 Limitations of Current Patch Management Systems
A careful analysis of the similarities and differences between both the default (vendor or oper-
ating system-supplied) patch management tools and third party tools for the operating systems
reveals that there are a number of severe limitations [139]. For instance, the method of ob-
taining notification of patches is inconsistent among vendors, and can vary from mailing lists
and direct email to specific web sites or even alerts built-in to the software. Often, many ven-
dors publish updates and patch announcements as RSS feeds, this disparity makes the task of
collecting patch information for multiple operating systems and many applications extremely
difficult. Moreover, the use of various tools for applying patches to different operating sys-
tems not only adds confusion to site administrators (forcing the administrator to remember
syntax of many similar commands) but complicates automated management as details of tool
use may change between versions, and vary greatly even within a given class of operating
system, e.g. Unix or Linux.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter a detailed review of background literature has been presented in the area of
configuration, vulnerability and patch management. The focus of the chapter was on related
research work associated with vulnerabilities, configuration and patch problems, focusing in
particular on large-scale distributed systems and e-Research collaborations. In the first sec-
tion a discussion on configuration management in distributed environments was presented.
The second section highlighted the trends towards vulnerabilities and malware in the recent
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past with a discussion on vulnerability management and vulnerabilities and malware threats
organisational assets may suffer from. The third section provided an in-depth discussion on
patch management challenges and the demand for distributed environments. The chapter pro-
vided a review of other work that have tried to address the vulnerability and patch management
problem in the context of collaborative environments. Finally the chapter concluded with a
summary of limitations of current patch management systems being implemented for Grid
based infrastructures mainly used by the e-Science community.
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Chapter 3
General Threats and Vulnerabilities– Use
Case Scenarios
This chapter motivates the need for an authorization-oriented framework for security-oriented
vulnerability management. It describes different deployment and configuration software mod-
els that are used across Virtual Organizations (VOs) that exist today and how they can be
integrated with security-oriented authorization approaches to improve the security of collab-
orations. In particular, this chapter focuses on a variety of software deployment scenarios and
their utilization of centralised and decentralised security authorization models. We highlight
the challenges and research questions that exist based on these models and establish that it
should indeed be possible to apply “controlled” (authorised) use of vulnerability scanners by
local and remote VO administrators to improve the overall VO security including patching of
vulnerable nodes. This chapter thus provides the basis for the work of this thesis.
As we have discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.4.1, that a single vulnerable node in a VO
can endanger overall operation of the whole collaboration and confidence in use of shared
resources. Since Grid-based applications are typically targeted to solve a particular scientific
or research problem, which result in the customised portions of the software without quality
assurance process. In contrast, the more mature and longer-lived software products undergo
a rigorous process of testing and evaluation. Combined with the large attack surface, these
Grid applications may contain vulnerabilities at the time of deployment which will result in
substantial exposure for the Grid. Gehani et. al [143] pointed out several reasons which pose
a substantial risk for Grid infrastructures which are discussed in the following section.
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3.1 Risk Factors to Grid Infrastructure
3.1.1 Vulnerable code
The Grid community aimed at designing VO-solutions to be applicable for an extended period
of time with an implicit demand that the software developed would be secure. Grid infras-
tructures such as the UK eScience National Grid Service (NGS), Open Science Grid, Scotgrid
to name some of them are typically funded and managed by consortia comprising universi-
ties, companies, and government bodies that can afford to make the necessary commitment of
resources to achieve security. On the other hand, the applications developed to run over the
Grid are often produced by small groups of researchers, scientists, and engineers. Often such
user/groups may not be trained in secure software engineering practices, nor are they provided
with a budget that could afford it. Instead, they develop a piece of code to answer a focused
research question and may not reuse the code in the future.
Another factor in this area is of secure software development practices overheads, especially
if their programs are expected to have a short life cycle. Boehm [144] identifies that Grid
applications are often likely to contain bugs at the time of deployment. These inherited flaws
potentially allow an adversary to exploit some fraction of these bugs to breach security.
3.1.2 Exposed services
Grid computing projects are often structured as collections of Web services [145], each of
which operates independently from the others and provides distinct functionality. To facilitate
interactions between components, many projects use standardized data representations, typ-
ically in eXtended Markup Language (XML) [146], with available resources described in a
language such asWeb Services Description Language (WSDL) [147], and use communication
protocols like Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [148] for remote invocations. Based on
SOAP, this service-oriented architecture lets legacy systems be seamlessly integrated while
simultaneously allowing them to be dynamically replaced at a later point [149]. In so doing it
is possible to utilise explicit service contracts, abstracting utilities, support loose coupling to
minimize dependencies, promoting code reuse, facilitate composition of applications, and al-
lowing the discovery of new functionality. As mentioned 2.8.1, these Grid based applications
can be dispatched to arbitrary VO nodes in the wider Grid from where they may potentially
initiate connections to and receive callbacks from external nodes (e.g. application-specific
database servers) over the Internet. As identified by Gehani et. al. [143], the disadvantage of
using such an open architecture provides an opportunity to a large attack surface for external
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adversaries to target.
3.1.3 Automatic privilege escalation
Grid technologies such as Globus incorporate functionality to transparently delegate rights
from one node to another – so called delegation of authority. But this delegation demands a
user to furnish their identity (e.g. certificate or password) on individual nodes running the job.
As discussed in [143],the Grid infrastructures farm subtasks out to a large number of nodes,
requires to configure the underlying infrastructure to utilise the delegation mechanisms. This
in turn, facilitates the migration of user code along with its permissions to arbitrary nodes
in the Grid without manual intervention. Nevertheless, this convenience comes at a cost by
introducing system-wide risk in the event that a malicious user gains access to a node in the
system. Users can leverage predefined trust relationships to potentially execute code at many
other nodes in the Grid infrastructure. Thus, an attacker who is able to compromise a part
of an application running on a single node will be able to rapidly escalate access to a larger
aspect of the Grid.
3.1.4 Attractive attack platform
Grid nodes form an attractive target to attackers for a variety of reasons. Each node is usually
well provisioned with fast processors, large amounts of memory and disk storage, and high
network bandwidth. Dedicated nodes (such as those used in TeraGrid [150] and Open Science
Grid [26]) are provisioned with hardware needed for high throughput interactive computing.
Further, such Grid resources are deployed in decentralised configurations which makes it
difficult to detect and interfere with an attacker’s activity. The absence of interactive users
who may note anomalous application behavior, the lack of egress filters deployed by Internet
service providers to curtail spam originating from their customers’ infected computers, and
the dearth of intervening institutional firewalls make such Grid nodes particularly suitable for
use by attackers.
3.2 Dynamic and Complex VO Requirements
In addition to the risk factors highlighted in previous section, it is essential to guarantee that
the VO-specific software provided is well configured and validated, i.e. it runs as expected
and produces the expected results. Whilst it is possible for a collaborating site to satisfy
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specific network or system configuration requirements imposed by a VO, if a site supports
numerous VOs, it is almost impossible for a single site administrator to install, configure
and validate VO specific software while keeping up to date with all software releases and
installation requirements required for each VO. In such dynamic environments, many releases
of the same package containing (libraries, object and source files, and other auxiliary files)
need to coexist.
Site administrators might not be familiar with all VO specific software requirements and re-
lease procedures, not the dynamic and changing communities of end users. Consequently, a
known set of “privileged” users within a VO need to be identified prior to the VO establish-
ment process and, especially those tasked with managing the application software throughout
the lifecycle of the VO collaboration.
3.2.1 VO Administrators Roles and Responsibilities
A VO administrator requires adequate tools that allow for triggering software installation and
configuration on target VO resources (sites). In addition to VO-specific software manage-
ment, a VO administrator may also have responsibilities including managing disk space and
software versions; planning for software upgrades and removal (including detecting vulnera-
bilities and applying remedial patches); publishing site and software status related information
amongst other things. Based on the sensitivity of these activities, several concerns for site ad-
ministrators exist, especially in terms of site autonomy and security where local policies need
to be respected and enforced. Thus a VO requirement for major software upgrades may not
be realistic based on ongoing site usage. For a successful VO operation solutions must be
provided for (at least) as described by Santinelli et al. [29]: establishing mechanisms that
allow for scheduling of software installation processes when appropriate; ensuring adequate
disk and space management; failure and conflict resilience; resolving software dependency
issues; handling concurrent installation processes, and satisfying any required pre-requisites
before the application software installation and configuration process is triggered.
3.3 Use Case Scenarios
There are a multitude of challenges in how Grid software deployment across VO-resources
can be achieved. To distill these, a focus is made on case studies representative of these
challenges, which provides the basis for the work in later chapters.
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3.3.1 Installing Software on-the-fly Through a Job Description
In this model a privileged user, e.g. a VO-administrator sends a job that installs software
on a file system that is shared between all VO resources, e.g. worker nodes, across the site.
Alternatively unprivileged users, e.g. normal VO members, may only have read access to
this file system. A precondition to this scenario is that VO participants and sites contributing
resources agree on user roles and privileges required in advance. The Virtual Organisation
Management Service (VOMS) [151] offers one model for the delineation and assignment of
such privileges.
3.3.2 Deploying VO Software as a Virtual Machine
The aim of this model is to remove the need for the installation of the VO software and to
minimise the number of platforms, e.g. operating system combinations, on which VO-specific
software needs to be supported and tested. This is increasingly important since the installa-
tion and maintenance of tools is a time consuming task that may require a range of complex
software systems to be configured and provisioned. This is further exacerbated when new
software releases are to be installed and when previous releases kept to ensure backwards
compatibility. Whilst overcoming dependency and configuration issues, the downside of this
model is that larger image sizes can also increase the network overhead caused by transfering
the image to the host systems and longer start-up time of the virtual machines on which they
are to run. The CERN Virtual Machine File System (CernVM-FS) [152] is one example of
such a system. CernVM-FS is a baseline virtual software appliance for the participants of
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
experiments [153]. The appliance represents a complete, portable and easy to configure user
environment for developing and running LHC data analysis locally and on the Grid, indepen-
dently of operating system software and hardware platform.
As depicted in Figure 3.1, the CernVM-FS operates by provisioning nearly all software anal-
ysis versions required at all main experiments for the LHC by providing a smaller baseline
image size of about 1 GB. CernVM-FS realises this by decoupling the underlying operating
system from the experiment-specific software. With the help of tools such as rBuilder [154],
a minimal operating system is sufficient to run a given application. CernVM-FS exploits the
fact, that a typical analysis job only requires a small fraction of files from a specific release.
From a VO user perspective, all files appear to be stored in the VO-specific virtual machine.
However, in reality the required files are downloaded on demand from a proxy using HTTP
and cached in the virtual machine.
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Figure 3.1: The key building blocks of a CernVM-FS image [8]
In this model, a site may let its worker nodes mount a CernVM-FS containing all software
(and calibration files) that may be needed by any job for the VO at hand. This mechanism is
used in particular by the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [155] and LHCb [156] VOs,
at sites that support CernVM-FS based solutions. The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [157]
VO is also moving towards this approach for its software deployment. A VO-administrator
can also potentially allow users to install software on-the-fly along with the job submitted.
The A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) [158] VO is moving its sites to this method,
making use of a BitTorrent server at CERN as the seeder, while each worker node then serves
other worker nodes at the same site.
3.3.3 Using a Virtual Box Service
A site may have a Virtual Box Service (VOBOX) [159] that also has a mounted shared area
accessible via GSISSH [160]. A VOBOX is typically used to provide additional services not
provided as the core of the VO, e.g. a data subscription service that allows a site to subscribe
to receive a subset of the data produced at another site as soon as it becomes available. A
VOBOX can be established so that it is only accessible for privileged users, e.g. the VO-
administrators of the supported VOs. VOBOX services (depicted in Figure 3.1) can either be
targeted by remote software installations or run a daemon that takes care of access and usage.
The latter is the classic ALICE [158] VO model.
To show the applicability of ACVAS, this section outlines a typical example. More advanced
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Figure 3.2: The VOBox Service
scenarios are evaluated in more detail in Chapter 7.
Example
Bob is a system administrator at the University of Edinburgh with the responsibility for check-
ing for vulnerabilities on different nodes connected to a Grid facility located at Edinburgh,
having a head node which is running Globus toolkit (a web service container for Grid ser-
vices). Bob is aware that exploiting the vulnerability of the head node provides an opportunity
for a remote attacker to submit thousands of roge jobs and subsequently prohibit legitimate
users to submit jobs for processing. Bob runs a vulnerability check on a shared server (run-
ning globus job manager on GT) located at the Grid facility University of Manchester. Prior
to running any vulnerability checks on a shared resource, the following idealises the vulner-
ability remediation process in the above case. Remedying a globus head node vulnerability
Bob needs to identify himself at the Grid site located at Manchester. Since Bob does not have
a local ID at Manchester Grid and cannot authenticate him locally. But both the Universities
at Manchester and Edinburgh are part of the existing collaboration. As shown in Chapter 4,
Figure 4.7, the VulMIS helps Bob with following five main functional areas:
• Whether a given host or range of hosts are currently active
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• The operating system installed on the targe node
• Currently active ports on monitored hosts
• Services running on these ports
• List of installed packages on target hosts
Once Bob has gathered the remote nodes properties including( operating system, installed
packages, running applications and open ports) using VPMmodule in ACVAS, he can proceed
to find out if a specific target or set of target nodes are at risk due to attacks (considering a
missing and/or vulnerable package installed or any port has been left open).
Request Types
Assigning a role to Bob
Running a vulnerability scan on a target node
Accessing central VulMIS results
Update VulMIS with newly discovered vulnerable nodes
Configure the affected node (in case there’s high vulnerability found)
Is there any risk involved?
Any dependency?
A typical vulnerability scan request is of the form:
Allow Bob who is having credentials issued by site located at Edinburgh that asserts(assures)
Bob has an “admin” role with the “vo admin” local role granted with permission P as {select
action on hosts table}.
We can write this request as a predicate as follows:
authorise((credential issued by Edinburgh
that asserts entity has admin role), voadmin,hosttable(select))
The specification of these predicates are described in detail in Chapter 5.
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3.4 Open Issues and Challenges
One of the basic requirements for collaborative platforms is how a VO administrator makes
available VO-specific software across multi-site VO-resources. This in turn raises the ques-
tion of how such software is known and advertised in the information systems or indeed made
available to administrators more generally? A privileged user may be able to publish VO-
specific software information in VO-wide information systems. Such information can subse-
quently be used to allow Compute Elements (CEs) to be selected for jobs that need particular
versions of particular software available on the worker nodes across a VO. If CernVM-FS is
used for a given VO at a given site, that site just needs to have CernVM-FS advertised for
that experiment, since it means that any software that is relevant for the experiment will be
available.
Another issue is how a VO-administrator can install, validate or remove VO-specific software
on a particular VO-site? To support finer grained access control and privilege management,
in the EGEE/LHC domain privileges are expressed by a targeted VOMS roles. Such roles
are used when creating the VOMS proxy credentials (X509 credentials with VOMS attribute
certificates embedded). This privileged VOMS role is typically mapped to a privileged local
account that has write access to the shared area that is available to the given experiment (VO).
In other domains, e.g. health, the access to and use of resources across a VO can demand
that much finer grained access control systems are in place reflecting the sensitivities and
information governance concerns of the resources and stakeholders involved. Even in this
domain however it is essential that the underlying fabric is made as secure as possible. In sce-
narios such as those, key challenges include how to define and enforce VO-specific policies
to achieve the VO-specific goals keeping in view that sites are autonomous and one cannot
dictate such issues. Other scenarios also exist where a particular VO might demand that par-
ticipating site(s) provide a ‘clean site’ tag (making sure that there aren’t any security issues)
prior to establishment of the target VO collaboration.
3.5 EGEE-based Vulnerability Assessment
To understand vulnerability assessment practices in collaborative environments, the exam-
ple of the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project is given. In this model permissions
are assigned to appropriate security personnel, e.g. VO and/or site security admininstrators
that enable them to conduct security audits consisting of vulnerability assessment and con-
figuration. This might comprise limited penetration tests against a given sites VO-specific
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resources.
EGEE example Site-specific policy1
• A site-administrator should:
– provide and maintain a central repository containing all information for resources
available on the site;
– be responsible for monitoring licensed software violations at the site;
– keep track of successful (e.g. through penetration tests) and unsuccessful access
attempts (log information) from authorized and unauthorized users;
• Sites themselves are authorized to examine any files residing on any servers/worksta-
tions owned by the site
• Site admins may run intrusion detection software and other monitoring tools to assess
any threats and security vulnerabilities and investigate any possible security incidents to
connected servers, head-nodes and worker-nodes. They should also ensure that vulnera-
bility information of resources is accessible to suitably privileged individuals and ensure
that stored vulnerability information is protected from modifications from unauthorized
individuals.
• A site may reserve the right to terminate any scan jobs and associated user jobs that
appear to be operating beyond their authorisation limits and/or are not in compliance
with this policy.
1The detailed policies are discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.5
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EGEE VO-Specific Policy2
• Before submitting jobs (scanning, configuring and applying a patch) at a resource be-
long to a site, the VO admin must:
– have approval from the target site;
– confirm that the target site(s) share their vulnerability status reports with VO ad-
ministrators (particularly with regards to VO-specific software);
• Each scan job is the responsibility of one of a limited number of authorised and regis-
tered members of the VO, e.g. the VO-administrator;
• The VO is responsible for implementing a process for authorising jobs to VO members
and ensuring that they adhere to the conditions laid down by the participating sites;
• The scan job owner and the VO on behalf of whom the job is submitted, are held re-
sponsible by the site for the safe and secure operation of the scan job and its associated
VO member job(s);
• The scan job must only execute user jobs belonging to registered and authorised mem-
bers of the VO;
• The scan job must use the approved system utility to map the application and data files
to the actual owner of the workload and interface to local site authorization, audit and
accounting services;
• The scan job must respect the result of any local authorisation and/or policy decisions,
e.g. blocking the running of the user scan job;
• The scan job must not attempt to circumvent job accounting or limits placed on system
resources, for example the execution of more parallel jobs than is allowed;
• When fetching a user specified job and credentials into a worker node, the scan job must
use means at least as secure as the original scan job submission process;
• The sites reserves the right to terminate any scan jobs and associated user jobs that
appear to be operating beyond their authorisation limits and/or are not in compliance
with the site policy. Other possible consequences include blacklisting of users or the
VO as a whole.
• The VO and/or scan job owner must produce and keep audit logs and assist any Grid
Security Operations in security incident responses.
2VO-specific policies are described in Chapter 5, section 5.5.2
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Figure 3.3: The EGI mechanism for software vulnerability reporting/handling
The basic process reporting and addressing vulnerabilities at CERN is depicted in Figure 3.3
and is explained as follows:
• Anyone VO participant may report a vulnerability by e-mail to the EGI vulnerability
group;
• The Risk Assessment Team (RAT) along with the reporter and developer investigate the
issue to see if it is indeed valid;
• If a reported issue is found to be valid, the RAT places the issue in one of four risk
categories – Critical, High, Moderate, or Low;
• According to the risk category, a fixed target date for fixing this vulnerability is set;
• The site administrators and/or VO-developers should try and fix the issue by the target
date;
• An advisory is released when a fixed version of the software is released, or on the target
date, whichever is the sooner.
The CERN document on software vulnerability analysis [161] describes this process in more
detail, and defines the responsibilities from the point of view of the various parties involved,
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i.e. the reporter of the issue, the software vulnerability group, the software providers, the EGI
middleware support unit, security operations teams and the VO sites involved.
3.6 SUMMARY
To prove that Grid technologies and different configuration management tools could be in-
tegrated, we have explored in this chapter some representative scenarios. As highlighted in
[162], due to deficiencies in authorisation systems currently used in the Grid environments,
many researchers and organisations are dissuaded from adopting such technologies. The Grid
as a whole has to be as secure as the security of any given site, yet be manageable for admin-
istrators and end users alike. The process for applying for and acquiring X.509 certificates
and converting them into an appropriate format is itself a hurdle that a large swathe of the
non-Grid research community will not overcome. Shibboleth offers one possibility through
which the usability factor for end users can however be addressed.
Another important issue that needs to be considered is fabric management, i.e. the layer upon
which VO is established. Grid-based collaborations will be considered a threat if the security
of the underlying fabric is ignored. For VO-based collaborations to be truly secure, blindly
trusting participating sites to take necessary steps in their own local security and patch man-
agement is naïve. Tools are needed to assess the contributed software and security infrastruc-
tures of participating sites before VOs are established. This demands an integrated approach
towards the security and integrity of Grid applications, the middleware and the underlying
operating systems which host the logical layer of VOs. Questions such as, will a given site
want to collaborate in a particular VO with another site if they allow telnet access, or they are
using an older version of software with known security holes? Should a given site share their
vulnerability scan reports with other sites prior to establishment of VO collaborations? How
can a site measure the “cleanliness” of a given site prior to committing to collaboration?
This necessitates the use of vulnerability assessment and configuration management tools
to be brought to the fore in understanding the establishment, management and monitoring
of VO fabrics. These should ideally be used in a collaborative workbench through which
vulnerability reports and recording the usage patterns of the users in a given VO is achieved
as well as systematically measuring the overall security of the VO and its associated resources.
Exploratory work covering this area and some of the basic scenarios were presented by Sinnott
et al. in[163] and [164].
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Chapter 4
Design and Architecture of Automated
Configuration and Vulnerability
Assessment System(ACVAS)
4.1 Objectives and Design Overview
This chapter presents the design overview and objectives of the Automated Configuration and
Vulnerability Assessment System (ACVAS). The design is divided into three main compo-
nents which are described in detail along with their justification. In this chapter we discuss a
representative scenario whereby a particular VO admin finds a vulnerability in a resource and
proactively applies the ACVAS approach to mitigate the vulnerability. The chapter concludes
with a discussion on other similar approaches towards patch and vulnerability management;
justifying the need for an integrated approach suitable for distributed collaborative domains.
4.1.1 Design Objectives
Correct configuration and management of hardware and software is important for any collab-
oration but it is so specially in e-Research domains such as e-health and other similar security-
oriented domains. For further growth and adaption of these collaborations it is necessary to
ensure that the underlying resources (fabric) are properly configured so that an attacker does
not exploit any weakness to undermine the VO and/or the spirit of such collaborations. To
address these issues, the ACVAS framework has been designed with the following objectives
in mind:
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• To support a configuration-enabled and proactive approach towards vulnerability
management: to tackle research challenges in Chapter 1, the primary goal of ACVAS
is to enable VO system administrators to proactively identify site weaknesses (vulnera-
bilities) in an automated way and to remedy any configuration problem.
• To support vulnerability discovery in VO-resources or the underlying fabric: to
know whether a particular VO resource is in vulnerable state or has any misconfigura-
tion is vital for organisational security. A key goal of ACVAS is to enable site adminis-
trators to discover vulnerabilities and misconfigurations more easily.
• To ensure that vulnerabilities found are addressed properly across the whole VO:
to ensure that vulnerabilities and misconfigurations found in organisational resources
(assets) are addressed properly, ACVAS supports existing security vulnerability and
configuration standards such as Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
[63] and Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [165].
• To ensure that only trusted and authentic patches are used that adhere to local and
VO-wide policies: in a multi-node large scale network environment involving several
collaborators (individuals and organisations) and site administrators, it is important that
patches are checked for their authenticity, e.g. checking the digital signatures are valid
prior to their deployment on target nodes. State-of-the-art solutions for configuration
and management of large scale infrastructure such as Puppet [166], Quattor [28] and
Cfengine [27] do not focus on patch monitoring and vulnerability discovery. In contrast
to these, ACVAS not only provides monitoring of patch status updates and applying
patches, but also helps in finding vulnerabilities on target nodes.
• Where appropriate allow remote system administrators to install patches on a lo-
cal site: due to the autonomous nature of VOs, once vulnerabilities are identified and
relevant patches are identified and verified, it should be possible for VO resources to
be configured and patched by remote VO administrators holding the right credentials
and where local policy allows to deploy patches and configure resources. This objective
provides aims to address to research question 5, whereby only trusted remote system
administrators are able to conduct automated vulnerability assessments, deploy patches
and configure VO-wide resources.
As discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.2) it is essential for site administrators to ensure that all
resources in the infrastructure offer a sufficient level of security. However, offering a homoge-
neous level of security across multiple, often heterogeneous, resources can be challenging. It
is also equally important that applying software security updates does not result in significant
service downtime and that a sufficient technical expertise and coordination exist. This cannot
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be always assured. For example the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EEGE) [167] project in-
dicated that a number of critical updates were not applied for the following reasons given by
Prochazka and Wartel [168]:
1. Technical issues: Ineffective mitigation techniques for handling risks e.g. missing
dependencies such as hardware vendor did not provided the kernel-level driver critical
for a system, leaving them vulnerable due to unavailability of patches;
2. Communication/Infrastructure related issues: Faulty information flow, e.g. incor-
rect roles and responsibilities defined where the staff did not understand or agree with
the implications of the risk. Infrastructure related issues also arose, e.g. where systems
were partially upgraded or once upgraded services/systems were not restarted;
3. Staff-related matters: where insufficient staff expertise existed to identify and/or re-
solve exploits.
In order to resolve the above issues, ACVAS aims to improve the overall security of VOs and
deal with issues of distributed software heterogeneity recognising the autonomy of individual
system administators/organisations and their locally defined access/usage and configuration
policies. In the following subsection we present a layered representation of a VO as discussed
in [9] justifying the need to protect the underlying fabric upon which such a collaboration is
established.
4.1.2 Layered representation of a VO
Gould et. al. [9] highlighted the layered representation of a VO shown in Figure 4.1, it
comprises of the following layers:
Network layer: The network layer consists of computing and connectivity resources. For
VOs to be established, there should be no specialist hardware needed since the "Grid" should
be built on top of existing protocols and require no additional or specialist equipment
Resource (Grid layer): The Grid layer is constructed using the Grid specific middleware,
e.g. Globus.
Application Layer: This layer is intended to provide the participants both within and out-
side the organisations with software tools needed for collaborating in one or more "virtual
organisations".
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Figure 4.1: Layered representation of a VO [9]
Virtual Organisation Layer: There is body of work which suggest that VO’s are constituted
around a specific technical goal. This goal is owned by one or more of the VO participants,
and only resources, organisations and people that are engaged in meeting that goal are in-
cluded. This goal-oriented approach helps in defining and controlling the duration of the VO
and makes deployment and management of shared resources easier. These goal based organ-
isations are known as Virtual Organisations formed by Goal-Oriented Networks (VOGONs)
[9].
As shown in Figure 4.1, it is necessary that the underlying (connectivity fabric) upon which
VO collaboration is formed, needs to be protected from malicious activities.
4.2 Architectural Overview
In this section we provide an overview of the ACVAS architecture. In Figure 4.2 a decen-
tralised view of the ACVAS architecture is presented, where the bottom layer resembles the
fabric connectivity discussed in Figure 4.1; Configuration Management System (CMS) works
at the Resource level (Grid level/ Middleware level), and the Vulnerability and Patch (VPM)
layer works at a higher level equivalent to application and facilities layer of Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Decentralised View of ACVAS Architecture
The VPM module itself is sub-divided into two components: vulnerability discovery and
patch monitoring. The top-down view of ACVAS architecture is shown in Figure 4.3, it is
made up of three layers. The upper layer is the user interface; the middle tier consists of three
modules: CMS, VPM and a scheduler (as depicted in Figure 4.3). The lower layer consists
of the remote target nodes (monitored nodes). The User Interface provides two protocols: the
first one is for vulnerability discovery and patch status monitoring which helps in finding vul-
nerable packages installed on target VO nodes. The second protocol deals with configuration
management and is involved with identifying and resolving misconfigured hosts (having open
ports, appropriate firewall rules not set etc).
In addition to vulnerability discovery and application of trustworthy patches, these protocols
also ensure that VPM and CMS modules are operated by authorised system administrators
i.e. system administrators in possession of valid credentials. The authorisation based rules
and policies are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Since the vulnerability discovery system only identifies that vulnerable packages according to
the OVAL [63] definition exist, the actual action of resolving the vulnerability/misconfigura-
tion is the responsibility of the configuration management system.
The implementation of the vulnerability scanning, patch delivery, configuration management
system is achieved through the application of Web/Grid services. The lower layer of architec-
ture Figure 4.2 is multifaceted and comprises several components that operate seamlessly and
securely so that trusted patch delivery is achievable. ACVAS aims at finding vulnerabilities
on a proactive basis, delivering patches that are authentic, valid and able to satisfy an access
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Figure 4.3: ACVAS Layered approach for Integrated Vulnerability Management
control policy defined by remote sites with respect to their configurable policies. To under-
stand the ACVAS components and architecture as a whole, we describe the interplay of the
various components of the architecture in the following sections.
4.2.1 ACVAS User Interface
ACVAS provides system administrators with a web based interface (depicted in Figure 4.4)
to access and configure/use the underlying components present at the lower layers. It offers a
medium to access the VPM (currently based on the open source Pakiti [95] patch monitoring
system) and Configuration Engine. Through this interface authorised system administrators
are able to:
• run vulnerability scanning (discovering vulnerable packages installed on target remote
nodes);
• download the hashes of updated patches from trusted remote repositories, i.e. patches
signed by trusted vendors and checked/validated by administrators at the local patch
repository;
• query the organisational inventory system and policy repository.
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Figure 4.4: ACVAS User Interface
Through this interface organisational policies for monitored nodes are configured to ensure
that VPM and CMS are operated by those with suitable VO-specific privileges. ACVAS pro-
vides system administrator with a simple web-based interface to monitor the patch status of
the target nodes and access the results, i.e. if they are vulnerable or not. Given the nature of the
information access to these reports is restricted using access control lists specified in the con-
figuration. The user interface allows site administrators to configure the ACVAS server with
settings needed to process the data received from the monitored nodes. The ACVAS server
stores all information in a relational database, currently using MySQL. The representative
schema is shown in Annex-1 A.
The user interface also provides a list of VO-specific domains to which remote nodes belong
and are grouped together with basic statistics showing number of packages which are not
up-to-date and which have security updates available.
4.2.2 Vulnerability and Patch Module (VPM)
The VPM module provides patch status monitoring and vulnerability scanning services for
VO-specific target nodes. Prior to any node becoming part of a particular collaboration, the
Vulnerability and Patch Module (VPM) makes sure that no vulnerabilities exist on a given
node that can subsequently be exploited by an attacker and hence endanger the overall col-
laboration. The VPM generates reports that outline the different potential vulnerabilities in
a given VO resource that can subsequently be used to determine potential vulnerabilities and
hence risks associated with a given resource. Access to this information needs to be protected
to local administrators and those in the VO with sufficient privileges. This is achieved by
restricting access to these with VO-specific credentials.
VPM is based on a client/server model of checking the patching status of monitored systems.
From the monitored nodes perspective, the client agent is responsible for collecting informa-
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Figure 4.5: VPM monitored nodes patch status
tion about installed packages on local VO-nodes. The information is collected and sent to the
central VPM server using secure protocols. On the VPM service end, comparison of actual
installed packages against the current list of possible updates takes place, with results dis-
played as a comprehensive set of information about current status (either vulnerable or not) of
all target nodes in the VO. The algorithm for this process is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
The VPMmodule in some represent is similar to the patch and vulnerability status monitoring
infrastructure currently used at the EGEE’s Operational Security Coordination Team (OSCT)
[169]. For example, when a severe vulnerability is found, the OSCT identifies and warns its
collaborating sites by giving instructions to apply security updates on affected nodes if they
are in a vulnerable state. By adopting this approach, the VO and site administrators can keep
track of sites vulnerable to specific security issues. It is important to note that OSCT largely
adopts a manual process and is push-oriented, with best effort vulnerability management and
configuration management performed separately and in a manual fashion.
4.2.2.1 Vulnerability Management Information System (VulMIS)
The heart of ACVAS is the VulMIS depicted at layer three in Figure 4.3 with the internal
structure of VulMIS described in Figure 4.4. VulMIS serves as the main repository for all
information such as system properties and their corresponding vulnerabilities, their poten-
tial exploits and their available patches. VulMIS includes three data stores (shaded) and six
processes:
data sources include i) system characteristics, ii) vulnerability management information sys-
tem (VulMIS) and iii) system vulnerabilities containing information about the installed pack-
ages and their vulnerability status. The data store system characteristics is populated by in-
stalled packages, scan ports, scan results of misconfiguration (firewall or default password
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Algorithm 4.1 The analyser algorithm in VPM
1. Get host ID
2. Get hostname and ip address
3. If host is behind proxy:
4. then
5. Is proxy is authorised to send data?
6. else
7. Connection denied
8. If (new host)
9. then Get host-information data
10. (host id, installed-packages, vulnerable-packages, versions)
11. Start Transaction
12. Connect to DB (VulMIS)
13. If host already have data (in VulMIS)
14. then
15. Get other HTTP variables
16. (host, OS, architecture, kernel, site, version, type of
package)
17. Parsing Package List
18. Set initial information about Vul-report
19. Get the host object(ID)
20. If
21. host already in DB (VulMIS)
22. else
23. Create host object (ID)
24. Get Host Group Get host tag
25. Call Handler end
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Figure 4.6: Internal structure of the Vulnerability Management Information System
issues), and OS fingerprints. OS fingerprinting might be some potential attacker to collect
information about a particular host prior to launching the attack.
The System characteristics also contains information about specific target nodes such as the
domain name, IP address, open ports, running services on these ports along with their ver-
sioning information, operating system type and their version, user access privileges, etc. One
of the processes connected directly to VulMIS i.e. Scan for vulnerabilities takes system at-
tributes as input from the data store System characteristics, matches it with the corresponding
data from VulMIS and appropriately populates the data store System Vulnerabilities. The
process exploit target takes the vulnerabilities existing in a particular node for a given set of
system properties and matches it with VulMIS to select a suitable exploit to compromise the
target node. The process Patch Target selects appropriate patches available in the VulMIS
and vulnerability information obtained from the VO-system based on the information about
existing vulnerabilities in VO resources.
Figure 4.7 depicts VulMIS in the form of an ER-Diagram. Firstly, the entity set system prop-
erties has operating system, running applications along with their versioning information,
installed packages, ports, target IPs as its main attributes. A distinct combination of these
attributes map to a distinct set of vulnerabilities from the vulnerabilities entity set. These
vulnerabilities can be exploited by a certain set of exploits or be patched by certain set of
available patches. Each exploit can possibly use a distinct set of payloads to compromise a
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Figure 4.7: VulMIS System Properties, adapted from [10]
target system and perform certain specific tasks. It is important to note that the Vulnerabilities
entity along with Patches, Exploits and Payloads are regularly updated from publically avail-
able databases such as (NVD and Bugtrack etc) either in an automatic fashion on manaully
depending on VO-specific needs.
4.2.3 Specifying Patch Repositories
As discussed in section 4.2, the Patch Repository (PR) shown in Figure 4.3 serves as a source
of trusted patches (signed and verified) that can be automatically downloaded from remote
repositories as required for a particular VO. Often a PR will only contain patches from recog-
nized (trusted) software vendors and/or VO collaborators themselves. Currently this compo-
nent has been implemented to support remote repositories such as rpms [170] based packages
from Redhat Linux and Debian and for VO based local repository based on yum [171] to make
sure these packages are trusted and signed.
To ensure trustworthiness of patches ACVAS VO-system administrator can specify which
vendor’s package repositories will be observed for up-to-date package versions. As depicted
in Figure 4.8, each package repository is assigned to the operating system group it represents.
As the ACVAS server checks preconfigured repositories (Figure 4.8), which should be used
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Figure 4.8: Specifying patch repositories
on monitored hosts, it can provide information about misconfigured hosts.
4.2.4 Configuration Management System (CMS)
The configuration management system (CMS) module is based upon the configuration man-
agement tool CFengine [27]. The CMS is used to install and/or update VO resources based
on local and VO-wide patch management policy. For a given VO this would typically require
that the resource was vulnerability-free and that only trusted patches were installed and con-
figured by known/trusted (authorised) system administrators. Once all constraints are met on
targeted VO resources, e.g. those where patching may be necessary, the CMS is used to push
patches to affected target nodes, where they are subsequently checked (authorised) before dy-
namic installation and configuration takes place. Alternatively, these patches can be pulled by
configuration and management clients to the effected target nodes.
As discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.1.1), the lifecyle of machine [2] ,the primary principle
of on which CMS module (CFengine) is based i.e. automatic convergence from Clean or
Unknown states back to Configured. As Cfengine is idempotent1 in its operation, which
means that “multiple applications of the operation do not change the result.” Therefore we
can write:
1It is the property of certain operations in mathematics and computer science, that they can be applied multiple
times without changing the result beyond the initial application.
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Cfengine(incorrect state) correct state
Cfengine(correct state) correct state
Cfengine runs regularly, bringing the system (monitored nodes) back to the correct state, or
keeping it there. For example, making sure a crontab entry is present:
If it is, Cfengine does nothing. If it’s not, Cfengine adds it.
Result in either case: crontab entry is present.
4.2.4.1 Declarative Language
Cfengine has its own declarative language. This language is used to write configuration “pol-
icy rules” or “promises” of how the target system should be configured. How to get to the
promised state is inherently or built-in to Cfengine.
Cfengine can be considered as an “automatic system administrator” that makes the changes
necessary to a given system to a “correct state”. The real system administrator’s job is to
configure the “automatic system administrator” (ASA) and monitor it’s function.
4.2.4.2 Why Cfengine?
CFengine has several features that make it suitable for ACVAS:
Resilience
Since hosts monitored with Cfengine pull their configuration from a policy server, or if the
policy server is unavailable or has not been configured, they can be fetched from local cache.
In other words, it can run standalone, as as part of a distributed system. Therefore Cfengine
will keep running even if there is a network outage or a policy server outage. It will use its
cached copy of the last known policy.
Scalability
In a particular environment comprising multiple heterogenous operating systems and appli-
cations where each host needs to be responsible for carrying out checks and maintenance on
itself, based on its local copy of policy. Cfengine supports this model [172].
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Lightweight
Cfengine is small and lightweight in its process size (cfagent is 1.9 MB) and used on every-
thing from supercomputers to embedded devices. As such there is no disadvantage of running
heavy agent on VO-nodes.
4.2.4.3 Key CFengine Concepts used in CMS Module
CFengine has various concepts that are key to ACVAS and that underpin this work more
generally.
Promises
In the current version of Cfengine key concepts included Promises and Patterns of Promises.
A promise is a declaration about the state we desire to maintain for a particular host, e.g.
the permissions or contents of a file, the de(installation) of package or presence/absence of a
service. A promise is a Cfengine policy statement. For example, that “etcshadow” is only
readable by root and it implies Cfengine will endeavor to keep that promise.
Pattern
A configuration is a design arrangement made with system resources. CFengine makes it easy
to describe and implement patterns using tools like lists, bundles and regular expressions.
While promises are things that are kept, the efficiencies of configuration come from how the
promises form simple re-usable patterns.
A promise example is described in Figure 4.9.
In Figure 4.9, the first part, is the mandatory control section, where certain values can be set
which promise bundles to run. The next section is a promise bundle comprised of a group of
one or more promises. The bundle type “agent” means it will result in an action on the part of
CFengine, e.g. executed by the CFengine agent. Each promise bundle has a name, and that
name is referenced in the bundlesequence.
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Figure 4.9: A CFengine promise example
4.2.5 Configuration Agents
Target nodes (managed/monitored clients) are connected in a client/server model where configuration-
agents are deployed on each monitored node. These agents gather and upload current installed
packages in XML format to a central server. On a scheduled interval, the central server (CMS)
retrieves updated hashes of available updates from remote vendor sites into a local VO-specific
repository. Administrators can request a “patch status” for managed nodes. The central server
advertises the available patches and configuration changes to the managed nodes through its
scheduler which runs continously to make sure all VO-clients pull necessary changes from the
central VO-server. The managed nodes connect to the central server and download the patches
from the appropriate location (based on their own local policy). The CFengine configuration-
agent installs the patches and rectifies any misconfiguration at a predetermined time and re-
boots (if required) the node (if necessary).
4.3 ACVAS Architecture
The focus of this chapter is on the detailed design and realisation of the various components
of the ACVAS architecture. The ACVAS is driven by fine grained security and recognition
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Figure 4.10: ACVAS System Architecture
of local and VO-wide policy. The chapter reviews VO-specific security policy needs and out-
lines how the ACVAS has been adapted from the CFengine and Pakiti frameworks to provide
integrated and trusted delivery of patches to target VO-nodes.
4.4 Configuration Management System
ACVAS provides an infrastructure where Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
based vulnerability information can be securely obtained from monitored hosts and subse-
quently translated into policy rules interpretable by secure configuration management sys-
tems. In doing so ACVAS architecture provides autonomic maintenance mechanisms for
collaborating VO organisations and their nodes/resources.
Internally the configuration management system consists of set of components responsible for
manipulating vulnerability assessment and performing various configuration processes. These
include:
• cfservd: the CFengine daemon which must be running on all hosts;
• cfagent: which performs the actual changes, e.g. pushes patches to remote hosts;
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Figure 4.11: CMS Internal mechanism
• cfexecd: the CFengine scheduler, which is used to capture cfagent output and send notifica-
tions
• cfrun: pushes updates to clients using cfagent. cfrun is a tool for executing one or more
remote agents; it contacts the cfservd daemon running on a remote host, which (in turn) starts
an authorized agent.
• cfenvd: records system activity in a database which can be viewed using the cfenvgraph
program.
4.4.1 Principles of CMS security
As with CFengine [27], the CMS adheres to the following design principles:
1. It shall be, by design, impossible to send policy-altering data to a config agent. Every
target host (client) shall retain its right to veto policy suggestions at all times. This
is called the Voluntary Cooperation Model, Cfengine allows local control of policy in
anticipation of consensus building amongst human administrators. By voluntary coop-
eration we mean that the monitored clients always pull policy from a server and there
is never an overwriting push from the server. A policy push is often indistinguishable
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from attack. It is worth noting that CFengine(discussed in detail in section 4.3.2) has
had just 3 security vulnerabilities in 17 years due to this principle [173].
2. CFengine supports the encryption of data transmitted over the network by default;
3. Each host functions as far as possible, without the need for communication with other
hosts;
4. CFengine uses a lightweight peer model for key trust. No centralized certificate author-
ity shall be used. SSL and TLS shall not be used;
5. CFengine provides safe defaults, that grant no access to other hosts.
In Figure 4.11, CMS internally follows a three tiered approach. At the top layer are various
sources of vulnerabilities such as Bugtraq, CVE and CERT. These are checked for the latest
vulnerability present in different vendor products. The monitored hosts package information
is stored in VulMIS as discussed earlier in section 4.2.2. Once a vulnerability report is gener-
ated, by comparison with the installed packages and newly received vulnerability information,
the translation module generates appropriate policies for the CMS. CM-agents subsequently
pull their required configuration from the central CMS server.
In CMS a simple, private protocol that is based on (but not identical to) that used by OpenSSH
[174]. It is based on mutual, bi-directional challenge-response using an autonomous Public
Key Infrastructure. When communicating with the centralised server, CM-agents use the
mandatory Public Key for authentication. However, the data transmitted frommonitored hosts
to server is encrypted.
4.4.2 The connection sequence (From agent to server)
1. A client attempts to connect to port 5308
2. Server examines IP address of connection and applies rules from
• allowconnects
• allowallconnects
• denyconnects
3. If host is allowed to connect, read max 2048 bytes to look for valid hail
4. Client-agent sends its hostname, username and public key to server
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5. Server checks whether public key is known
If known, host and user are confirmed, go to access control
If unknown, use trustkeysfrom rules to check whether we should accept the client’s
asserted identity
6. If not in trustkeysfrom list, break connection
7. If willing to trust, go to further checks
8. If skipverify is set, ignore reverse DNS lookup checks else check asserted identity by
reverse DNS lookup
9. If fails break off
10. Check user ID is in allowusers
11. If fails break off
12. Go to file access control
13. Process admit first then deny
14. Mapping of root privilege on server is governed by maproot. If this is false, only re-
sources owned by the authenticated user name may be transmitted.
15. If ifencrypted is set, access is denied to non-encrypted connections.
16. Symbolic links to files are not honoured by the server when computing access.
17. Access control is evaluated by the rules:
(a) First admit rule that matches wins
(b) All other admit rules are ignored
(c) No admit rule means you’re denied!
(d) Then look at deny rules (overrides admit)
(e) First deny rule that matches wins
(f) All other deny rules are ignored
(g) No deny rule means you’re admitted
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4.4.3 Authenticating CM-Agents
Authentication is about making sure users are who they claim they are. Traditionally, there
have been two approaches to authentication. Firstly, where a trusted third party (arbiter of
the truth) decides whether two individuals who want to authenticate should trust each other.
Much web-based authentication follows this approach.
Secondly, the challenge-response approach where each individual is allowed to decide whether
to trust the other. This is the approach used in CMS (as adopted from CFEngine design) and
is based on OpenSSH.
During the key exchange between a CMS client and server, the server has to decide if it will
trust the client by using the “trustkeysfrom” directive. The trustkeysfrom directive allows the
server to accept keys from one or more communicating nodes (monitored hosts).
On the monitored nodes end (client-side), the client also has to specify if it will trust keys
from the server by using the “trustkey” directive. This trustkey directive allows a client to
decide whether to accept keys from the server. The CMS authentication model is based on the
ssh scheme, however unlike ssh, the authentication process in CMS is not interactive and the
keys are generated by a cf-key program instead of ‘ssh key-gen’ program. Similarly, the key
acceptance is itself accomplished using a trust-key method.
The authentication mechanism between CM-agents and server is implemented by using RSA
2048 public key encryption for authentication. This in turn uses a 128 bit random Blowfish
encryption key for data transmission is used with the challenge response verified by an MD5
hash.
4.4.4 Configuration Management System trust model
The trust model used in CMS (described in Section 4.3.2) is to some extent at odds with the
external firewall concept. For example the CMS entity says: “I am my own boss. I don’t trust
anyone to push me data.” In reply, the firewall says: “I only trust things that are behind me.”
The firewall thinks it is being secure if it pushes data from behind itself to the DMZ. A CMS
thinks it is secure if it makes the decision to pull the data autonomously, without any orders
from some potentially unknown host. One of these mechanisms has to give if firewalls are to
co-exist with CMS.
From a firewall’s point of view, push and pull are two different techniques: where a push
requires only an outgoing connection from a trusted source to an untrusted destination. On the
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other hand, a pull necessarily requires an untrusted connection being opened to a trusted server
within the secure area. For some firewall administrators, the latter is simply unacceptable
(because they are conditioned to trust their firewall). But it is important to evaluate the actual
risk. We have a few observations about the latter to offer at this point:
As noted by Aleksey [173]it is not the aim to advocate any one method (push or pull) of up-
date. It would depend on organisational needs. However, evaluating security implication is
required. For example exporting data from the secure area to the DMZ automatically down-
grades the privacy of the information being transmitted. In the CMS, the assumed security
model is about the security of every host to be taken seriously in an organisational context.
Nevertheless, a firewall should never be used as a substitute for host security. It would be
ludicrous to suggest that an arbitrary employee’s machine is more secure than an inaccessible
host in the DMZ.
4.5 VulnerabilityManagement Information System(VulMIS)
The Vulnerability Management Information System (VulMIS) is the most important part of
the ACVAS architecture that keeps a formal record of the VO-specific resources and their
configuration. In the ACVAS this is realised by a MySQL-based database containing in-
formation in 18 different tables including the hardware, software and potentially other third
party software (such as anti-virus and anti-spyware) across the VO nodes. The VulMIS is pop-
ulated when clients send their data synchronously to the server to provide central monitoring.
However access to the VulMIS is restricted using access control lists based on VO-specific
attribute. Access to and use of this resource is strictly authorised as determined by each VO
itself. In VulMIS packages are installed with the help of operating system specific package
manager tools such as yum [171], apt-get [175] and up2date [176]. It is worthwhile mention-
ing that VulMIS contains those packages installed via multiple package management software
including yum, apt-get etc.
VulMIS requires details of exactly what kind of information is required across the VO. AC-
VAS has been designed to be flexible in this regard. The typical core set of information
includes:
• The name of packages (RPM) available;
• A listing of what OS each package was available for. Noting that some software would only
need to be compiled for one or two operating systems. For example, Red Hat Linux systems
already have installed out of the box several packages which can be used for building other
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systems ;
• Versions of software packages used for the VO and information on the underlying system
requirements (and exceptions);
• A list of every software package that should be installed on every node for the VO;
• A field in each node’s profile that allows specification of versions of software packages and
whether this differs from the currently deployed software.
In our proof-of-concept design inspired from [10], the database has seven main entities namely:
An entity relationship diagram which gives an overview of the relationship between the data
items used in VulMIS is given in Figure 4.12. Some of the key fields from the VPM module
include:
• Vulnerability Entity – is a textual description for the vulnerability, identifiers such as CERT
ID, BugTraq ID, CVE ID and also other keys corresponding to other tables.
• Vulnerability Specifications Entity – vulnerability consequences, hardware requirements,
name of vulnerable application/service. A service could be a daemon.
• Environment Specifications Entity – existence of required user/application or service objects
which may be exploitable.
• Application/Services Entity – name of application/ service, application/service ID, vulnera-
ble versions, hardware requirements. Services can have additional fields like protocols, port
numbers, etc.
• Operating System Entity – similar to application entity but for the operating system.
• Exploit Entity – actual exploit including the privileges needed to execute exploit and the
consequences of using the exploit.
In Figure 4.13, the VPM module processes the gathered OVAL information from target mon-
itored hosts and stores the results in the VulMIS database. The Grid middleware module
connects the VPM to the Gird infrastructure where it can submit jobs and collect outputs.
The collector module transfers the job outputs to the VPM module. The scheduler module is
responsible for synchronising the VPM and CMS.
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Figure 4.12: VPM module database structure inspired from [10]
Figure 4.13: Flowchart of VPM Component Interactions
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4.5.1 Analyser
In the VPM module, the analyser is used to monitor the patches status of target VO-nodes. Its
functions include scheduling the scans for target VO-nodes, managing configuration inventory
and storing information obtained from remote nodes in the inventory. The analyser gathers,
converts and stores security knowledge from multiple sources such as OVAL and CVE in
OVAL format. It then initiates the logic based comparator to match the obtained information
from remote repositories and those of target nodes stored in VulMIS. A significant advantage
of the ACVAS architecture is that the central analyzer has a complete view of the configuration
of every managed host in the VO, and can conduct various high level security analysis on the
configuration information.
4.5.2 Scheduler
A VO-wide operating system’s built-in scheduler periodically runs to makes sure that the
VPM server is available to clients so that they can report any vulnerabilities or when updates
are available. The scheduler also checks that the server daemon running all the times.
The collector unit transfers the actual data from remote clients to a Pakiti module using the
cURL protocol. cURL is an open source program used for transferring data with http or https
protocol. The VPM module logs every important event and information and then matches
security data from OVAL and then writes the data to MySQL based database.
As depicted in Figure 4.3, the scheduler provides a glue (bridge) to the upper layers to connect
the remote nodes. It also enables VO-administrators to schedule vulnerability scanning and
configuring affected nodes. The scheduler makes sure that the Client-agent is running on the
remote monitored nodes and VPM module sending the remote nodes data to the centralised
VulMIS.
4.5.3 Patch Repository
ACVAS supports RedHat OVAL definitions because other vendors (e.g., SuSE) do not fol-
low the OVAL standard, which makes the OVAL processing impossible at the moment. A
package/host is considered vulnerable if a package version is lower than one in a package
repository containing security updates assigned to the host’s operating system or the package
with the current version is listed in some Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) def-
inition. CVEs in the RedHat OVAL definitions are categorized by their severity. ACVAS uses
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Figure 4.14: ACVAS colors to show the severity of vulnerable packages
different colors to show the severity of CVEs. It should be noted that the severity ranking used
by RedHat (and others) is mainly focused towards desktop systems and thus unsuitable for our
purposes. For example, escalations to root privileges in Linux kernels are often not considered
critical, while rather minor browser vulnerabilities score much higher. The ACVAS addition
of CVE tagging allows an administrator to tag the severity of a CVE. An administrator can
define any number of tags and assign them to CVEs. Hosts found to have packages related
to a marked CVE can be viewed on a single page in the GUI. Using the tagging mechanism
it is directly possible to detect machines exposing vulnerabilities deemed critical and not rely
solely on the severity score assigned by an operating system vendor.
ACVAS also supports severity of packages compiled manually and installed from a package,
which cannot be check directly with any repository or OVAL. If a package is vulnerable and
a local administrator locally fixes the vulnerability, they will usually add some additional
string to the version of the new package leaving the original version number to distinguish the
package from the vendor’s one.
ACVAS is able to show all package versions installed on monitored hosts according to the
particular CVE, making it easy to select versions that should not show up in the reports.
4.5.4 Processing Data from Remote Nodes
As shown in Figure 4.16, the processing of installed packages start with inputing the configu-
ration file to VPM server. Once data has been received by VulMIS, it extracts the parameters
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# Mon i t o r i ng System f o r CRITICAL s t a t u s
body common c o n t r o l
{ bund l e s equence => { " c h e c k _ l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s " } ;
i n p u t s => { " C f e n g i n e _ s t d l i b . c f " } ; }
####################################################
bund l e ag en t c h e c k _ l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s
{
v a r s :
" l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s _ i d e a l _ s c e n e "
s t r i n g =>
"22 s shd 80 h t t p d 443 h t t p d 5308 cf−s e r v e r " ;
# t h i s i s our exp e c t e d c o n f i g u r a t i o n
v a r s :
" l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s " s t r i n g =>
e x e c r e s u l t ( " / u s r / s b i n / l s o f − i −n −P | \
/ b i n / g r ep LISTEN | \
/ b i n / sed −e ’ s #* :## ’ | \
/ b i n / g r ep −v 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 | \
/ b i n / g r ep −v : : 1 | \
/ b i n / awk ’{ p r i n t $8 , $1 } ’ | \
/ b i n / s o r t | \
/ u s r / b i n / un iq | \
/ b i n / s o r t −n | \
/ u s r / b i n / x a r g s echo " , " u s e s h e l l " ) ; # t h i s i s our
# a c t u a l c o n f i g u r a t i o n .
# we t e l l C feng ine t o use a s h e l l w i th " u s e s h e l l "
# t o do a command p i p e l i n e .
c l a s s e s : " r e a l i t y _ d o e s _ n o t _m a t c h _ i d e a l _ s c e n e " no t =>
regcmp (
" $ ( l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s ) " ,
" $ ( l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s _ i d e a l _ s c e n e ) " ) ;
# check whe the r e xp e c t e d c o n f i g u r a t i o n matches a c t u a l .
r e p o r t s :
r e a l i t y _ d o e s _ n o t _m a t c h _ i d e a l _ s c e n e : :
"
DANGER! ! !
DANGER! ! ! Expec ted open p o r t s and p r o c e s s e s :
DANGER! ! ! $ ( l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s _ i d e a l _ s c e n e )
DANGER! ! !
DANGER! ! ! Ac t ua l open p o r t s and p r o c e s s e s :
DANGER! ! ! $ ( l i s t e n i n g _ p o r t s _ a n d _ p r o c e s s e s )
DANGER! ! !
" ; # and y e l l l o u d l y i f i t does no t match .
# Note : A " commands " p romise cou ld be used i n
# a d d i t i o n t o " r e p o r t s " t o send a t e x t message
# t o a sysadmin c e l l phone , o r t o f e ed
# CRITICAL s t a t u s t o a mon i t o r i n g sys tem .
}
Figure 4.15: A CFengine policy bundle for monitoring system in CRITICAL status [11]
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Figure 4.16: Processing data from remote monitored nodes
e.g. (username, password and database name) prior to actual processing. As a first step it be-
gins with extracting and parsing configuration files containing parameters. In case of incorrect
parameters an error message is returned.
Assuming that the parameters are correct (step 2), the request is connected to the DB. Tomatch
the data from remote nodes the hosts table is fetched via a SQL query and tables are locked so
that any other parallel request/action do not over write actual processes. Once the latest host
report data is fetched from the local repository and compared with the hashes of packages
received from remote repositories, the packages are split into version and release levels. The
verified packages (free from vulnerabilities) are written back to the VulMIS database and
updates occurs.
4.6 ACVAS Data Flow
In Figure 4.17 a detailed view of the data flow between ACVAS components is shown for a
single VO. In this section we enumerate the interactions between these components.
1. System admin puts a request to the attribute authority for credentials required for access
to the VPM server for their own specific VO.
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Figure 4.17: The ACVAS Data Flow for a single VO
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2. Passing Credentials: The attribute authority pushes credentials of the authenticated
sys-admin. This will include VO-specific attributes/privileges.
3. Requesting Information: System administrator puts a request to check a monitored
node/nodes.
4. Attribute Verification: The secured interface at the VPM module confirms the request
by checking its local acess policy for this particular request.
5. Background process (via VO Client-Agents): The client-agent provides a list of in-
stalled packages (patches.xml) to the VPM module. The scheduler makes sure that the
VO-client-agent is running on all monitored nodes.
6. Getting Updated (Hashed) Data from Remote Repositories: The VPM module re-
ceives updated hashes of the packages installed on monitored nodes by remote reposi-
tories. The VPM makes sure that the trusted patches from vendors are available for the
analyser to compare with the installed ones.
7. Writing data (patches.xml) to Vul-MIS: The VPM module saves the data received
from remote nodes in its database.
8. Local Repository: In step (8a), a local repository which serves as a tested and trusted
patch store for affected nodes. The local repository keeps a replica of remote repository
patch updates.
9. Analyser (8b): The actual analysis phase starts from this step onwards (the Algorithm
is shown in depiction 4.16).
10. In steps (9 & 10) packages are matched, results stored and reports of existence of vul-
nerabilities are generated.
11. In step (11a) reports are sent back to system admin via the VPM module.
12. In step (11b), in case a vulnerability is found, reports are sent to system admin and the
scheduler is activated.
13. The CMS Policy store (12) makes sure that high vulnerability reports are comply with
organisational policy.
14. The scheduler automatically triggers (13) the CMS to address the vulnerability either
by installing an update or fixing any misconfiguration.
15. Scheduler-to-nodes: The scheduler accesses (14) the monitored nodes via client-agents
running on them to make sure the affected clients pull available configuration from the
CMS server.
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Figure 4.18: The ACVAS Data Flow for a multiple VOs
16. The Configuration-Agents (15a, 15b, 15c) installed on the target monitored nodes pull
the latest available configuration changes (subject to CMS policy for that particular
node) using their VO-specific config-agents.
17. Finally updates on vulnerable nodes (either vulnerable package exists or not) are sent
back to the system administrator and step 5 is repeated to make sure that the latest
information is written to VulMIS.
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4.7 Discussion
In this section we present a comparitive analysis of other work similar and/or very close to the
design of ACVAS.
Shibli et. al. [177] conducted a vulnerability and patch management evaluation using se-
cure mobile agents. Their approach suits homogenous (closed) networks environments and
does not address resources across multiple domains as typified by Grids. Similarly, the Sys-
tems Management Server (SMS) [178] is another popular patch management system from
Microsoft but it too does not cover heterogeneous environments since it is only targeted to
Windows-based systems.
There are a range of vulnerability scanner programs such as Nessus [100], MBSA [179] and
Pakiti [95]. Nessus is a network based vulnerability scanner requiring update plugins to de-
tect vulnerabilities. Nessus does not guarantee against false-positives while scanning systems.
Also due to heavy traffic generated during the scan process, the Nessus server can be bottle-
necked and in worst cases crash. As discussed in Section 6.6, by adopting a centralised data
management for each participating site can potentially be a bottleneck if the size of the organ-
isation grows and/or become a single point of failure. However, this issue can be resolved if
multiple vulnerability databases are used on a per site/VO basis.
MSBA is an analyser for windows-based systems and is not suitable for hetergenous domains.
Pakiti is an open source solution that is easy to analyze and modify. Pakiti collects information
about the security status of resources and matches the gathered information with security
data. Pakiti uses secure protocols to communicate. It also provides a graphical user interface.
The program has several disadvantages in Grid environments however. For example, Grid
administrators have to install the client software on every machine and configure firewall
settings. User management is also insufficient (just one admin role is available) and there is no
option to maintain the history of monitored nodes. In ACVAS, we overcome the client issues
by using CFengine to automatically install and manage client nodes. We also introduced
multiple VO-specific roles that can be used to monitor and manage different VO specific
resources.
Sandor et. al. [180] designed and implemented Grid Site Software Vulnerability Analyzer
(GSSVA) which can automatically explore the installed Linux packages on the Grid based
nodes. Their approach uses a modified status monitoring system based on Pakiti [95]. GSSVA
collects important information about the status of the nodes and analyses the information
gathered from a security point of view. During this analysis it compares the results with an
external information repository to find security problems of resources. The application offers
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a graphical user interface to visualize the information for Grid administrators. In GSSVA,
administrators do not need to install client side software or configure firewalls so a patching
status monitoring system can easily be set up. GSSVA is similar in some respects to AC-
VAS, however it doesn’t address misconfiguration and configuration management issues nor
multiple security-level capabilities.
A key challenge in distributed domains is when local system administrators find vulnerability
in their resources, how do (or should) they share that with collaborators? Although there
are many efforts being carried out to address vulnerabilities, the NIST’s SP 800-40 primarily
recommends the implementation of a systematic, accountable and documented process for
managing exposure to vulnerabilities through the timely deployment of patches.
However, there is a need for organisations to understand the deficiencies in the NIST model
before addressing the changing threat and vulnerability landscape caused by increasingly
complex distributed, dynamic and heterogeneous environments such as e-Research and e-
Science domains. Such a gradual and systematic approach is often not tenable. In a proactive
approach, as a first step prior to deploying patches, other security approaches and technolo-
gies may be required such as network and host-based intrusion prevention systems; network
and host-based firewalls, and networking devices such as routers configured to prevent at-
tacks. These steps can provide an effective pre-emptive approach to vulnerabilities before any
patching is required.
Furthermore, organisations turning to NIST 800-40 for guidance on patch management should
ideally look to expand their vulnerability management activities to include networking de-
vices, database applications, and internally developed web applications since many of these
cannot be patched in the same manner as mainstream servers and desktops. As noted, the
downside of this approach is in potential system disruption [181].
4.8 Summary
In this chapter the overarching objectives of ACVAS were presented. The ACVAS objectives
and design was presented and discussed. This included the key ACVAS components and their
justification. The chapter described the function and purpose of these components and their
associated issues. A discussion on the solutions of ACVAS was presented indicating the ben-
efits and features of Cfengine and Pakiti; a comparison with other similar approaches was
given. It was presented how ACVAS meets many of the needs and challenges identified in
Chapter 2 and 3. This chapter has provided a detailed architecture for proactively finding
vulnerabilities in VO resources and showing how those weaknesses can be preemptlively re-
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solved. The chapter elaborated the internal working mechanisms of ACVAS and outlined how
an integrated approach could support continuous security monitoring. It descirbed the CMS
components, which included the basic principal CMS security, the connection mechanism
from an agent to CMS server, authentication of agents and the trust model adopted in CMS. It
also described the components that make up vulnerability assessment module (VPM), which
included the schedular, patch repository, collect and analyser. The chapter presented how the
processing of data collected from remote nodes is achieved and then stored for permanent
storage in VulMIS.
The chapter concluded with a detailed overview of the ACVAS architecture showing the flow
of data between various components during vulnerability assessment process for single and
multiple VOs.
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Chapter 5
Security-oriented Policies for ACVAS
The previous chapter introduced the design and architecture for ACVAS that uses vulnerabil-
ity assessment and configuration management systems to proactively find weaknesses in VO
resources and consequently resolve those vulnerabilities. This approach demands restricted
access to authorized individuals. This chapter specifies the syntax and semantics of the policy
language used in ACVAS. The basic concepts of authentication, authorisation and roles used
in ACVAS are presented and the policy language itself. The use of credentials for exchanging
authorisation information between various components of ACVAS is described. The chapter
concludes with a discussion on resolution of conflicts between VO and site level policies and
how ACVAS can be used to manage this.
5.1 Authentication, Authorisation and Roles
Ensuring the overall security of VOs through tool supported vulnerability scans (assessments)
and patch management demands that access to these tools is restricted to those entitled to do
so. As discussed in Chapter 2 this entitlement typically comes through authentication and
authorization systems.
Authentication is about ensuring that different users/processes in a communication requesting
access to resources are who they claim to be (or certified to be who they claim to be). In
distributed paradigms such as Grids, authentication processes are based around public key
infrastructures and use of certification/registration authorities. This model is well understood
and accepted by the community and resource providers alike [182, 183].
However it is not practical to describe authorization permissions or restrictions for every
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single user. Instead many authorization systems use the concept of “roles” which can be
assigned to individuals/groups of users. These roles can be used to define actual permis-
sions (allow/deny) for individuals with the role. Roles can be assigned to site-administrators,
VO-administrators, developers and production roles as deemed appropriate for the particular
collaboration.
A user can be a member of several groups and be assigned multiple roles according to different
roles he/she might take as part of the VOs they are involved in. These roles can be assigned
by site administrators; by VO-administrators, or others (if delegated authority is supported).
System administrators are typically responsible for assessing site resources for any potential
vulnerability and other remedial actions. On the other hand, VO administrators are responsible
VO-wide resources. As such, a VO-admin might potentially be authorized to deploy VO-
specific software on remote nodes located at different sites, but any other activity, i.e. an
unauthorized activity such as running port scanning on resources beyond the VO jurisdiction
may be considered as a ‘hacking’ activity and should be blocked. The ability to specify what
is allowed and what is not allowed is thus essential.
As defined in Chapter 2, many role-based authorization systems use role hierarchies to manage
the roles and their relationships. In ACVAS, site administrators generally have a superior
role to VO administrators when it comes to accessing vulnerability information of managed
nodes and/or configuring nodes, i.e. nodes are deemed autonomous. However in exceptional
circumstances, over-riding this hierarchy may be required, e.g. if the node is a major threat to
other resources and the local system administrator is unavailable.
The Vulnerability Management Information System (VulMIS) of ACVAS discussed in Chap-
ter 4 potentially contains very sensitive data resources, hence it should be protected by lim-
iting access to only selected (authorized) individuals, e.g. only site administrators or VO-
administrators can perform certain operations.
Through delegation of authority, software systems can also be assigned privileges, i.e. not
just individuals. Thus configuration management software may use site/VO administrators
delegated credentials to configure and apply patches to remote VO-nodes. However, certain
operations may depend on the mode of operation of the configuration management e.g. urgent
patch install, security update.
In all of these scenarios, the ability to define roles/privileges and associate them with tasks/ac-
tivities and then use this information to define and enforce local and VO-wide policy checks
is essential.
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5.2 ACAVAS Policy Language
To understand ACVAS security policies it is essential to understand the language used to spec-
ify and describe them. ACVAS adopts the rule-based framework described in [184, 185] as
the basis for its policy specification. The rule-based framework offers a declarative language
based on logic to define rules. The policy language used to describe policies for ACVAS are
based on the XACML policy specification language [186].
A clause i.e. (rule) consists of a head and body and takes the form as follows:
Rh←− Rb · · · · · · · · · (1)
In equation 1 above, ‘Rh’ on the left-hand side is called the rule head and the right-hand side
‘Rb’ is the rule body. In the model of equation (1), when Rb is satisfied then it makes Rh true.
Typically a rule body contains conditions and when these conditions are satisfied (evaluated
as true), then the rule will be enforced and might trigger some actions. If a rule contains an
empty body such as Rh . then it is called a fact and is always true, in other words this rule has
no condition and is always true.
Using this model, it is possible to encode an authorisation policy in the rule body and the rule
head itself can be used for encoding the authorisation decision. For example in equation (2),
we can define a policy rule which can decide which subject s can access a resource r:
isOwner(s, r)←− canAccess(subject(s), resource(r)) · · · · · · · · · (2)
In the above example, the function isOwner (s,r) evaluates to true, if the subject s can access
the resource r, then access is granted to s. In case of a false evaluation, then access is denied.
5.3 Policy Language Rules for Vulnerabilities and Exploits
The policy rules language used in ACVAS are based on Xinming et. al [184] and Becker et.
al. [186]. ACVAS policy rules are designed to support and use credentials for vulnerability
management. In ACVAS, a credential is considered to be a constrained predicate asserted by
an entity called an issuer with the entity in possession of the issued credential called a holder.
A credential with no issuer is considered invalid. In a typical rule, valid predicates are tagged
with both the holder and issuer. For example, AliceGla.p(x) is a rule which states Alice holds
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Figure 5.1: Formal Framework for ACVAS Policies
a predicate p(x) asserted (issued) by Glasgow (Gla). In this example the holder (Alice) is
postfixed with the symbol “♦” and the issuer by “.”
The prefix used in the Figure 6.1 for the issuer is similar to the prefix used for roles in
Xinming[184] and Becker [186]. The ACVAS framework assumes that a degree of mutual
trust exists among the site administrators and VO administrators as part of the VO establish-
ment process. Thus a common authentication model and signing authorities are assumed.
The holder prefix used here is similar to the location prefix used in [186]. In ACVAS it
is important to factor in constraints as part of security policy specification. Thus policies
in MulVAL [184, 65], specify only the principal who can access what resources and there
is no mention of constraints. ACVAS considers each principal and resource as well as the
constraints that may apply, e.g. the condition in which access is allowed. This is given a
symbolic name (c), which is mapped to a concrete entity by the binding information. A policy
statement is of the form allow(Principal, Access, Resource).
The typing rules for a policy rule in ACVAS as specified in [183] is as follows:
The first policy rule is the rule head, which can be described as: the proposition e ♦ e’.pred is
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Authorisation Function Description
has_account (p, h, a) principal p has an account a on host h that he/she can access.
accessFile(p,h, A.Path ) entity p can access a file located on host h on given path A.Path
hacl(S, Dest, Pro, DestPort) source host S can reach destination Dest using port DestPort
netAccess(p,src,des,Pro, port) entity p can send network packets from source to destination host
exec_code (p, h, r) principal p can execute code with privilege r on host h.
read (p, h, r) principal p can have read privilege on host h.
write (p, h, w) principal p have write w privileges on host h
vulexist (h, id, p) host h has vulnerability id caused by program p
Table 5.1: ACVAS Authorisation Functions
part of the propositions of a rule head if e, e’ and pred are from the same proposition where e,
e’ are entities.
ACVAS implements policy rules using predicates (functions). A predicate can be defined
as a Boolean function. Typically these functions have set of arguments and a return value.
The resulting value is true if the conditions for the predicate are satisfied or false otherwise.
In ACVAS two categories of policy functions exist which are based on [187]: specification
and authorisation functions. For vulnerability assessment policies, ACVAS uses functions as
defined in [184]:
We briefly explain each of the functions in Table 5.1 with the help of example.
canAccess(p, h)←− has_account(subject(p), host(h), account(a)) · · · · · · · · · (3)
In the example given in equation (3), the function canAccess (p,h) evaluates true, i.e. if subject
p has an account a on host h, then access is granted and p can access the resource, i.e. host h.
In case of a false evaluation, then access is denied.
isAllowed(p, h, path)←− accessF ile(p, h, A.Path) · · · · · · · · · (4)
The above equation (4) indicates that isAllowed (p, h, path) is true if entity p can access a file
located on host h with a given path A.Path. The access will be denied if the path is incorrect.
multihost_Access(p, h, pro, destport)←− hacl(S,Dest, Pro,DestPort) · · · · · · · · · (5)
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Equation (5) states that multihost_Access (p, h, pro, destport) evaluates to true if source host
S can reach destination host Dest through protocol Pro via destination port DestPort. If no
path/connection exists between S and Dest, then hacl results in a deny decision.
canSend(p, h, des, pro, port)←− netAccess(p, src, des, Pro, port) · · · · · · · · · (6)
Equation (6) states that the function canSend (p, src, des, pro, port) results to true if entity
p on source host src can send network packets from source port port to destination host des
using protocol Pro. In case of missing paramter then canSend results in a deny decision.
canRead(p, h, r)←− exec_code(p, h, r, voadmin) · · · · · · · · · (7)
Formula (7) states that the function canRead evaluates to true if an entity p has read r privi-
leges on host h and provides role voadmin with the read request. If there are no read permis-
sions or role voadmin is not presented, then the above rule will result in a deny decision.
read(p, h, r, developer)←−
has_account(subject(p), host(h), accessF ile(p, h, A.path) · · · · · · · · · (8)
Equation (8) states that the function read will evaluate to true if a principal p has an account
on host h and can access a given path where software is installed. In case of any other or
different paths the function will result a deny decision.
write(p, h, w, voadmin)←−
has_account(subject(p), accessF ile(p, h, A.path), exec_code(p, h, r, voadmin) · · · · · · · · · (9)
Equation (9) states that the function write evaluates to true if principal p has account on host
h, can access a file in a given path by presenting a role voadmin in the request. In other cases,
e.g. where the role is not presented or different or the path is not specified, then the function
effects in a deny decision.
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vulExist(h, prog, range, consequence)←−
bugHype(h, prog, range, consequence) · · · · · · · · · (10)
Equation (10) states that a vulnerability exists when the hypothetical bug bugHype on host h
has a vulnerable installed/running program prog with a given exploit range and some known
consequence. The range in equation (10) can have several possible values, e.g. it might be
a local exploit or remote exploit [184]. The consequences given in (10) can include loss of
confidentiality and integrity; privilege escalation and/or potential forDOS (Denial of Service).
The function will give a deny decision when there is no bug present in a program or in case a
patch has been applied to rectify the bug causing the vulnerability.
5.4 Authorisation Rules for Policy Enforcement
Based on these functions ACVAS supports various authorisation rules to define and enforce
security policies. These rules are defined in the following section and realized as functions:
Rule 1 : A has_account rule is of the form:
has_account(e, h, a)←− exec_code(e, h, r), p ∈ permissions(r)
where e, r, h, a, p are entity, role, host, account and permission respectively.
This is an access control rule that says an entity that has an account with a role r on host h can
execute code with permission p.
Rule 2 : An accessFile rule can take of the form:
accessF ile(P,H,Access, Path)←−
execCode(P,H,User), localfileProtection(H,User, Access, Path)
The above function specifies that principal P can Access and execute the files specified by
Path on host H. Access can be either read, write, or execute.
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With Rule 2, if an attacker P can execute arbitrary code on machine H with User’s privilege,
then he/she can have whatever access User has to files. The included predicate localFilePro-
tection is a derived predicate specifying that the User on host H can have the specified Access
to the file in the given Path. The execCode function is discussed separately in rule 5.
Rule 3 : A hacl rule is of the following form:
hacl(Source,Destination, Protocol,DestPort)←− fireWall(s, d, port)
Rule 3 implies that the Source host can reach Destination thorugh DestPort on host through
Protocol. HACL is an abstraction function dependent on the physical topology, firewall
rules(for example source s is allowed to access destination d with an open port ), the con-
figuration settings of other devices such as routers and switches, and so on. Site administrator
would typically use a range of tools to obtain such network information.
Rule 4 : An netAccess rule is of the form:
netAccess(P,H1, H2, P rotocol, Port)←− execCode(P,H1, User), hacl(H1, H2, P rotocol, Port)
Rule 4 implies that if a principal P has local access on machine H1 as some User with VO-
administrator role and the network allows H1 to access H2 through Protocol and Port, then
the principal can access host H2 through the given protocol and port. This rule allows for
reasoning about multi-host attacks, where an attacker finds a weakest link a system, by first
gaining access on one machine inside a network and launches further attacks from there.
The following rule specified in [184] uses predicate principalCompromised(p1,p2) to express
that principal p1’s credential has been compromised by principal p2, i.e. the attacker. In the
following we specify two rules which state that under what condition a principal’s credential
has been identified as being compromised.
Rule 5: A local-privilege-escalation rule (execCode) is of the form:
As defined in [184] a vulnerability rule can be defined as follows:
execCode(V Osite1, Host, User)←− malicious(Attacker), vulExist(Host, Prog, localExploit, privilegeEscalation)
Rule 5 is vulnerability related which implies that, if a malicious attacker with a vague DN or
fake email address can first compromise an account (AnyUser) on a target host in the VOsite1,
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and there is a locally exploitable privilege-escalation bug in a program for example ‘setuid’
which is owned by user ‘john’, then the attacker can gain the privilege of user ‘john’ to attack
the whole VO.
Moreover, in [184] Ximing defines execCode as a server-side exploit and have associated
client-side exploits. In many client-server systems, client-side programs establish communi-
cations with a server, e.g. a web browser, or an email client etc. For an attacker to exploit
a bug in these client-based programs, the precondition is that the victim must initiate a con-
nection to a server that may subsequently allow malicious inputs from the attacker. Example
exploit scenarios could be when a compromised web page contains Java programs that ex-
ploit the Java Virtual Machine (JVM); when a mail client such as Outlook Express containing
worms exploiting vulnerabilities through the mails a server may deliver. For all of the pre-
conditions of these exploits to occur, the victim needs to do something first, e.g. browse a
compromised webpage, or open/click a link in a malicious email. The execCode function will
thus have a multitude of implementations whose preconditions need to be evaluated carefully
to determine potential exploit opportunities.
Rule 6: A compromised rule is of the form:
principalCompromised(victim, attacker)←−
execCode(V Osite1, h, code), execCode(V Osite2, h, code), execCode(V Osite3, h, code)
This rule implies that the principal ‘Victim’ has an account User on host H. Another principle,
the Attacker takes control of the host as root. In this case VOsite1 allows to run code but
the other two sites i.e. VOsite2 and VOsite3 do not allow to execute the arbitary code to run
in the VO as “code” being a potential threat and might provide the Attacker to compomise
the overall VO. For example once an attacker compromises a machine, he/she can has access
to the shadow file of the system, get the private key file of every user, or install key-stroke
loggers or Trojan-horse SSH clients on the compromised VO nodes.
5.5 ACVAS Policies
ACVAS supports two main types of policy: site specific (local) policies and VO-wide policies
which are similar to trust-contract policies discussed in [188]. These policies are triples of
the form <subjects, objects, actions> with the option to contain <obligations>. Policies can
relate to different stages of accessing resources. In this section we discuss three types of
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Figure 5.2: XACML policy set
resources: credentials as resources; database and files as resources, and software/systems as
resources. Policies can consist of multiple rules that can be combined to form a higher level
‘PolicySet’.
5.5.1 Local Site-specific Policies
These types of policies put in place by resource providers (nodes) to make access decisions
on resources they provide. Once local policies are stored in local policy repositories and made
available to local policy decision points (PDP) when making decisions on access request to
different protected resources. Sites collaborating in a decentralised environment can also
delegate authority to various Attribute Authorities (AA) for managing security policies, and
management of privileges.
The tabular representation for some of the local (site) policies is shown in Table 5.2. These
cover various entities (subjects), resources (e.g. database tables of VulMIS described in sec-
tion 4.5 of Chapter 4), which can be accessed subject to privileges. The VulMIS schema is
depicted in Figure A.1 in the Annex. With the subject (requester) field, the possible attributes
can be roles or user names (distinguished names) or a combination of both. In some cases
sites might include obligations, i.e. conditions that must be enforced, as part of their policies.
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Subject Resource Action Obligation
Jan : Gla.Siteadmin Gla : Installed-Packages Select, Insert, Update
John:Gla.VOadmin Gla: Vulnerability Select, Upgrade Email site admin
Gla.Secspecialist Gla: Host Select Insert
Gla.Siteadmin/production Gla:Host Select Insert Email VO admin
Gla.VOadmin/developer Ed:Vulnerability Select Email VO admin
VOadmin Gla,Ed:Installed-Packages Select
Gla. ACVAS/siteadmin Gla:Host Select, Insert, Update
Table 5.2: A tabular view of local (site-specific) policies
Site-specific policies indicate what roles are available and the relevant permissions associated
with each role in an organisation. In table 5.2, each of the rows represents a policy rule. Thus
the subject Jan who has role of site administrator in Glasgow is allowed to select, insert or
update actions on installed packages in Glasgow.
Site level policies indicate what roles (principals) are available and their associated permis-
sions in an organisational host. Each row of table 5.2 can be enforced as a policy rule. We can
describe each of these rules as described in Section 5.4 in pseudocode as mentioned in Figure
5.1 (XML is shown in Annex A2 Figure A.1):
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Input: Site-specific Policy
Output: decision (allow or deny)
Resource Match and Match ID = ’Installed Packages’
Rule 1
If {
subject == site-admin
Resource == Installed-Packages
Action Allowed == Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(role))
Attribute Values (Resource Attribute(installed packages)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 2
If {
subject == site-admin
Resource == Installed-Packages
Action Allowed == Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(X500 DN))
Attribute Values (Resource Attribute(Jan Muhammad)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 3
Other than rule 1 and 2
Deny All Other Requests
Figure 5.1: Pseudocode for Site specific policy
The above three rules in Figure 5.1 state that if a principal such as siteadmin has local access
on VO node1 as siteadmin role and the local site allows then the principal can access node2
through the given protocol and port. These rules may be implemented in XACML policies -
normally stored as PolicySets. XACML also uses policy-combining algorithms to aggregate
results of individual policies decisions to make final access control decisions. Whatever final
authorisation decision is reached and wherever applicable, the obligations with a matching
XACML fulfilOn option set are also included when the PDP sends a response to a PEP.
With ACVAS, every rule in a policy is evaluated and its corresponding results are combined
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to reach a final policy decision. If the evaluated condition is true then the rule outcome can
either be Permit or Deny. In situations when a rule cannot be evaluated or if a rule evaluated to
false, the overall result of the rule can be Indeterminate or NotApplicable respectively. For
example, Figure 5.1 defines access control for the Gla:InstalledPackages object (resource).
The rules defined in this policy contain the logic of who can access the InstalledPackages
resource at Glasgow. The first two rules shown in Figure 5.1 have permit as the value of their
“Rule Effect". The third rule has a deny value for its “Rule Effect" and since the rule
has no condition, it is evaluated to be true.
Each subject in Table 5.2 listed to have access to the Glasgow InstalledPackages resource
can be defined as a rule in the policy. The rule combining algorithm used in the policy (Figure
5.1) was the XACML first-applicable algorithm, i.e. the value of the first rule evaluated to be
true is returned as the final result of the policy. Thus Figure 5.1 will return a permit result if the
requester has a Site-administrator role or a Common Name equal to JanMuhammad otherwise
it returns a deny result. A sample of an XACML policy that allows a VO-administrator to
select only records from the Glasgow InstalledPackages table with obligations that an
email to be sent to the site admin that a VO-administrator role has accessed this resource is
shown in Extract 1 of Appendix A.
5.5.2 VO-specific Policies
VO-specific policies are similarly structured to site-specific policies described in the previous
section. However, these are designed for validating and enforcing agreement or trust contract
[188] between hosting sites and a particular VO.
VO-specific policies are used when a trusted, remote VO-administrator requests a service or
resource from a particular site. VO specific policies restrict access to VO-specific resources
and services. For example the first row in table 5.3 implies that anyone from the University of
Edinburgh (ED) with role of VO-administrator issued by and recognized by Glasgow will be
able to perform select, insert or update on resources identified with a vulnerability. The second
row in the table 5.3 implies that anyone with a Site-administrator role issued by Edinburgh
will have partial privileges of a Site-administrator at Glasgow, i.e. they are able to perform
certain operations such as select or insert on Glasgow resources identified with a vulnerability.
The pseudocode for VO-specifc policy is depicted in Figure 5.2 defines access control for a
Vulnerable Packages (resource). The rules defined in this policy contain the logic of who can
access the vulnerability resource and what they can do with it. Such policies can be used to
define and enforce rules regarding default database passwords, use of vulnerability assessment
tools, e.g. to check software versions and identify known security holes, or indeed to allow a
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VO-administrator in a multi-site collaboration to provide a ‘clean site’ tag. The XML code for
VO specific policies is depicted in Annex A2 (Figure A4).
Input: VO-specific Policy
Output: decision (allow or deny)
Resource Match and Match ID = ’Vulnerable Packages’
Rule 1
If {
subject == VO-admin
Resource == Vulnerable-Packages
Action Allowed== Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(role))
Attribute Values (Resource Attribute(vulnerable packages)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 2
If {
subject == VO-admin
Resource == vulnerable-Packages
Action Allowed == Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(X500 DN))
Attribute Values (Resoiurce Attribute(John Boyd)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 3
Other than rule 1 and 2
Deny All Other Requests
Figure 5.2: Pseudocode for VO specific policy
5.6 DISCUSSION
However it should be recognized that a range of issues related to description and enforcement
of policies for controlling access to and use of dynamic Grid resources remain. These policies
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Subject Resource Action Obligation
ED : ED.Siteadmin,GLA.SA Gla:Vulnerability Select, Insert, Update
Any:Ed.Siteadmin,Gla.SA Ed:Vulnerability Select, Upgrade Email site admin
Gla.Secspecialist Gla:Vulnerability Select Insert
Gla.Siteadmin/production Gla:Vulnerability Select, Insert Email VO admin
Gla.VOadmin/developer Gla/Ed:Vulnerability Select Email VO admin
VOadmin Ed:Installed-Packages Select
Gla. ACVAS/siteadmin Gla:Host Select, Insert, Update
Table 5.3: A tabular view of VO specific policy protecting vulnerability resource
can be in the shape of permissions or desired usage scenarios allowed by service/resource
providers, by collaborating VO members, or even governing bodies for multi-organisational
VO collaborations. As noted, many contemporary Grid collaborations have either “in-spirit”
usage policies with no actual enforcement, e.g., all resource providers are assumed to con-
tribute in kind [13], or the policy enforcement on resource/service usage is defined/enforced
by ad-hoc mechanisms. Collaborations that do define VOs with resource usage policies typ-
ically consider only CPU resources, neglecting Grid resources/services such as disk, band-
width, software and the underlying fabric. As a result of this deficiency, many collaborations
are stifled by fear of resources/services being misused and/or overrun [189].
5.7 Summary
In service-oriented and collaborative environments, secure infrastructures are essential. This
chapter has described the formal framework that underpins the ACVAS architecture and out-
lined how it has been implemented using XACML.
In this chapter we have specified the syntax and semantics of the policy language used in
ACVAS. The rule-based policy language that underpins ACVAS was discussed. It was shown
how a rule consists of a rule head and rule body. A rule body then contains conditions and if
these conditions are satisfied, the rule will be enforced/implemented. With this model, a rule
body can be used to encode the parts of an authorisation policy and the rule head for encoding
what should be enforced by the policy. Based on the specification, policy language function-
s/predicates were defined for ACVAS. These functions express the various authorisation rules
that can used to enforce ACVAS policies. The chapter described how policies defined for
ACVAS can include: site-specific and VO-specific policies.
Keeping in view the very sensitive nature of the resources being protected in ACVAS, limiting
access to only selected (authorised) individuals is essential. The ACVAS policy language and
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associated functions can be used to ensure only site administrators or VO-administrators can
perform certain operations across particular VOs.
The policies defined for ACVAS are different than those defined in MulVAL [184, 65], as
MulVAL specifies that only the principal can access resources and there is no mention of
constraints on access and usage. ACVAS considers each principal and resource as well as
the constraints that may apply, e.g. the condition in which access is allowed. Moreover,
ACVAS differs from Pakiti [95] and Grid Site Software Vulnerability Analyzer (GSSVA)
[190] in that it introduces the application of trusted patch delivery and definition of security
policies for site/VO administrators. The ACVAS framework provides multiple rules, which
protect organisational assets by using trusted credentials and access policies in collaborative
environments.
In this chapter we have assumed that there is a minimal level of trust exists between collab-
orating sites, which enabled us to specify site-specific and VO-specific policies. However
there are also several issues with regards to policy specification for vulnerability information
and applying patches to affected software. Thus in a VO collaboration the participating sites
are autonomous and cannot be dictated to regarding policy specification or indeed disclosure
of vulnerability information. Other important questions not covered in ACVAS framework
and are considered as future work, include issues arising prior to VO formation. For exam-
ple, the idea that collaborating sites should agree to disclose their vulnerability information
and/or the patch status of target nodes to collaborating sites prior to any collaboration/trust
being in place? Moreover, while collaboration is taking place, at what point should vulnera-
bility assessments happen and patching take place? These issues are non-trivial to overcome
and comprise both technical challenges as well as process-oriented challenges in how organ-
isations can trust one another more generally. It may well be the case that ACVAS is only
applied where it builds upon known and trusted collaborations that have already taken place
(and where established trust frameworks are in place). This goes somewhat against the flexi-
ble (ad hoc) model of Grid-based VOs where resources and individuals are allow to come and
go in a dynamic manner.
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Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation of the ACVAS architecture described in the chapter
4. The implementation comprises several architectural components: a Vulnerability Manage-
ment Information System (VulMIS) is realized as a database that contains VO-wide resource
vulnerability and patch status information and offers a patch status monitoring system based
on Pakiti [95, 168] for collecting VO-specific resource information. The chapter is structured
as follow. Section 6.1 describes the internal structure of VulMIS database. Section 6.2 de-
scribes the prototype implementation of ACVAS architecture discussed in Chapters 4. Section
6.3 describes the authorisation mechanisms used for ACVAS services with section 6.4 high-
lighting a typical policy-based vulnerability assessment scenario using ACVAS. Section 6.5
highlights some of the current limitations of ACVAS. Finally the chapter concludes with a
discussion on the implementation work as a whole in Section 6.6. Throughout the chapter the
experiments and experiences in implementing and utilizing ACVAS for detecting vulnerabil-
ities and the associated security policies for remedial measures are discussed.
6.1 VulMIS Internal Structure
As discussed in Section 2.2.14, successful vulnerability management requires [191]:
1. Maintaining system information (inventory) including what type of hardware, operat-
ing system version, running services and third-party application is installed on organ-
isational resources. Numerous proprietary software solutions such as Tivoli Inventory
[94] and open source technologies such as Pakiti exist [95].
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S.no Host_id pkg_id version Release Arch Act_version
1 1 3 1:3.0.4 12.fc15 i686 0
2 2 6 0:2.52 12.fc15 i686 0
3 3 13 2:5.110.22.p23 12.fc16 x64 1
Table 6.1: Entries from the installed_pkgs table
2. Getting reliable, exhaustive, and up-to-date vulnerability information related to target
systems is a prerequisite for effective vulnerability management.
3. Assessing and evaluating vulnerabilities in and across organisational resources to deter-
mine what vulnerabilities exist in target systems to be used a basis for risk identification
and management.
A rich variety of free and commercial security vulnerability assessment tools such as Nes-
sus [100] and Internet Security Scanner (ISS) [192] also exist. However these tools do not
provide the details of security circumstance of target systems such as critical configurations
and deployed versions of software. This leads to an incomplete picture of the overall organ-
isational systems under potential threat. The VulMIS system seeks to meet these challenges
directly. The core schema for the VulMIS internal database structure is shown in Figure A.1
(Annex-A).
At its heart, VulMIS consists of an extensible database comprised of a range of tables. Some
of these are highlighted here that are particularly relevant for policy decisions. For example,
looking at the entries given in Table 6.1, we can see that second column shows the host
(remote VO node) identification e.g. (server1.nesc.gla.ac.uk) we use numbers instead of actual
hostnames; pkg_id identifies the installed packages and versioning information. The release
column indicates the vendor specific operating system releases, e.g. Fedora core 15. The
architecture here implies that the target VO nodes have a 32 or 64 bit architecture; and the last
column suggest that these packages last updated (1) or not (0).
The second important VulMIS table holds information about the target VO node including
the node id, the installed OS, the kernel version, the IP address (report_ip e.g. 130.209.*.*),
the site_id (the site that the node belongs to) and the timestamp when the packages were last
modified. The last column in table 6.2 shows the type of packages installed on the target node,
which is typically in rpm format but could potentially be in many other formats.
Table 6.3 shows the VulMIS information specifying which software packages are installed on
particular target nodes. For each entry in this table, one column specifies the package ID of
the packages installed with the second column specifying the name of the packages that are
installed on that particular node.
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id name
1 setools-libs
2 tcpdump
3 httpd
4 make
Table 6.3: Entries from the packages table
pkg_id operator severity version cve_id release vendor
1 1 3 1:3.0.4 12.fc15 0 RedHat
2 2 4 2:0.5 14.fc16 1 Fedora
3 3 2 3:1.4.6 12.deb14 2 Debian
Table 6.4: Entries from the CVE table
Table 6.4 shows the list of nodes and packages vulnerable to the CVEs along with their sever-
ity level used in VulMIS.
Finally table 6.5 shows the site ID, the name of the sites and the number of hosts (nodes) on a
particular site contributed as part of a given VO collaboration that are key to VulMIS.
VulMIS data gathering mechanism is depicted in Figure 6.2; it shows reports received from
the target hosts (VO nodes). At initialization, the remote node’s report incorporates the agreed
information to be shared at establishment of the VO, e.g. how many nodes and the required
OS etc. This is periodically checked for updates deemed necessary by the VO and the local
data providers.
id name numhosts
1 gla.nesc 30
4 man.clus 65
Table 6.5: Entries from the site table
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*/ ! /bin/bash
*/ Default Values
configuration =
server =
serverURL =
Method =
cURL-bin =
openSSL-bin =
If cURL is used
Then
Method = cURL
else
if method = openssl
else
Quit (No transport method available)
Check For Proxy
If Proxy = enabled
then
Parse lines containing (host, architecture, OS)
Get Packages
Get System Parameters
Host, kernel, architecture, packages, type, site
Get List of Packages by Method
For RPM based or Debian
rpm -qa
dpkg -query
Detect OS
If OS = ’unknown’
Try to get OS from Configuration file
/etc/debian-version
fedora
suse
redhat
Sending Data to ACVAS server
POST-DATA
Use HTTP-Post
Figure 6.1: Remote node data gathering mechanism for VulMIS
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Figure 6.1: Initialising the VulMIS database
6.1.1 Initialising the VulMIS
The VulMIS initialization depicted in Figure 6.2 shows reports received from the target hosts
(VO nodes). At initialization, the remote node’s report incorporates the agreed information
to be shared at establishment of the VO, e.g. how many nodes and the required OS etc.
This is periodically checked for updates deemed necessary by the VO and the local data
providers. It should be noted that the VulMIS initialization works in both synchronously
and asynchronously. Updates can be delivered in a synchronous fashion when multiple re-
sources need to be checked for vulnerabilities, or come asynchronously (periodically) from
nodes themselves.
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6.1.2 Database (VulMIS)
After initialisation, it is necessary to establish and populate a database storing all of the soft-
ware information and patch information associated with particular VOs. The VulMIS database
includes:
• The name and versions of software packages to be used;
• A listing of the OS packages (RPMs) available. In many cases, software may need to
be compiled for VO operating systems resources. For example, Red Hat Linux systems
already have installed out of the box, several packages for building other systems. Thus
it is important to differentiate between the packages shipped with a given OS and those
that can be built specifically for a VO.
• The default versions of software packages applicable to each operating system across
the VO resources.
• A VO-specific itinerary listing software packages to be installed on VO resources and
importantly, an enumeration of those packages identified as core, e.g. those used for
installation and configuration or building of other software systems.
6.1.3 Component Analysis
ACVAS can be configured to execute when registered nodes in a given VO are ready. When
this is the case, nodes are immediately assessed for whether potential updates (patches) are
required. When this is the case, i.e. versioning or other anomalies are detected, the corre-
sponding updates are downloaded, configured and automatically applied (subject to the local
site administrator’s permission and local site policy). In undertaking this, each of the VO
nodes are classified into groups based on their configuration properties with respect to OS/ar-
chitecture that distinguishes them.
6.2 ACVAS Implementation Environment
All of the experiments in using the ACVAS system were performed using an AMD Athlon
64 bit processor with a 2.4 GHZ CPU, running Fedora Core 6 operating systems with 16 GB
RAM. Nessus 4.2 and Pakiti 2.1 were used as the VPM module and Cfengine 3.2 used as
the configuration engine. VulMIS utilized a MySQL database. The test environment itself
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comprised four different virtual machines (representing collaboration nodes using in different
VOs). In the following section the implementation and use of the technical components of
ACVAS are presented. The ACVAS VPM consists of server and client-side elements.
6.2.1 VPM Server-side Implementation
An ACVAS VPM Feeder module is used to receive reports from target hosts (VO nodes). This
component checks whether the node reports contain any changes from previous reports with
those stored in the database. The Feeder module allows reports to be processed immediately
with nodes optionally receiving the results directly, or it allows reports to be generated and
processed afterwards.
An analysis module (analyser) is used for report generation. This module gathers statistical
data and provides reports on the state and vulnerabilities across the VO resources. This re-
source is augmented with a Vulnerability Definition Source (VDS) which synchronises the
internal vulnerability database (VulMIS) with the external sources such as vendor package
repositories or OVAL definitions.
The actual server-side implementation utilises Java - for interface design and grid service
implementation; mySQL for the backend database storing user-role and user-delegation in-
formation. An LDAP server is used to store details about additional attributes of users and
resources in the organization. XACML is used to express Access Control Policies and En-
forcement points.
Several web services are available including a vulnerability service (VulService) and a scan-
ning service (ScanService). These support the following operations (discussed in Chapter
6):
view - for viewing vulnerabilities that may exist;
scan – for scanning target nodes for presence of vulnerabilities;
insert – to enable site administrators to include new host data into VulMIS;
update – to update the host information stored in VulMIS.
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6.2.2 Service-side Communication
Typically, in a VO environment a central server is used for collecting data from different
nodes. The server hostname is given in the client configuration and verified during the SS-
L/TLS handshaking process in order to reduce the risk of leaking potentially sensitive infor-
mation. To ensure confidentiality, the data transfer from the client (nodes) to the server is
realised using HTTPS. The server runs as a web application in an Apache HTTP server. The
server is divided into two parts: the data processor and presentation layer. The data processing
part collects and processes data sent by the client. In particular, upon receiving a report, the
list of the packages stored in the database is compared to versions from vendor repositories
including OVAL and CVE. The presentation layer provides several (secure) views of the data
stored in the ACVAS database.
6.2.3 Target Client-side Module
The client side implementation can be achieved in many ways including web service based
clients of scripts (shown in extract 1). Based on the monitored node, the client side script runs
common distribution binaries such as dpkg-query or rpm -qa to obtain the list of installed
packages including operating system version and release, kernel version and hostname. The
collected information is subsequently sent to the ACVAS server using POST over HTTPS. It
is important to note that the ACVAS clients use the host certificate to achieve mutual authen-
tication with the server.
Client jobs can be periodically triggered, e.g. by cron jobs, or by obtaining data directly
from target nodes using probes launched by a site monitoring tool such as Nagios. As noted,
data can be processed either synchronously or asynchronously, based on the configuration
directives. Using the synchronous mode, the server processes data from the client immediately
and the results are sent back to the client that is waiting for the response. In this case the
client will receive a list of packages that could/should be upgraded (in case a vulnerability is
found). In the asynchronous mode, the client nodes do not wait for results and typical close
the connection after data is provided. The ACVAS server typically processes data of all target
hosts on a regular basis. For large-scale deployments with thousands of monitored hosts and
where the clients are broadly distributed the asynchronous form of processing is likely to be
the preferred model.
A typical client script is shown in Figure 6.3. This consists of five important directives (shown
in bold). The server_name shows the name of the ACVAS server where the clients send their
reports. The server_URL provides the user interface to which site administrators can access
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Figure 6.2: The target node configuration for ACVAS communication
and see through the client data. The ca_certificate shows the location of Certification Author-
ity (CA) certificate that is recognized (trusted) by the server and vice versa. The host_cert
is used for the host’s own certificate. Lastly, the connection_method shows the mechanism
of communication on which clients can send their data to the ACVAS sever, e.g. cURL or
openssl.
6.2.4 VulMIS Data Processing
A typical scenario for data processing for a target node to VulMIS is shown in Figure 6.4.
Firstly, the file is read and the user name and password are checked. If these are correct then a
database connection is established. Following this, the VulMIS database tables are locked and
the report from remote target nodes fetched. Various queries are executed to check for CVE
entries and comparisons. Where required new patches are found and the VulMIS database is
118
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Figure 6.3: Algorithm for processing client data for VulMIS
updated.
6.3 VulService Authorisation
Ensuring authorised access to VulService is essential. To this end, authorisation decisions
have been implemented based both upon centralised and decentralised authorisation infras-
tructures utilising VOMS and Shibboleth attribute delivery models respectively. XACML
decision engines for subsequent policy enforcement use these attributes.
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Figure 6.4: ACVAS Implementation for a multi-site collaboration
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In Figure 6.5, the ACVAS implementation consists of a user interface (based upon the Liferay
Portal framework). This is accessible to site and VO administrators. Once respective users
(site/VO administrators) log in, depending on the credentials presented (discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.1), their relevant workspace is loaded and the services to which they are authorised
are visible. This mechanism builds on the work undertaken as part of the SPAM-GP project
[193], whereby authentication at the portal is achieved through logging into a recognised
(trusted) Identity Providers. However, the trust is enforced through the SPAM-GP Scoped At-
tribute Management Portlet (SCAMP). In the SCAMP approach, the portlet filters the identity
providers from the UK Federation to allow only those that are recognise as having privileges
to access the portal (in our case VO administrators and site administrator). This scoping
of credentials is achieved through filtering the attribute acceptance policy which defines the
metadata for the UK federation. Once a VO administrator is authenticated, they have access
to the portal, the roles and privileges that are released from their identity provider are used to
configure and personalise the contents of the portal itself. The ACVAS server hosts services
on behalf of sites and provides a bridge between site-specific vulnerability management infor-
mation systems (VulMIS) and configuration databases (ConfDB). It should be noted that the
portal provides authentication-oriented access, whilst finer-grained authorisation is addressed
at the ACVAS server level.
As depicted in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, the two sites A and B use a centralised VulMIS and config-
uration databases to monitor the versions of software packages installed on their site(s). The
XML code for the same request is given in appendix B Figure A.3
Begin
Request
If Subject (requestor) = Subject ID
Then
Compare Attribute ’John’ as Role ID
If subject = John and role = VO-admin
Then Decision = allow
Resource = ’Installed-Packages’
else
Allowed Action
actionType = ’string’ where value = ’view’
End Request
Figure 6.5: The Pseudo code for XACML based Request to access resource at VulMIS
The example request described in Figure 6.5 corresponds to the local policy specification
in Chapter 5, section 5.5.1. Figure 6.6 contains several important aspects when it comes to
defining XACML based policies: the subject, resource and actions allowed. In the above
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Figure 6.5: XACML Request and Policy matching
example, the Subject has subjectID “John”, and group as VO-administrator. The resource ID
is 1234 and attributes value is “installed_pkgs” i.e. the actual resource name.
Begin
Response
If Resource = ’Installed-Packages’ and
role = VO-admin
then Decision = Permit
and Status = OK
else
Decision = Deny
End Response
Figure 6.6: The Pseudo code for XACML Response allowing access to resource at VulMIS
The response to the request presented in Figure 6.6 is depicted in Figure 6.7 which shows the
“Permit” decision. Moreover the Request and Policy inter-related entities such as Subject,
Resource and Action are depicted in Figure 6.8.
6.3.1 Policy Enforcement and Decision Points
As depicted in Figure 6.2, the key responsibility of the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is
to protect resources (services) and allow only legitimate and authorised access requests. The
PEP receives incoming messages from the Protocol Handler (discussed in section 6.2.2). The
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PEP supports three types of requests.
• authorization request: the service invocation request comes as an “isAllowed” request
to the PEP and in a successful response, an authorization token is served;
• access request with authorization credentials:
• in the case of a successful access by the PDP, the ACVAS server invokes the relevant
service.
As the interaction between the portal and ACVAS server utilises SOAP based communica-
tions, the PEP identifies the first type of authorization request from an “isAllowed” SAML
assertion attached within the header of the incoming SOAP access request. However, in the
second case an authorization context is prepared for the PDP and used to establish an autho-
rization response through a targeted security context handler. A context handler is used to
map security attributes from various sources (pushed from the user through the PEP or pulled
from various attribute authorities by a policy information point (PIP)). These may use differ-
ent naming and structural details to the native format used by the PDP. For instance, if the
PERMIS PDP is deployed then X.509 attributes certificates [8] are used, and if XACML PDP
is used then SAML attributes format [9] and/or XACML attribute format are used [10].
The PDP uses the request context to retrieve the security policy protecting the services and
make an authorization decision. If the policy exists then either a permit or deny decision is
returned to PEP using the PERMIS PDP [11]. However with a XACML implementation, if the
submitted request context to the PDP doesn’t associate with any of the security policies then
an intermediate result is returned. The PEP also decides whether the authorization request
from the ACVAS server was for access to the services. If the access request was a normal
request to get access to the service then the request will be allowed or denied according to the
authorization decision from the PDP.
6.4 Case Study
To demonstrate the ACVAS framework we consider a representative scenario where three
sites decide to form a VO collaboration (Edinburgh, Manchester and ScotGrid). Prior to the
formation of this VO, the sites agree on the research data sets to be shared, the computational
services and resources to be offered and the associated roles defined across the virtualized
environment. As part of this process an agreement on vulnerability and configuration infor-
mation for VO-specific purposes is agreed upon. The ‘secured services’ shown in Figure 6.9,
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Figure 6.6: Secure-based VO collaboration for vulnerability assessment
provide an interface to access the data and services provided by sites. As discussed in section
3.4 for secure collaborations, it is often necessary to establish a clean bill of health, i.e. where
all sites are fully patched and securely configured. The three collaborating sites (see Figure
6.9) provide their relevant VO-specific data to authorised VO administrators through secured
services utilizing authorization solutions, e.g. role based access control (RBAC).
As depicted in Figure 6.9, sites are in disparate domains and have their own policies (e.g. ED,
Man and SCG policies) for accessing their own local resources including the configuration
information and patch status of their own contributed resources (nodes). A VO admin logs
in to the portal using authorisation credentials agreed upon by the three respective sites prior
to VO formation. Through this portal, vulnerability (VulMIS) and configuration information
(confDB) from the three sites is made available to authorized administrators using VO-specific
credentials. The VO specific policy of Figure 6.9 on which the three sites have agreed is
depicted in Figure 6.10.
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Input: VO-specific Policy
Output: allow or deny decision
Resource Match and Match ID = ’Vulnerable Packages’
Rule 1
If {
subject == VO-admin
Resource== Vulnerable-Packages
Action Allowed== Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(role))
Attribute Values (Resoiurce Attribute(vulnerable packages)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 2
If {
subject == VO-admin
Resource== vulnerable-Packages
Action Allowed== Full Access
}
Condition {
Attribute Value (subject Attribute(X500 DN))
Attribute Values (Resoiurce Attribute(John Boyd)}
}
Then Decision == Permit
Rule 3
Other than rule 1 and 2
Deny All Other Requests
Figure 6.7: Pseudocode for VO Specific Policy
6.4.1 Request Format
The VO-specific policy given in Figure 6.10, shows how a VO-administrator role with Com-
mon Name (CN) “John” is authorized to view the vulnerability information available through
collaborating sites shown in Figure 6.11.
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Begin
Request
If Subject (requestor) = Subject ID
Then
Compare Attribute ’VOadmin’ as Role ID
If subject = group and role = VOadmin
Then Decision = allow
Resource = ’Installed-Packages’
else
Acces Denied
Allowed Action
actionType = ’string’ where value = ’view’
Resource = ’voadmins-guide.html’
Decision = Allow
End Request
Figure 6.8: VO-specific access request from VO admin
6.4.2 Response Format
The successful response related to the request shown in Figure 6.11 is shown below in Figure
6.12.
Begin
Response
If Resource = ’voadmin-guide.html’ and
role = VO-admin
then Decision = Permit
and Status = OK
else
Decision = Deny
End Response
Figure 6.9: VO-specific response to access request in Figure 6.10
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6.5 Scenarios
With the previous environment established, several key scenarios are illustrated to highlight
how the ACVAS framework can be used to improve end-to-end security across the VO.
For many VO collaborations, default passwords and default settings more generally, can be a
potential danger for collaborating sites. Weak credentials used in inter-organisational collab-
orations can also potentially be exploited by remote attackers.
6.5.1 Securing Unprotected User Accounts
In this scenario we consider user accounts and their access privileges during the installation
process in a typical MySQL database – including user privileges on table permissions. For
some installations, accounts can have a default user name (root) which is the superuser account
that has all privileges and can do anything. This root account often has no password unless
specifically set. If this remains the case, a malicious attacker can potentially connect to the
MySQL database as root without a password and be granted all privileges. It is noted that
this phenomenon is also not uncommon in operating systems such as Windows, where root
accounts can be created that permit connections from the local host only. In this case, remote
connections can be made by specifying the host name as localhost (typically the IP address
127.0.0.1). In this case, if the user selects the enable root access from remote machines
option during installation, the Windows installer creates another root account that permits
connections from any host. Moreover, some MySQL database accounts are for anonymous
users and thus have an empty user name/password. In this case they are directly vulnerable to
attackers.
6.5.2 Scanning for credentials
In vulnerability scanners such as Nessus there are many plugins which can be used to check
for default and common credentials such as those beginning with "account_*". Indeed many
attackers try to exploit these for login via telnet and/or SSH. These plugins test for credentials
that are known to be associated with a particular device or application. In VulService (dis-
cussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.3) a built-in default and weak credential policy is supported.
The VulService utilizes a filter feature in the policy setup where searches for the occurrence
of both “account” and “default” are supported. This filtering feature allows identification of
weak or known default username/password combinations and to flag these when discovered.
This information can subsequently be fed to local administrators for resolution.
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6.5.3 Filtering ICMP Protocol Vulnerability
Many attacks are caused by time-based vulnerabilities. Thus a remote host can use ICMP
time stamping on a local machine to overcome time-based authentication protocols. The work
around for such security warnings is to filter the icmp timestamp requests and the outgoing
icmp timestamp replies and flag them to VO administrators, who may subsequently need to
monitor them prior to any serious attacks/outages.
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bundle monitor watch_breakin_attempts
{
measurements:
"/var/log/auth.log"
# This is likely what you’ll see when a script kiddie probes # your
system
handle => "ssh_username_probe",
stream_type => "file",
data_type => "counter",
match_value => scan_log(".*sshd\[.*Invalid user.*"),
history_type => "log",
action => sample_rate("0"); "/var/log/auth.log"
# As scary as this looks, it may just be because someone’s DNS
# records are misconfigured - but you should double check!
handle => "ssh_reverse_map_problem",
stream_type => "file", data_type => "counter",
match_value => scan_log(".*sshd\[.*POSSIBLE BREAK-IN ATTEMPT!.*"),
history_type => "log",
action => sample_rate("0"); "/var/log/auth.log"
# Someone is trying to log in to an account that is locked
# out in the sshd config file handle => "ssh_denygroups",
stream_type => "file", data_type => "counter",
match_value => scan_log(".*sshd\[.*group is listed in
DenyGroups.*"),
history_type => "log",
action => sample_rate("0");
"/var/log/auth.log"
# This is more a configuration error in /etc/passwd than a
# breakin attempt...
handle => "ssh_no_shell",
stream_type => "file",
data_type => "counter",
match_value => scan_log(".*sshd\[.*because shell \S+ does not
exist.*"),
history_type => "log",
action => sample_rate("0");
Figure 6.10: A CMS illustration for monitoring break-in attempts
It is good practice that site administrators and VO admins remain vigilant by scanning syslog
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for break-in attempts. It might be the case that ‘script-kiddies’ probe remote sites for vul-
nerabilities, such as using attacks based on dictionaries of account/password combinations,
looking for unguarded accounts or accounts with default passwords. However, most of these
scans are considered harmless, because a well-maintained site will not use the default pass-
words that these hackers seek to exploit. However, knowing that a site is being scanned is a
good thing, and the CMS module can help site administrators to find that out. For example,
‘sshd’ logs it’s message through ‘syslog’, one can again filter lines based on the service name.
In the ACVAS implementation, authorization messages are routed to /var/log/auth.log, and
monitored using directives depicted in Figure 6.13.
6.5.4 Secure Software Deployment
In this scenario, we consider the case where a VO administrator wants to deploy software
across a set of known Grid sites for a particular VO-specific application to be run. In this case
we focused in particular upon a scenario where a certain version of Java was needed (Java
1.6) across the three nodes dedicated for a VO (see Figure 6.9), whereby on our testbed for a
simple Java 1.6 based application to execute. The preconditions associated with this scenario
include firstly that the target node has the appropriate version of Java installed and that VO-
administrator have the privilege to install software on the other nodes. We assume that the
successful post-condition for this scenario is that Java 1.6 is installed across the three nodes
of the test-bed and that the application could be run. With CMS all that we check is that the
desired packages are installed correctly. This can be used to simply report on the correctness
of the target node, without attempting to fix anything.
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bundle agent verify_packages
{
vars:
“allpkgoutput string => execresult(“/usr/bin/rpm -qa --queryformat
\”%{name}\n\””);
“allpkgs” slist => splitstring (“$ (allpkgoutput)”, “\s+”, 999999);
packages:
“$(allpkgs)”
package_policy => “verify”,
package_method => rpm,
classes => if_notkept(“incorrect_$(allpkgs)”);
reports:
“Problem: package $(allpkgs) is not installed correctly.”
ifvarclass => “incorrect_$(allpkgs)”;
}
Figure 6.14: A CMS directive for installing a package
The directive in Figure 6.14 starts by getting the listing of all packages by running an external
command using the execresult() function, and storing it in the $(allpkgoutput) string, which
then gets split by the splitstring() function into the @(allpkgs) list. It then iterates over this
list verifying each package in turn. If the promise is not kept (e.g. if the package does not
get verified correctly), the packages bundle defines an incorrect_packagename class. In the
reports: section, it iterates again over @(allpkgs), printing a message for the packages whose
incorrect_packagename class is defined. This can be used as a general “sanity check” of a
system, for example to produce a report of its current state or to trigger automatic corrective
actions.
Furthermore, the interactive nature of software installation requires users to agree to the terms
and conditions of the licenses needed during actual installation and configuration. However, to
overcome this issue scripts can be used to automate the process, however in this case situations
can lead to automation where site administrators are unaware of the agreements and license
models of the software being installed. Thus it may not always be desirable to automate this
process as outlined in [12].
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6.5.5 Middleware Software Deployment
As an extension to the scenario outlined above in 6.5.4, AVCAS was used in an example sce-
nario for automating the installation and configuration of Grid middleware [12], e.g. Globus
Toolkit (GT). In these particular scenarios it was shown how a typical Grid-based middleware
environment could be installed across remote VO nodes. The precondition associated with this
scenario was that the client (target node) had the various GT4 software components needed
for installation and configuration of the GT4 environment. The ACVAS CMS directive used
for the middleware software deployment is depicted in Figure 6.15.
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control:
actionsequence = (copy shellcommands)
domain = (nesc.gla.ac.uk)
policyhost = (octopus.nesc.gla.ac.uk)
master_cfinput = ( /usr/cfinput)
== server input directory
workdir = (/home/jan)
==deploy grid service ==
shellcommands:
any::
“mkdir -p /opt/globus/globus-4..0.1”
chown globus.globus /opt/globus-4.0.1
ls -la /opt | grep globus
su -globus
cd
tar -jxf gt4.0.1-all-source-installer.tar.bz2
export JAVA_HOME = /opt/jdk1.5.0_06
export PATH = $JAVA_HOME/bin: $PATH
export JAVA_HOME = /opt/jdk 1.0.5_06
export PATH = $ JAVA_HOME/bin: $PATH
cd gt4.0.1-all-source--installer
export GLOBUS_LOCATION = /opt/globus-4.0.1
./configure --prefix = $GLOBUS_LOCATION --disable-rls
make
make install
Figure 6.15: A CMS directive for deploying a middleware software
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6.5.6 Grid Service Deployment
In multi-domain collaborations, for successful VO operations and due to reasons of reliability
and/or fault tolerance it is often the case that services need to be replicated across other hosts.
In this scenario ACVAS was used to show how configuration management tools could be
used for automatic transfer of Grid services (e.g. given as Grid archive files) and the copying,
extraction, installation and subsequent activation (deployment) of Grid services. The basic
precondition for this scenario to be successful was that section 6.5.5 was satisfactorily com-
pleted. [12] shows how a GT4 client interacting with a GT4 Grid service (installed on a given
node) could work with the same service once migrated to another node through dynamic de-
ployment via ACVAS. In particular a Grid archive (gar) file was moved to a remote VO host
and extracted through a configuration management script as depicted in Figure 6.16. Soon
after the extraction of the gar file, the remote Grid container was stopped and restarted. The
newly added service deployment was confirmed when it was available/visible for interaction
to the client.
control:
actionsequence = (copy shellcommands)
domain = (nesc.gla.ac.uk)
policyhost = (octopus.nesc.gla.ac.uk)
master_cfinput = ( /usr/cfinput)
== server input directory
workdir = (/home/jan)
==deploy grid service ==
shellcommands:
any::
“/usr/local/gt4.0/bin/globus-deploy-gar
$(workdir)/org_globus_examples_services_core_first.gar”
Figure 6.10: A CMS directive for deploying a grid service
6.6 ACVAS Limitations
During the course of implementing the ACVAS framework several limitations have been iden-
tified. Firstly, adopting a centralised data management model for each site can potentially be
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a bottleneck if the size of the organisation grows since it can become a single point of failure.
This can be resolved by having multiple vulnerability databases, e.g. on a per site/VO basis.
Secondly, in ACVAS it is assumed that the collaborating sites have some sort of trust and are
willing to ‘share’ their ‘vulnerability information’ across the collaboration. However in many
real world cases, this may be untenable. The challenge of the ‘patch paradox’ also needs to
be tackled, i.e. where a VO-specific resource is found to be ‘vulnerable’ and need applica-
tion of an emergency patch but there are running jobs or other circumstances that make the
application of the patch impossible at that time.
6.7 Summary/Discussion
This chapter has presented the ACVAS infrastructure for automated configuration and vul-
nerability assessment and described its implementation. The chapter has dealt with two main
problems: identifying vulnerable software across VO-wide resources and the automated ap-
plication of security-oriented policies to affected resources. The ACVAS system allows se-
cure verification of the patch status information of target hosts that subsequently enables VO-
administrators to specify and download secure (hashed) updates of patches from remote repos-
itories. The user interface of ACVAS allows site/VO administrators to obtain required patches
and deploy them on-the-fly over the target affected VO-resources.
Sample policies for vulnerability assessment and configuration issues have been presented and
implemented. Whilst showing the proof of concept, it is important to emphasize that these are,
as stated, a proof of concept and a multitude of other vulnerability and patch-specific scenarios
exist. It may be the case that the complete automation of patch management for other systems
is an unattainable goal, e.g. where complex interdependencies of software system updates
exist. ACVAS has however been designed to be generic and support a range of scenarios.
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Chapter 7
ACVAS Evaluation
This chapter describes use case scenarios for our implementation discussed in Chapter 6. The
chapter is structured as follow. Section 7.1 describes the theoretical evaluation of ACVAS
and overview of Grid domain. Section 7.2 describes the pratical validation of our prototype
implementation of ACVAS in Chapter 7 and the architecture discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The chapter concludes with a discussion on different aspects of these scenarios in section 7.3.
7.1 Theoretical Evaluation
To consider the challenges of vulnerability assessment and configuration aspects and provide
the context in which ACVAS is explored, several key theoritical scenarios are outlined and the
requirements are disccused in context of secure collaborations. The first scenario presents a
representative sequence of interactions demonstrating how default database passwords which
are based on default settings can be potential danger. The second and third are overview
scenarios for checking weak credentials used in inter-organisation collaboration and making
sure the remote attacker are unable to defeat all time based authentication protocols of the
affected node used in collaboration respectively. In this section we briefly highlight the above
mentioned scenarios for which we tested ACVAS’s capabilities to check for vulnerabilities
due to configuration errors and possible missing patches.
7.1.1 Securing un-passworded Accounts
In this scenario we consider the MySQL user accounts and their access privileges during
installation process in the database (mysql.user) that contains the grant tables permissions.
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Among the accounts some have the default user name root which is the superuser account
that has all privileges and can do anything. The initial root account passwords are empty
by default as well, so anyone (malicious intent attacker) can connect to the MySQL server
as root without a password and be granted all privileges. Particularly, such weaknesses are
common in operating systems such as Windows, where root accounts are created that permit
connections from the local host only. Remote connections can be made by specifying the
host name as localhost or the IP address 127.0.0.1. If the user selects the Enable root access
from remote machines option during installation, the Windows installer creates another root
account that permits connections from any host. Moreover, some accounts in MySQL are for
anonymous users and have an empty user name. The anonymous accounts have no password,
so any attacker can use them to connect to the MySQL server.
7.1.2 Scanning for credentials
In vulnerability scanners such as Nessus there are currently seventy plugins which check for
default and common credentials such as those beginning with "account_*" (an attacker try to
exploit these) for login via telnet and/or SSH. These plugins test for generic common creden-
tials or credentials that are known to be associated with a particular device or application. In
VulService (discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.3) we have used the built-in policy named "De-
fault & Weak Credential Check". Moreover, we have configured the policies within VulSer-
vice and used the “Filter” feature in the policy setup and searched for occurrence of both
"account" and "default". This filtering feature allowed us to go through each family in each
of the search results and manually enabled the plugins that tested for either weak or known
default username/password combinations.
7.1.3 ICMP Protocol Vulnerability
In this case of vulnerability the security warning from VulService (is looks like: “The remote
host answers to an ICMP timestamp request. This allows an attacker to know the date which
is set on your machine”. This vulnerability would mean that this scenario if unaddressed
may help a remote attacker to defeat all time based authentication protocols of the affected
node. The work around for such security warnings is to filter out the icmp timestamp requests
and the outgoing icmp timestamp replies. These vulnerabilities mentioned above can easily
be used to break into organizational networks. VO administrators need to have a close look
at them and correct them as soon as possible prior to any serious outage to happen. In the
literature we can find a quite few approaches which are used to vulnerability modeling for
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performing analysis of attacks from malicious intent attackers on computing system and net-
works. The field of safety critical systems examines hazard analysis process, when it comes
to computer systems and modern day communication infrastructure, vulnerabilities can be
perceived as hazardous. There are several techniques being applied to analyse hazards in-
cluding; checklists, event tree analysis, fault tree analysis and cause-consequence analysis. In
[1] Vidalis and Jones discuss several pros and cons of these techniques, we briefly discuss
those here. Firstly, the checklists technique cannot demonstrate the relationships between
the vulnerabilities since they are static. Moreover, this technique also lacks to determine the
inter-relationship between two vulnerabilities to found out how and why these vulnerabili-
ties can trigger each other. Secondly, event tree analysis is based a Boolean approach for
examining vulnerabilities and failures. Due to complex nature of computing systems there
are several type of the vulnerabilities which cannot be expressed with Boolean values. This
technique might work very well for hardware vulnerabilities, but there are six other vulner-
ability types i.e. (physical, natural, human, hardware/software, media and communication),
that cannot be addressed effectively [2-7] Thirdly, fault trees just present a chronological or-
dering of events over time and hence are not adequate to visualize and model the different
types of vulnerability relationships. At each level these merely show the same thing in more
detail. Fourthly, Cause-Consequence Analysis (CCA) follows a top-down or backward tech-
nique to determine the causes of an event. Advantage of using CCA is that once can model
both time dependencies and casual relationships among the events. However, the disadvan-
tage of CCAs is the size of the diagrams, their complexity and the fact that they cannot accept
data from other diagrams. Nevertheless, the use of history attack data for producing patterns
and attack trees. By using this technique one predict the path that a particular threat agent will
follow by analysing the exploits that might be used. While completing an attack tree, each
path represents a unique attack on the organisational systems. Attack trees are not without
any disadvantage; since they cannot analyse complex systems or even larger size organisa-
tional networks mainly due to their complexity [8]. As Vidalis et. al [1] mentions, a different
number of exploits might be used for attacking more than one vulnerabilities, and the same
exploits can be used for attacking different vulnerabilities. In dynamic system, using exploits
as nodes to produce attack trees is not efficient.
7.2 Practical validation of ACVAS Prototype
In our example virtual collaboration, we consider three sites to share their resources and agree
to form a VO including (Edinburgh, Manchester and ScottGrid). However, prior to formation
of this VO, the sites agree on the data set to be shared and roles to be defined across the vir-
tualized environment and the relevant data (anonymised data of target nodes) in the VO. By
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anonymised data here we mean that the respective site have produced and make available the
vulnerability and configuration information for VO-specific purposes. The ‘secured services’
shown in Figure 7.1, are providing an interface to access to those logical data sets provided
by sites. As discussed in section 3.4, Chapter 3 that in a secured based collaborative scenar-
ios where due demands from a particular VO from the site(s) to provide ‘clean-site’ tags to
make sure there are not any security issues to the establishment of the target VO collabora-
tion. Since one of the weakest link in the VO chain will provide the opportunity to the attacker
to impersonate the overall sprit of the collaboration. Moreover, the three collaborating sites
mentioned in Figure 7.1 will provide their relevant VO-specific data to authorised VO admin-
istrator through secured services. We also note that these services are based on fine-grained
level (granular) authorisation mechanism backed up by policy. Approaches based on typical
role based access control (RBAC) themselves are not enough to support such endeavors; for
example a plain <Role, Target, Action) i.e. (Role x Target x Action) have no meaning and au-
thorisation mechanism in those complex requirements. For example in case where a patch is
required to address a vulnerability, under what circumstances a particular VO administrator is
allowed to access vulnerability information made available through joint collaborative shared
environment.
As depicted in Figure 7.1, three sites share resources to form a VO through dedicating com-
pute nodes located at each collaborating sites namely ScotGrid, Manchester and Edinburgh.
Since sites are in disparate domains and potentially have their own policies for accessing their
resources (configuration information and patch status of contributed resources (nodes). VO
admin logs in via the given interface (portal based) based on credentials agreed upon at three
respective sites prior to VO formation. Supposing authentication mechanism has been suc-
cessful and now it needs access to VO specific vulnerability information provided they are
in possession of correct credentials. The annoymised data from the three sites is available at
VO-level including configuration (confDB) and vulnerability/patch status (VulMIS). The VO
specific policy on which the three sites are agreed is depicted in Figure 7.2.
7.2.1 Site administrator’s view of ACVAS
As discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.5.1, the site-specific policy allows a site-administrator
role with a common name (CN) “Jan” to view the vulnerability information available through
collaborating sites shown in condensed form Figure 7.5. Thus the subject Jan who has role of
site administrator in Glasgow is allowed to select, insert or update actions on installed packages
in Glasgow. However, as mentioned in section 7.1, the information available to site admin-
istrator is not anonymised data contributed through three sites for the collaboration. Access
to site specific information enables site administrators to make sure that the data contributed
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Figure 7.1: ACVAS Implementation for a multi-site collaboration
by individual sites is clean and do not pose any security risk to individual site involved in the
collaboration.
Apart from specifyng the trusted patch repositories for site specific OS, site administrators
are allowed to define the configure OVAL based sources for the target nodes to get the latest
vulnerablility information and download updates as depicted in Figure 7.6.
7.2.2 VO adminisrator’s view of ACVAS
The VO-specific policy discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.5.2 allows a VO-administrator role
with a common name (CN) “John” to view the vulnerability information available through
collaborating sites shown in condensed form Figure 7.2. However, as mentioned in section
7.1, the information available to VO administrator is anonymised data contributed through
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Figure 7.2: Site administrators’ view of ACVAS setting OS definition
Figure 7.3: OVAL definition of trusted vendor sources for getting latest patch/update
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Figure 7.4: VO administrator’s view of nodes in condensed form
three sites for the collaboration. Access to such information enables VO administrators to
make sure that the data contributed by individual cross domain sites i.e. (Scotgrid, Manchester
and Edinburgh).
The detailed information about the installed packages on each single node of a VO is shown
in Figure 7.3 in detailed form.
7.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we have outlined some of the supporting scenarios for ACVAS infrastructure
for automated configuration & vulnerability. These scenarios support our implementation of
ACVAS discussed in chapter 7 which basically deals with two main problems: identifica-
tion of vulnerable software across VO-wide resources and applying security-oriented policies
to control and monitor access to those important organisational asset contributed by several
multi-tenant.
This chapter has presented the ACVAS infrastructure for automated configuration and vul-
nerability assessment and described its implementation. The chapter has dealt with two main
problems: identifying vulnerable software across VO-wide resources and the automated ap-
plication of security-oriented policies to affected resources. The ACVAS system allows se-
cure verification of the patch status information of target hosts that subsequently enables VO-
administrators to specify and download secure (hashed) updates of patches from remote repos-
itories. The user interface of ACVAS allows site/VO administrators to obtain required patches
and deploy them on-the-fly over the target affected VO-resources.
Sample policies for vulnerability assessment and configuration issues have been presented and
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Figure 7.5: VO administrator’s view of nodes in detailed form
implemented. Whilst showing the proof of concept, it is important to emphasize that these are,
as stated, a proof of concept and a multitude of other vulnerability and patch-specific scenarios
exist. It may be the case that the complete automation of patch management for other systems
is an unattainable goal, e.g. where complex interdependencies of software system updates
exist. ACVAS has however been designed to be generic and support a range of scenarios.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter provides an overview of the work described and research questions addressed in
this thesis. In the first part, it presents the assumptions on which the work has been based,
and then draws conclusions and discussion of the ACVAS prototype. Finally it describes the
potential areas for future work.
8.1 Assumptions
This work is based on several assumptions. Firstly, it assumes that a means of authentica-
tion exists for site/VO administrators across collaborating domains. This can be achieved by
several well-established mechanisms, e.g. federated approaches such as through Shibboleth
or centralised authentication models. One of the key success factors in any security model
is support for single sign-on. Secondly, this work is based on the assumption that a limited
trust relationship exists between site and VO administrators with regards to identification of
vulnerabilities and the application of trustworthy (authentic) patches across organisation-wide
affected resources (nodes). This implies that site administrators are able to identify vulner-
abilities on site-specific resources and communicate with VO administrators on the vulner-
ability information and its resolution. The focus of this work is predominantly in the area
of identification of vulnerable VO-specific resources and securely automating the application
of trustworthy patches through targeted tool support for site/VO administrators. Thirdly, this
work assumes that sites have security policies in place, e.g. regarding vulnerability scans and
automatic patching of resources. This point is especially challenging since the vulnerabilities
a site may have need to be highly protected from unauthorized access and use (exploitation).
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8.2 Observations
As discussed in Chapter 2, the patch management component of ACVAS builds upon an
intersection of two related fields: vulnerability management and configuration/change man-
agement. As noted in section 2.4, once vendors have identified vulnerabilities, patches are
typically developed to address those vulnerabilities. However it is often the case that sys-
tem/network administrators have to keep an up-to-date patch management system that in-
cludes regular testing and installation procedures for applying patches. This is especially
important since patches that are introduced into systems can themselves potentially cause
failures and further vulnerabilities, e.g. system conflicts that result in security vulnerabilities
arising. This situation can create a “patch paradox” for system managers, where, without a
patch an asset (system) is vulnerable to attacks, and with a patch the asset is potentially vul-
nerable to failures [59]. The process of patching and consequences of patching thus needs to
be closely monitored and tested repeatedly across VO resources.
During the course of this research, we have observed that configuration and vulnerability man-
agement of resources across potentially geographically far-flung administrative boundaries is
difficult to achieve. To address this challenge our main research question was (Chapter 1,
section 1.2):
Can we proactively identify and resolve security vulnerabilities and system mis-configurations
in an automated and generic way in a Grid-based environment?
Through the design and implementation of ACVAS prototype in (Chapters 4 & 5), we have
proved that identification of security vulnerabilities and finding misconfigured nodes in an
autonomous inter-organisation collaboration (VO) is possible to achieve. To further reinforce
the ACVAS support, we have divided the main research question into five sub questions elab-
orated in next section (8.3).
8.2.1 Vulnerability Management Process
As identified in [93], the vulnerability management process normally commences with sys-
tems that do not have known vulnerabilities. ACVAS follows a vulnerability management
processes which involves:
• Establishing and maintaining system information (inventory) including what type of
hardware, operating system versions, running services and third-party applications are
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installed on organisational resources. This can be achieved either through manual or
automated approaches.
• Obtaining reliable, exhaustive, and up-to-date vulnerability information related to VO
resources. To support this, there are numerous open source and commercial soft-
ware systems available that provide vulnerability information as discussed in Chapter
2. However at present, there are no automated tools for administrators to customise
this vulnerability information for inter-organisational collaborations. This is especially
challenging since vulnerability information can often come from various sources and
have ambiguous text-based descriptions in different formats and using different termi-
nologies.
• Assessing and evaluating vulnerabilities in organisational resources helps to determine
the risks associated with collaborations a priori, i.e. before VOs are established. There
are a number of free and commercial security vulnerability assessment tools that can
help site administrators to find out vulnerabilities. However these tools typically do not
support the adaptation to particular VO-specific needs and requirements. As a result,
existing approaches result in an incomplete picture of the overall organisational systems
and the potential threats they may give rise to.
8.3 Contribution
The primary contribution of this thesis is in the design and implementation of ACVAS and
how it supports the integration of vulnerability assessment and application of patches across
decentralised (autonomous) inter-organisational collaborations. Specifically the thesis contri-
bution can be summarised as follows:
• Identification of vulnerable software in heterogeneous environments: ACVAS en-
ables site/VO administrators to validate software to be deployed on local resource before
vulnerabilities can arise. Information about the existence of potential vulnerabilities is
essential site administrators to able to resolve them in a timely manner. For large-scale
multi-site collaborations, identifying distributed and heterogeneous software vulnera-
bilities is increasingly demanding since VO-specific software often comes from a vari-
ety of sources including remote collaborators themselves.
• Automatic verification of vulnerable software: It is often a tedious and laborious
activity to identify vulnerable software across multi-node environments. ACVAS fa-
cilitates the collection of detailed knowledge (inventory) of installed software across
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organisational nodes along with their versioning information; and supports the installa-
tion of patches and configuration of organisational nodes. The seamless integration of
all of these activities is vital to successful operation of collaborations.
• Application of trustworthy patches: An authentic and trustworthy patch implies a
verifiable and untampered patch. In ACVAS this is achieved through making sure that
patches are digitally signed (by trusted vendors) and using their signature as a basis
for determining their trustworthiness. Trust-based patch delivery and installation is suc-
cessfully realised when a site or VO administrator successfully installs authentic patches
across inter-organisational VO-specific resources. ACVAS automates this process and
targets it to particular needs and requirements of VOs.
• Automation of VO-wide vulnerability assessment: In ACVAS an authorised vulner-
ability assessment request implies that only authorised remote system/VO administra-
tors are able to invoke VO-specific vulnerability assessment and patch management
tools. ACVAS allows remote site/VO administrators to conduct security assessments
(automated vulnerability assessments), deploy patches and configure organisational re-
sources in a seamless framework. ACVAS realises this through exploitation of VO-
specific authentication and authorisation credentials that have been agreed as part of the
establishment of the VO. ACVAS has at its heart the autonomy of sites and their local
expression and enforcement of security policies on access to resources and importantly
access to vulnerability and patching information.
8.4 Achievements of the ACVAS prototype
Through the design and development of the Automated Configuration and Vulnerability As-
sessment (ACVAS) framework, it has been shown how it is possible to address the problems
of discovery of vulnerable software installed on organisation nodes across collaborating sites
and the application of trusted patch management in a decentralised authorization-driven col-
laborative environment.
ACVAS differs from Pakiti [95] and Grid Site Software Vulnerability Analyzer (GSSVA)
[190] in that it introduces the application of trusted patch delivery and definition of security
policies for site/VO administrators. ACVAS provides multiple rules, which protect organisa-
tional assets by using trusted credentials and access policies in collaborative environments.
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8.5 Suggestions and potential future work
Grid infrastructures such as the UK based National e-Infrastructure Service (NES) [194],
Open Science Grid (OSG) [195] and Scotgrid [196] etc are typically funded and managed
by consortia comprising universities, companies, and government bodies that can afford to
make the necessary commitment of resources to achieve an adequate level of security. While
implementing ACVAS prototype, we have covered several aspects of secure collaborations
(VO) in previous chapters. These areas along with potential future ones are summerised
below.
1. Security policies are an essential component of ACVAS prototype. In ACVAS we have
focused on identification of vulnerabilities and application of security policies enabling
site and/or VO administrators to potentially address particular VO security vulnera-
bilities. As discussed in Chapter 2, the NIST document [116] on patch management
discusses patch management and the dilemma of patch management and other com-
plexities. However for larger scale collaborations the assumption of “in-sprit” trust and
certification of ‘clean-sites’ is largely still based on blind trust.
2. Through the literature survey (Chapter 2), we also argued that rather than blindly trust-
ing collaborators to do the right thing, individuals and VO collaborations should be able
to systematically assess the security of the overall VO systems and the associated under-
lying fabric. Specifically ACVAS allows to assess core questions identified in section
1.2, Chapter 1:
a) How we can identify software versions across heterogeneous VOs?
b) How do we verify that the information is reliable?
c) How can we establish that a particular software version and/or configuration is vul-
nerable?
d) How can we dynamically apply relevant patches to those affected nodes that may be
a threat to the VO as a whole?
e) How can we automate the vulnerability assessment process and allow relevant stake-
holders to install and configure relevant remedial patches across distributed VO re-
sources reflecting the local autonomous policies of sites involved?
3. Applications developed to run over the Grid are often produced by small groups of
researchers, scientists, and engineers. Fenz et. al.[197] identified that Grid applications
are often likely to contain bugs at the time of deployment. Often such user/groups are
not trained in secure software engineering practices. Instead, they develop software to
answer a focused research question that is expected to have a short life cycle. Tackling
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this demands that software developers are cognisant of best practice in secure systems
development – including development and delivery of patches. The process of certifying
such systems also requires a step change in how software systems and developed and
hardened.
4. There are also several issues with regards to policy specification for vulnerability in-
formation and applying patches to affected software. It is essential that sites are inde-
pendent and cannot be dictated to regarding policy specification on disclosure of vul-
nerability information. However, prior to VO formation, questions such as “will/should
the collaborating sites disclose their vulnerability information for their resources and/or
the patch status of target nodes to collaborating sites?” must be answered. The trust
relationship required to agree to such policies is extremely complex and typically goes
against the grain of traditional site security approaches.
5. In building the ACVAS prototype, it became evident that until now insufficient atten-
tion has been paid to issues related to description and enforcement of policies on access
to and use of dynamic Grid resources. Policies can be permissions, prohibitions or
obligations or indeed desired usage scenario(s) expected by service/resource providers,
collaborating VO members, or even the VO as a whole. Contemporary Grid collabora-
tions have adopted “in-spirit” usage policies with no actual fine-grained enforcement,
e.g. all resources are assumed to be contributed in kind [198], or where the policy en-
forcement on resource/service usage is at best ad-hoc. Collaborations that do define
VO-wide policies typically only focus on resource usage policies, e.g. focused on tar-
get shares of CPU resources, and neglect the Grid resources/services such as disk and
bandwidth. Due to insufficient resource/service usage policies and the relevant mecha-
nisms for their enforcement, users, resources and service providers more generally are
increasingly reluctant to participate in large-scale dynamic Grid-environments out of
fear that their resources/services will be misused and/or overrun [199].
6. Further challenges on VOs establishment also exist. For example, how VO admin-
istrators cope with situations where a particular resource has been found to be ‘vul-
nerable’ and/or where a site administrator decides to apply a patch onto VO-specific
resources with application dependencies or running jobs. At what point should vulnera-
bility assessments happen and patching take place? Many major research infrastructure
providers are obliged to be available as much as possible.
7. Contemporary cloud-based solutions such as cloud Inspect [200] and McAfee GetSusp
[201] now allow customers to pay an extra amount to scan the target Cloud infrastruc-
ture prior to deploying their applications to make sure that the underlying fabric does
not pose any security threat.
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8.6 The future of Vulnerability Assessment
As we argued in various parts of this thesis that due to exponential growth in IT infrastruture,
there are complexcities in software used. Despite of the efforts from aoftware industry the
number of discovered vulnerabilities is increasing. Moreover, the site administrators and
security staff are unable to cope with the vulnerability problem. This demands a and of comple
of Vulnerability assessment tools have advantages and disadvantages that site administrators
need to consider prior to joining a VO. These include:
• A particular vulnerability scanner can only assess a "snapshot of time" of a typical sys-
tem. Ideally a regular scanning process should be conducted to improve the security.
Human judgment is often vital to establishing reliable results from vulnerability scan-
ners, since scanners only report vulnerabilities according to the information (plug-ins)
associated with the scanner database. Due to the potential undetected nature of results
from a vulnerability scan, i.e. the failure to recognise an existing flaw on a target re-
source, or indeed a false positive, i.e. the incorrect determination of the presence of
vulnerability where none exists, human judgment is often required for analysing results
of the scanning process.
• Since vulnerability scanners are purposely designed to discover known vulnerabilities,
they cannot identify other security threats, e.g. the physical, configuration, operational
or procedural issues and/or not yet identified/published vulnerabilities. In many cases,
vulnerability scanners rely on software “plug-ins” to determine potential vulnerabili-
ties in a target resource. With software complexities and the speed of malicious codes
now being produced the need to dynamically update such software plug-in database
information is a drawback of largely static vulnerability scanners.
• Vulnerability scanners can themselves pose major risks to organisational assets. As
well as being the prime source of information that could lead to direct exploitations,
repeated vulnerability scans can cause system, e.g. be used for denial of service scan
attacks. To tackle this, risk assessment and planning is typically required prior to scan
policies being put into place and actual scanning taking place.
• For successful VO operations, participating sites will clearly wish to keep their site-
specific vulnerability information in a safe place. Leakage of scanning results contain-
ing information of system vulnerabilities would be an extremely dangerous if they fall
into the wrong hands. ACVAS utilizes VO-specific policy specification and enforce-
ment to ensure that only recognized (trusted) individuals have access to such informa-
tion. This model is perhaps the most challenging aspect of ACVAS, i.e. would a site
allow access to such information to VO collaborators. In this thesis, it is argued that a
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weakness in any site is a potential threat to the VO as a whole. The risk analysis is thus
an essential process in the application of ACVAS.
• When a degree of pre-existing trust exists among organisations, a common external
party may be employed to help in the vulnerability assessment process. This model is
being more commonplace with Cloud-based usage scenarios. Alternatively, VOs may
designate a partner site responsible for undertaking vulnerability assessment (white/-
grey vulnerability assessments) and potentially for maintaining the security of this in-
formation.
• Last but not least, the improper use of vulnerability scanning tools can obviously pose an
enormous risk and cause tremendous harm to VO-wide resources and other information
systems when misused and/or used beyond the agreed terms and conditions. Therefore,
policies and procedures should be in place which clearly specify to whom, how and
when vulnerability assessment tools can be used as part of the process of establishing
a particular VO. These policies may potentially include the kind of prior VO formation
(contract negotiation) process, management approval and/or legal clearances that are
required before particular scans takes place.
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A.1 Section
A.1 Scenario
A.1.1 Configure a node as webserver in a VO
In the first scenario a simple CMS configuration (based on CFengine) is used to configure
a VO node as a webserver. FigureA.2 depicts the initial site.cf file for this scenario. In the
example (Figure A.2), the CMS class grants permission to users ‘thomas’ and ‘gordon’ to
remotely activate classes matching the regular expression ‘extraordinary’ when using the cf-
runagent to activate CMS module.
In this way a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) system is supported for unprivileged users,
i.e. users that do not have privileged access (root access) on the target host directly. However,
the implicit assumption here is that the user identity is based on trusted CMS keys created by
the user and exchanged with the server (as discussed in Section 5.1.2).
The webservers.cf file (see Figure A.3) contains a list of declarations that have to be fulfilled
to add functionality to that server. The declaration shows a CFengine based declaration for
the CMS module with access control rules for VO administrators to install and configure
an Apache web server. First, the VO administrators allowed to install Apache packages are
defined. Secondly, three additional promises are given for deploying the Apache configuration
on the webservers.
A reload_apache class (promise) is set when one of these promises is executed. This means
that when a VO admin changes the configuration files, CMS deploys the new configuration to
the webservers Apache’s configuration where it is subsequently reloaded. A further promise
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Figure A.1: VO-Inventory (VulMIS) schema
Figure A.2: The CMS promises to grant permission to users Thomas and Gordon
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Figure A.3: The webserver.cf declaration of installing and running apache web server
checks if the Apache server is running in the processes: section. If Apache is not running it
will be restarted.
As depicted in Figure A.4, the XACML policy for this scenario allows a VO administrator
from the webadmin group to include Apache classes in the configuration of a node. This
provides fine-grained access control to the statements in the CMS declarations of Figure A.3.
The request format for XACML policy of Figure A.3 is depicted in Figure A.4 showing the
add action.
The response related to request based in Figure A.5 is shown below in Figure A.6 with a
permit decision to voadmin role based on the request shown in Figure A.5.
A.1.2 Adding virtual hosts to VO nodes
The second scenario used for evaluation uses the same Apache webserver setup (described in
section A.2.1), and allows VO-administrators from the webuser group to add virtual hosts to
the apache configuration. VO-admins can only add virtual hosts to the configuration when the
documentroot is located in their own home directory. The document root parameter controls
the directory that contains the files that a webserver should serve to the VO users of a particular
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Figure A.4: The XACML-based policy to allow VO-admins group to add the apache class to
sites
Figure A.5: VO-specific access request from VO admin
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Figure A.6: VO-specific response to access request
Figure A.7: A VO-specific declaration to copy virtual host settings
domain. The CMS declaration shown in Figure A.7 shows a manifest from the Apache module
that configures the virtual hosts in the system.
The XACML policy in Figure A.8 is used to enforce access control based on the contents of
the change and not based on the file location. It enforces access control on all occurrences of
virtual host resources in any CMS declaration file included in the repository. The policy builds
the home directory of the user by concatenating /home/with the voadministrator. The value of
the documentroot parameters of the virtual host resource start with the home directory policy
being created.
The request format for the XACML policy of Figure A.8 is depicted in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.8: XACML policy to allows VO-admins from webuser group to add vhosts root in
their homedirectory
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Figure A.9: VO-specific to access request according to policy
The response related to the request shown in Figure A.9 is shown in Figure A.10.
Figure A.10: VO-specific response to access request
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B.2 XACML Policies
The site-specific policy discussed in Chapter 5 is given in XML format in Figure 5.1 below.
The VO specific policy is shown in Figure B.2 below.
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Figure A.1: A site-specific policy protecting ‘InstalledPackages’ resource
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Figure A.2: A VO specific policy protecting ‘Vulnerability’ resource
161
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Figure A.3: XACML Request format to access resource at VulMIS
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Figure A.4: VO-specific policy for accessing vulnerability data for sites in Fig 6.9
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